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PREFACE
Silicon City College was established in the year 2007. A renowned family
consisting of a Philanthropist, a social reformer and group of highly educated
personalities were responsible in giving birth to the MJ Education Trust. It was
long dreams come true for the family to establish the most respected educational
institution in Bangalore. A very distinguished team of academician under the
guidance of the trustees, the college admissions has multiplied four times in a
span of six years.
The adhering to the mission of the institution, it has created the wonderful and
joyful learning environment which empowers the student to achieve the zenith of
the educational and personal potential. The institute has very successfully lived up
to its vision to reach out one and all, to provide quality education by inspiring and
nurturing the rich values of the human resource and community that we live in.
Silicon City College has a vast beautiful campus of about 3.5 acres situated in a
semi-urban area at Krishna Raja Puram, Bangalore. The location of the institution
and the environment is peaceful and calm. Commutation network is very strong
and the movement of the people is very convenient in all directions.
The college has been providing comprehensive programs to the various students
from the State, Nation and across the globe. The dedicated faculties impart world
class education by providing the most innovative teaching learning practices to
develop the intellectual abilities imbibed with social, moral, cultural and ethical
values. It has developed very strong relationship with industry leaders and
business experts from all the profession to impart specialized training to prepare
the students to competitively and successfully place the most demanding global
requirements.
There are several supportive services which augments the core teaching learning
and evaluation process through a well-stocked central library with different
departmental libraries, a large computer lab with the state-of-art technology and
licensed software, a sophisticated electronics lab etc., contribute for interactive
and ICT learning. All this features substantially contributes for the students to
have a meaningful learning and to achieve academic excellence. The institute’s
approach is a blend of academics, co-curricular and extracurricular activities.
While the academic teaching learning process enriches today’s youth to acquire
attitude and skills to excel on the job, the co-curricular and extracurricular
activities inspires the students to develop the right attitude and acquire positive
life skills.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The objective of the Institution is to provide an invaluable opportunity for the
comprehensive rehabilitation of semi-educated youth from their unprivileged
community to ultimately ensure intelligent, qualified and knowledgeable
graduates are developed who precise taking care of themselves can contribute
effectively for the growth and prosperity of the community, the region and for the
Nation. The Institute also believes to create the right awareness and knowledge
with high professional skills to face the challenges of the ever changing
competitive world. The pedagogies are carefully adopted which are coupled with
the most innovative teaching-learning process to help and guide the budding
managers in professionally excel in all spears of life in general and the profession
in particular.
The objectives are fully achieved with the caliber and high contributions made by
the faculty and the students. This has enhanced the image name and fame of the
institution to the highest level. The current programs at the institute include only
three under-graduate programs. The Institute strongly believes to ensure that the
stated objectives of the curriculum are appropriately achieved. Hence program
educational objectives are prepared for every program which defines the
objectives, the execution, identifying the outcomes and analyzing educational
objectives with the outcomes.
Being an affiliated college, the institute takes care that all the programs strictly
follow the curriculum designed by the Bangalore University and institutes
program educational objectives. On receipt of revised curriculum at the
commencement of each academic year, the academic committee at the college
designs an annual academic plan, academic calendar etc. The academic calendar
plans for curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities for the entire forth
coming academic year – month wise and date wise. The academic plans are
regularly reviewed for tidy execution.
Academic flexibility is followed as per the norms and requirements of the
Bangalore University. However, the faculties and departments can choose their
mode of teaching and learning methods for imparting knowledge. Co-curricular
activities such as seminars, symposia, workshops, guest-lectures, quiz programs
etc., are planned by the college and implemented. This procedure contributes for
the institution to enrich the curriculum to cover areas which are over and above
the curriculum.
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Moral and ethical values, employable and life skills and orientation to the
community are comprehensively covered through enrichment programs.
Obtaining feedback from the stake holders is considered by the college as the
main importance segment and contributing factor for the continuous improvement
of curricular and co-curricular activities. In fact the college has made a small
beginning in providing feedback to the Bangalore University on the curriculum
from the last two academic years.
The institution has developed a well laid down admission procedure which
ensures proper and worthy candidates are admitted to all the programs. The
procedures ensure that candidates from the disadvantage community, minority
communities, economically weaker section etc., have reasonable access for
admission. The Institute ensures that certain preparatory structured programs are
systematically organized for the benefit of all the new comers before they are
inducted into the regular classrooms sessions. These programs facilitate students
to actively participate and contribute in the academic sessions. Further the
institute has introduced an innovative program namely -mentor-mentee program.
The program’s objective is to identify the slow learners and provide them
remedial/tutorial programs to enable them to cope with the academics demands of
the program and perform satisfactorily. Further, this results in reducing the
dropouts initially and to ultimately eliminate the dropouts. The institute
simultaneously ensures several programs to motivate and encourage the advanced
learners.
The Internal Quality Assurance Cell which has been inaugurated in the month of
May 2013 has been contributing substantially for the overall development of the
academic and administrative quality systems in the institution. The institute just
not believes in completing the curriculum as per the University norms, but it aims
to ensure that students are empowered through knowledge. This is successfully
achieved through teaching-learning practices which have been upgraded with the
extensive use of ICT and by constantly organizing high valued co-curricular
activities. The institute has been very successfully trying to implement the various
innovative concepts in teaching and learning including the most recent concept of
blended learning.
The college has established a good library which has been ably augmenting the
teaching learning process. While the monitoring of annual academic calendar
ensures that the curriculum is satisfactorily completed within the planned time
and date, sufficient time is given for the students for revision classes. The institute
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has evolved various systems which have checks and process to monitor and
evaluate the quality of teaching learning and to ensure improvements. Further to
continuously upgrade the quality of faculties, they are officially nominated to
faculty development programs, conferences, seminars, workshops etc., this
enables the teaching learning practices is of very high quality.
The evaluation process is adequately communicated to the stake holders to the
institution’s websites, prospectus etc., and the program educational outcomes are
systematically assessed and identified to ensure that the program educational
objectives are properly met.
The institute plans to establish a good research center with adequate infrastructure
and human resource for promotion of research in the selected areas. The institute
has made a beginning in earmarking a place for the research center, developing a
vision, mission statement for the research center, formation of a research advisory
committee and has registered with payment to the Tumkur University. The
institute feels that it has made a beginning and plans to execute the various
activities in a few years from now.
However, currently research activities are in the following areas.
• Motivating the faculty members to enroll for the Ph.D degree as external
candidates.
• Encouraging and recognizing the faculty members, who come forward for
publication of Research papers.
• Organizing an annual training program to all the students on methodology
and process of research work and preparing them for taking up research
work.
• In addition to encouraging and guiding UG students to take up research
dissertations as required by the curriculum and motivating the other UG
students who are not mandatorily required to take up research
dissertations.
The Institution has formulated the procedure for enhancement of the infrastructure
to facilitate teaching learning practice and for the enhancement of the entire
academic activities. All the department heads are required to prepare the Business
plan/budget for the fourth coming academic year, six months in advance. The
Principal shall submit the proposals to governing council for approval. Upon
approval the infrastructure development and maintenance are carried out based on
the approved business plan.
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All the classrooms, seminar hall etc, are ICT enabled with adequate lighting and
ventilation facility. The college has large space and facility for sports both
outdoor and indoor, auditorium etc., one hostel each for the male and female
students have been established. The hostel is provided with all the necessary
facilities including recreational facility, Wi-Fi access, TV etc. The Institute has
entered into a MoU with a renowned hospital in the vicinity to provide regular
medical check-up and for the health care of the faculties and students. The
institution has common facilities for IQAC, Women cell, carrier guidance and
placement center, health care center, cafeteria, auditorium etc.,
The Library is located in the ground floor with a large area to house books,
magazines, journals and newspapers. The Library has both reference and
borrowing section. It has an e-library/digital section with internet facility. An
exclusive reprography system is available. The Library has also been equipped
with OPAC, in-house remote access to the publication and the library is fully
automated. The library provides certain additional support services such as
information on new arrivals, notification of important National and International
news, chapters and important portions from new arrivals etc.,. The feedback
received on the library services from the stake holders are analyzed and/or placed
before the advisory committee for review.
A robust and vibrant IT department consisting of well qualified and experienced
IT personnel is responsible for the various innovative practices in the college.
The IT lab with sufficient number of desktops with adequate hardware and
licensed software along with Wi-Fi facility is established in the campus. The
entire campus and hostels have Wi-Fi facility. The Wi-Fi enabled classrooms
facilitate to adopt blended teaching in the classrooms. The institution maintenance
of infrastructure is one of prime important functions in the institutions. It follows
two methods namely- regular maintenance by outsourcing the activity which is
supervised by the institution’s representatives. Secondly imbibing expensive
equipment’s and electronic gadgets are serviced and maintained by professional
organizations with whom the institution has entered into AMC. The institution
also believed in environmental protection and maintenance of plants and nursery
in the college. Regular calibrations of precision measures are initiated for
equipment’s and instruments.
The institute regularly publishes prospectus every year for the benefit of new
entrants. The prospectus comprehensively and in detail cover all the aspects of the
institution, program, the infrastructure and facilities, the various redressal process
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etc., in addition to prospectus the college publishes a magazine annually under the
name Blossom which besides providing various activities in the college provides
updates on the norms and procedures in the institution’s students are motivated to
contribute articles which are published in the magazine. The institute explores the
various schemes and guides and assists for the students to derive financial
assistance from various external organizations. Besides these services the institute
has a policy through which students from economically weaker section are
eligible for a concession in the quantum of fees payable. Students who are slow
learners are supported and mentored for academic rehabilitation and to improve
their performance. The faculty and the management ensure that all the students in
general and students with talents participate in all the extracurricular activities and
bill orders. The college has independent academic committees for grievance
handling, anti-sexual harassment, anti-ragging etc., which ensures the campus is
peaceful. The college has an alumni association which has been functioning
actively. The feedback receive from the alumni on the institution has been one of
the important resources which is responsible for the institutional growth and
progress. The various academic bodies which are reconstituted every academic
year with faculties and students as members have contributed considerably for the
development of the institution.
The senior management consisting of the Founder trustee, Chairman and the
Director visits the college on a daily basis and are involved in the institutions dayto-day activities. The involvement is right from developing quality policies and
plants, delegation of authority, monitoring the execution, review and reenforcement. This result in continuous improvement and development from time
to time act. The various academic committees frequently meet and monitors and
examines the progress made, reinvents quality enhancement activities which
results in improvements in all areas of academics. Certain vulnerable areas such
as: anti-ragging, anti-sexual harassment, etc., are promptly and attended and early
redressal is provided for the victims. Simultaneously preventive aspects are also
planned to avoid recurrence of such incidents. The governing council reviews the
various feedback analyses on several factors and activities of the institutions and
the action taken reports to monitor that all concerned adhere to the various
requirements of quality assurance policy, mechanisms and outcomes in respect of
both internal and external stake holders.
The institute has been encouraging the faculties and students to contribute their
suggestions and views for introducing innovations in the activities and to adopt
best practices. Some of the best practices which are worth mentioning here:
• Mentoring System for Students
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•
•
•
•
•

Skill – Will Club
ICT Training program for teaching and non-teaching staff.
Security Awareness of Project Management
Motivational Program for Students progression in the area of developing
specialized skills
Innovative Teaching Practice

Strength:
Young vibrant and well qualified and experienced members of the faculty.
Excellent infrastructure for teaching learning practice.
Adequate support and guidance for students in all academic, co-curricular and
extracurricular activities.
Strong support and monitoring institutional activities by senior management
adhering to innovative and best practices and
Large and spacious campus with good infrastructural facilities and amenities.
Institution initiative to host sports tournament under Bangalore University.
Weaknesses:
Multiplicity of Educational Institutions.
Traffic snarls due to national highway.
Lack of quality vendors in the vicinity.
Frequent power disruptions.
Opportunities:
Present infrastructure can cater to many more new programs.
To develop a good research lab/center.
To introduce on the high – end on job training programs.
Introduction of add-on courses.
To achieve 100% results.
To achieve institutional excellence through IQAC’s activities.
Challenges:
Developing consultancy services.
Introducing research dissertation compulsorily for B.Com students.
Attracting more number of International students.
Hosting International conference.
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PROFILE OF THE AFFILIATED COLLEGE

1. Name and address of the college:
Name: SILICON CITY COLLEGE
Address: #26/2, RAVINDRA LAYOUT, NEAR POLICE QUARTERS, K R PURAM
City: BANGALORE
Pin: 560036
State: KARNATAKA
Website: www.siliconcitycollege.ac.in

2. For communication:
Designation

Name

Principal

Gnanesh C

Telephone
with STD
code
O: 08065602259

Mobile

Fax

Email

9945070023

08025618999

siliconcity
college
principal@
gmail.com

9900159535

08025618999

deepthimah
antesh80@
gmail.com

R:
Vice Principal

O:
R:

Steering
Committee
Co-ordinator

Mrs.Deepthi
Shirahatti

O: 080
25618999
R:
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3. Status of the of Institution :
Affiliated College

√

Constituent College
Any other (specify)

4. Type of Institution:
a. By Gender
i. For Men
ii. For Women
iii. Co-education
b. By shift
i. Regular
ii. Day
iii. Evening

√

√

5. Is it a recognized minority institution?
Yes
No

√

If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other) and
provide documentary evidence. NOT APPLICABLE
6. Source of funding:
Government
Grant-in-aid
Self-financing

√

Any other
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7. a. Date of establishment of the college: 30-05-2007 (dd/mm/yyyy)
b. University to which the college is affiliated /or which governs the college
(If it is a constituent college)
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
c. Details of UGC recognition:
Under Section

Date, Month & Year

Remarks

(dd-mm-yyyy)

(If any)

i. 2 (f)

Not Applied

ii. 12 (B)

Not Applied

(Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act):
d. Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other
than UGC (AICTE, NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI, RCI etc.)
Under
Section/clause

Recognition/Approval
details
Institution/Department/
Program

Day, Month
and Year

Validity

Remarks

(dd-mmyyyy)

i.
ii.
iii.

Not Applicable

iv.
(Enclose the recognition/approval letter)
8. Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as
recognized by the UGC), on its affiliated colleges?
Yes
No
√
If yes, has the College applied for availing the autonomous status?
Yes
No
√
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9.

Is the college recognized
a. by UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE)?
Yes
No
√
If yes, date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
b. for its performance by any other governmental agency?
Yes
No
√
If yes, Name of the agency …………………… and
Date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)

10. Location of the campus and area in sq.mts:
Location *
Urban
Campus area in sq. mts.

3.5 acres

Built up area in sq. mts.

44725 Sq. Mts.

(* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify)
11.

Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and
provide numbers or other details at appropriate places) or in case
the institute has an agreement with other agencies in using any of
the listed facilities provide information on the facilities covered
under the agreement.
• Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities
• Sports facilities
∗ play ground
∗ swimming pool
∗ gymnasium
• Hostel
∗ Boys’ hostel
i. Number of hostels - 01
ii. Number of inmates - 25
iii. Facilities (mention available facilities)
The following are the facilities available:
• Cot and Bed
• Attached Bathroom
• Curtains
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study Table with Chair
Cupboard
Wi-Fi
Games
TV
Emergency Lamp
Hot water facility
Drinking water facility
Bunker
Food
Tea/Coffee with snacks

∗ Girls’ hostel
i. Number of hostels - 1
ii. Number of inmates - 05
iii. Facilities (mention available facilities)
The following are the facilities available
• Cot and Bed
• Attached Bathroom
• Curtains
• Study Table with Chair
• Cupboards
• Wi-Fi
• Games
• TV
• Emergency Lamp
• Hot water facility
• Drinking water facility
• Bunker
• Food(Veg & Non-Veg)
• Tea/Coffee with snacks
∗ Working women’s hostel
i. Number of inmates
ii. Facilities (mention available facilities)
• Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give
numbers available -- cadre wise) - 01
• Cafeteria -01
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• Health centre –
First aid

√

Inpatient

√

Outpatient

√

Emergency care facility

√

Ambulance…….
Health centre staff –
Qualified doctor

Full time

Part-time

Qualified Nurse

Full time

Part-time

Note: The Institution has a tie-up with a well-known Hospital which
is in the vicinity to provide health care & emergency services.
• Facilities like banking, post office, book shops
The Institution has established an exclusive provision for Bank
facility and in association with Bank of India (BOI). The campus has
a Silicon City College branch which is primarily for the benefit of the
students and faculty. The members of the surrounding community are
also permitted to utilize the bank services. The students avail
Educational loans under star plus Education scheme of the Bank.
• Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff
• Animal house
• Biological waste disposal – √
• Generator or other facility for management/regulation of electricity
and voltage - √
• Solid waste management facility
• Waste water management - Partially
• Water harvesting
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12.

Details of programmes offered by the college (Give data for current
academic year)
Sl. Program Level
Name of Duratio Entry
Medium
Sanction
No
the
n
Qualificati of
ed/appro
.
Program
on
instruction ved
/ Course
Student
strength
Under-Graduate
BBM
6
II PUC
120
BCA
SEMES
PASS
120
B.COM
TERS
FROM
ENGLISH 200
OF 3
YEARS

ANY
RECONG
NISED
UNIVERSI
TY/EQUIV
ALENT
EXAM
PASSED
WITH 35%
IN
AGGREG
ATE

No. of
students
admitted

21
24
106

Post-Graduate

Integrated
Programme P G
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
Ph. D.
Certificate
courses
UG Diploma
PG Diploma
Any Other
(specify and
provide details)
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13. Does the college offer self-financed Programs?
Yes
No
If yes, how many?

3

14. New programs introduced in the college during the last five years if any?
Yes
No √
Number

15. List the departments: (respond if applicable only and do not list
facilities like Library, Physical Education as departments, unless they
are also offering academic degree awarding programmes. Similarly, do
not list the departments offering common compulsory subjects for all
the programmes like English, regional languages etc.)
Particulars
Science
Arts
Commerce

UG
BCA
B.COM
B.B.M

PG

Research

Any Other not covered above

16. Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course
like BA, BSc,MA,M.Com…)
a. annual system
b. semester system

3

c. trimester system
17. Number of Programmes with
a. Choice Based Credit System
b. Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach
c. Any other ( specify and provide details)
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18. Does the college offer UG and/or PG programmes in Teacher Education?
Yes
No
√
If yes,
a. Year of Introduction of the programme(s)……………….
(dd/mm/yyyy)
and number of batches that completed the programme
b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.: ……………………………………
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:………………………..
c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of
Teacher Education Program separately?
Yes
No
19. Does the college offer UG or PG program in Physical Education?
Yes

No

√

If yes,
a. Year of Introduction of the program(s)……………….
(dd/mm/yyyy)
and number of batches that completed the program
b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.: ……………………………………
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:……………………
c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of
Physical Education Program separately?
Yes
No
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20. Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution
Positions
Teaching faculty
NonProfessor Associate Assistant
teaching
Professor Professor
staff
*M
*F *M *F
*
*F
*
*F
M
M
Sanctioned by the
UGC / University /
State Government
Recruited
Yet to recruit
Sanctioned by the
Management/society
or other authorized
bodies
Recruited
09 13
03 02
Yet to recruit
*M-Male *F-Female

Technical
staff
*M

*F

01

21. Qualifications of the teaching staff:
Highest
qualification

Professor
Male

Female

Permanent teachers
D.Sc./D.Litt.
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
Temporary teachers
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
Part-time teachers
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

Associate
Professor
Male
Female

Assistant
Professor
Male
Female

01
08

Total

02
07

04
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22. Number of Visiting Faculty /Guest Faculty engaged with the College:
The number of Visiting Faculty/Guest Faculty on an average in an
academic year.

06

23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the college during the last
four academic years.
Categories

SC
ST
OBC
GENERAL
OTHERSInternational
students

2009 -10
Male Fem
ale
13
09
--41
27
14
15
1
1

2010-11
Mal Femal
e
e
14
11
05
-24
30
14
13
01
02

2011-12
Mal Femal
e
e
06
10
00
00
54
24
37
15
01
03

2012 -13
Mal Femal
e
e
15
10
04
01
81
27
22
14
04
02

24. Details on students enrollment in the college during the current
academic year:
Type of students
UG
PG M. Phil. Ph.D.
Total
Students from the same state
132
where the college is located
Students from other states of
010
India
NRI students
Foreign students
009
Total
151

25. Dropout rate in UG and PG (average of the last two batches)
UG

4.8%

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

PG

NA
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26. Unit Cost of Education
(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total
number of students enrolled)
(a) including the salary component

19288
Rs. 11387
Rs.

(b) excluding the salary component

27. Does the college offer any program/s in distance education mode (DEP)?
Yes

No

√

If yes,
a) Is it a registered Centre for offering distance education programmes
Yes
No
of nother University
b) Name of the University which has granted such registration.

c) Number of programmes offered
d) Programmes carry the recognition of the Distance Education
Council.
Yes

No

28. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the program/course offered
Sl No

Program

1
2
3

B.COM
BBM
BCA

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

No of
Students
265
091
084

No of
Faculty
10
7
5

Teacher Student
1:27
1:13
1:17
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29. Is the college applying for?
Accreditation :

Cycle 1

√

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Cycle 4

Re-Assessment:
(Cycle 1refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2, Cycle 3 and Cycle 4
refers to
re-accreditation)
30. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and reassessment only)
Cycle 1: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation
Outcome/Result…….. Cycle 2: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Accreditation Outcome/Result……..
Cycle 3: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation
Outcome/Result……..
* Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s)
as an annexure.
31.Number of working days during the last academic year.
270

32. Number of teaching days during the last academic year
(Teaching days means days on which lectures were engaged excluding
the examination days)
211

33. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
IQAC ………15-05-2013…………… (dd/mm/yyyy)

SILICON CITY COLLEGE
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34. Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports
(AQAR) to NAAC.
AQAR (i) ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
AQAR (ii) ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
AQAR (iii) ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
AQAR (iv) ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)

35. Any other relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to
include. (Do not include explanatory/descriptive information)

SILICON CITY COLLEGE
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CRITERION – ITEM WISE ANALYTICAL REPORT
CRITERION I: CURRICULAR ASPECTS
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CRITERION I: CURRICULAR ASPECTS

CRITERION 1
CURRICULAR ASPECTS

SILICON CITY COLLEGE
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1. Curricular Aspects

1.1 Curriculum Planning and Implementation

1.1.1 State the vision, mission and objectives of the institution, and describe
how these are communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other
stakeholders.
The Vision of the Institution is:
“To reach, educate, inspire, grow and nurture today’s generation”
The Missions of the Institution is:
“To provide a joyful learning environment that empowers students to
reach their educational and personal potential while nurturing their
self-confidence and self-esteem”
The Vision and Mission are communicated to all the Stake holders as
under:
The Vision and Missions are regularly communicated to the new Faculty
and all the students at the induction programs and display at vantage
points such as:
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•

•

College Entrance

Chairman’s Office
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•

Director’s Office

•

Principal’s Office

•
•
•
•

Conference hall
Library
Hostels
Website
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•

In all the hoardings

The Vision and Missions are published for the information of all the stake
holders including the personnel from media in:
• Prospectus

•

•
•

The application forms for admission to all the three G programs
are issued along with the prospectus, etc.; these documents are
given in a folder in which the Vision and Mission statement are
printed.
Faculty Work Diary
College annual magazines

The Vision and Missions are regularly readout before the commencement
of all the functions and activities of the Institution.
The Institution has been publishing a publication under the name
“Formula Books”. The contents of the books are carefully collected –
precious materials and solved questions paper and sums in the form of
books for the XI and XII standard students to successfully appear for the
final examinations. The books are distributed to all the schools and
Colleges in the neighborhood area. The objective of publishing the
formula books and distributing the students are in-line with the vision and
objectives of the institution.
1.1.2 How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective
implementation of the curriculum? Give details of the process and
substantiate through specific example(s).
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The Institute strongly believes that all the students of the
institutions understand in depth the objectives methodology for teaching/
learning and evaluation process. And ultimately and successfully acquire
the desired outcomes for the total professional rehabilitation to transform
from an under graduate into a professionally qualified personnel.
Hence the institute has formulated the program educational objectives for
each program which analyses the objectives designs, co-curricular and
extracurricular activities after taking into account the curriculum designed
by the BOS by BU.
The college meticulously develops action plans for effective
implementation of the curriculum. At the outset, on receipt of
communication from the BOS in respect of change of curriculum and/or
calendar for academic events, the academic committee of the college
conducts protracted meetings with the staff members of various
departments along with heads of the department to develop various
strategies for effective implementation of the curriculum. Faculties are
encouraged beforehand to impart the curriculum through innovative
teaching methods such as presentations, assignments, discussions,
workshops, seminars, industrial visits, computer education apart from
regular/traditional teaching methods. Completion of curriculum is planned
properly and completed within the stipulated time provided by the BU.
The details of the process involved are:
The Institution has formulated an exclusive committee under the name
Academic committee with the principal as the Chairperson and all the
HOD’s as members. One of the members in rotation shall be the
coordinator.
The function of the academic committee is:
• Immediately on receipt of notification from the University’s Board of
Studies an exclusive meeting will be convened to discuss and
deliberate on the notifications.
• If the committee notes any issues which needs to be reviewed by
BOS, a feedback is officially sent to the University.
• For the implementation of curriculum as directed by BOS, the
following actions are initiated:
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B.O.S.B.U
BoardB.O.S.B.U
of Studies- Bangalore
ACADEMIC
COMMITTEE SILICON CITY

PRINCIPAL

`

B. B. M HOD

B C A HOD

B COM HOD

DRAFT ACADEMIC PLAN/ANNUAL
ACADEMIC CALENDAR

APPROVAL- GOVERNING COUNCIL

IMPLEMENTATION BY THE
FACULTIES

OBTAINING FEEDBACK FROM THE
STAKEHOLDERS & ANALYSIS

FORWARDING THE FEEDBACK
ANALYSIS TO THE BOS BU
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•
•

Allocation of curriculum to various faculties within the department.
Academic Plan for commencement of classes, conclusion of term,
Dates for Assignments, Quiz, Internal Assessment, Final Preparatory
session for the examination, etc., are prepared.
• The HOD’s shall implement the academic plan in to and shall report
the compliance in the periodic academic review meetings.
• Feedback and analysis from various stakeholders, to obtain additional
knowledge on curriculum for better implementation.
The process ensures that the institution developed and deployed proper
action and academic plans for effective implementation of the curriculum
for each program.

1.1.3 What type of support (procedural and practical) do the teachers
receive (from the University and/or institution) for effectively
translating the curriculum and improving teaching practices?
The institutions academic committee discusses the entire curriculum and
the revisions effected. This facilitates the faculties to completely
understand the requirements of the curriculum.
Further the University/Institution extends the following support activities.
• The College encourages the faculties to participate in the
Orientation/Refresher Courses/ Workshops/ Seminars organized by
the affiliating university to update the knowledge and to improve the
teaching practices.
• The college officially nominates the faculty to various seminars,
conferences, workshops etc., organized by the Affiliate University
and external academic organizations and bears all the expenditures in
this regard.
• The college provides sufficient reference and other books and related
and essential teaching and reference materials such as Journals,
Magazines, Teaching Models and software to enable its faculties to
ensure effective delivery of curriculum.
• Appointing sufficient number of Faculties & support and technical
staff
• Academic support to enhance knowledge in the areas wherever the
curriculum is amended.
• Training and guidance in preparing lesson plans, power point
presentation and teaching practices
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rotation of Faculty periodically and Faculties preparing independent
lesson plans, power point presentation and teaching practices for
continuous improvement in Teaching
The annual academic plan includes a plan for conducting structured
and Customized FDPs – at least four programs in every academic
year
Continuous improvement and development in academic
infrastructure
Prompt and proper corrective action on the feedback received from
the stake holders in respect of curriculum and teaching practices.
The faculty undergo induction program.
Training in teaching /learning process
Training Programs, seminars and academics guidelines on curriculum
input whenever BOS amends the curriculum
Enhanced ICT facility.

1.1.4 Specify the initiatives taken up or contribution made by the institution
for Effective curriculum delivery and transaction on the Curriculum
provided by the affiliating University or other statutory agency.
The Institution ensures continuous improvement in curriculum planning
and delivery to achieve this goal the following initiatives are taken:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialized training and development of teaching knowledge and skills
for emerging and changing scenario.
Special and Technical training to improve faculties teaching
methodology and strategies to explore the various opportunities, facilities
etc., in the ICT in order to supplement the classroom lectures.
To plan identify and design co-curricular activities to strengthen the
Institution.
In addition to the regular theory classes by the faculties, guest lectures by
the Industry specialists and senior academician are regularly held.
Industry visits by the students are the most important part of the
curriculum.
The Institution regularly organizes personality development programs
including mock interviews sessions and provides feedback to the
students to enable them to develop themselves in their weak areas
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•

identified. The students are encouraged to associate themselves in
various courses and student council for self-development.
The Institution also extends a helping hand to all the slow learners
for total academic rehabilitation.

1.1.5. How does the institution network and interact with beneficiaries such
as industry, research bodies and the university in effective operationalization
of the curriculum?
The academic plan ensures certain value added activities with the participation of
professionals from the industry in addition to the regular academic curriculum
through the qualified and talented faculties of the Institution. Some of the
initiatives of the Institution in these areas are:
Industry:
The college has set up a system of obtaining the feedback on Curriculum from
the specialist from the industry. These feedbacks are analyzed carefully and
corrective actions required to be initiated by the Institution is implemented
immediately. However actions which are beyond the Institution’s limits are
referred to the BOS BU.
The institution regularly organizes the guest lectures by the Industry specialists
which provide on the job inputs to the students. Similarly the various industrial
visits contributes very effectively for the effective operation of the curriculum
.The institution has entered into quite a few industries and have MOU’s in place
for the effective implementation of the activities.
Research Bodies:
The co-curricular activities compulsorily require every student in all the programs
to take up the research project in their V semester and submit to the HOD. To
facilitate the students to develop the various fundamentals inputs required for
taking up research projects, one day training is organized every year, wherein lot
of inputs both research based and practical approach is shared with the students
by qualified doctoral degree holders.
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The entire assignment of research project study/ dissertation program enables the
students when they are posted on the job.

University:
The University regularly organizes academic activities which are specialized for
the continuous development of the students and faculties for curriculum
enrichment. The institutions faculties and students regularly participate in the
programs. It is heartening to mention that the institutions have been maintaining
an excellent relationship with Bangalore University.

1.1.6 What are the contributions of the institution and/or its staff members
to the development of the curriculum by the University? Number of
staff members/departments represented on the Board of Studies,
student feedback, teacher feedback, stakeholder feedback provided,
specific suggestions etc.
The Academic Committee to regularly meets
deliberate on the
communication received from the University BOS, initiate action as
required, provide academic support to the Faculties and provide the
feedback to the University BOS. The feedback to the BOS shall also
include the feedback received from all the stake holders.
The Institute believes in adopting co- curricular activities such as:
•
•

To have scope for modifying co-curricular activities to
introduce innovative methodologies based on the emerging
Industry needs, global and community needs.
To regularly obtain feedback on core curriculum from stake
holders and send the analysis to BOS in respect of all
programs.
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1.1.7 Does the institution develop curriculum for any of the courses offered
(other than those under the purview of the affiliating university) by it?
If ‘yes’, give details on the process (’Needs Assessment’, design,
development and planning) and the courses for which the curriculum
has been developed.
The college does not enjoy the freedom to frame its own curriculum for
any of the academic programs. However, the college develops to
supplement the syllabus with co-curricular activities such as organizing
special classes for students and guest lectures and seminars by inviting
experts from various fields. This attempt by the college in activity is
beyond syllabus.
The Institute has developed curriculum for three add-on courses which is
not a part of the University Curriculum.
1.1.8 How does institution analyze/ensure that the stated objectives of
Curriculum is achieved in the course of implementation?
Following actions are initiated by the institution to analyze, ensure and
confirm that
The program objectives in respect to the curriculum are achieved systematically:
•

•

The program educational objectives of each program have clearly
identified the objectives which are spelt out. Furthermore whenever
the curriculum is revised /amended by the BOS BU, the academic
committee undertakes an exercise that the revised curriculum
adequately and comprehensively meets the program educational
objectives.
The institution has evolved an internal system through which the
curriculum is systematically completed through a planned and proper
teaching, and learning process. Further all the outgoing students are
required to undergo an exercise which identifies and indicates the
program outcomes acquired by the students. A matrix of program
educational objectives (planned) and the actual program outcomes
(identified through the exercise) clearly indicates the quality of
outcomes. In case of any anomalies, the institution initiates corrective
actions to ultimately ensure all students achieve program outcomes
which are in line with program objectives.
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1.2 Academic Flexibilty

1.2.1

Specifying the goals and objectives give details of the
certificate/diploma/ skill development courses etc., offered by the
institution.
Not applicable as institution is not currently offering any such courses.

1.2.2 Does the institution offer programs that facilitate twinning/dual
degree? If ‘yes’ give details.
Nil.
1.2.3

Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to
academic flexibility and how it has been helpful to students in terms
of skills development, academic mobility, progression to higher
studies and improved potential for employability
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Range of Core /Elective options offered by the University and
those opted by the college
Choice Based Credit System and range of subject options
Courses offered in modular form
Credit transfer and accumulation facility
Lateral and vertical mobility within and across program and
courses
Enrichment courses

Range of Core /Elective options offered by the University and those opted
by the college:
The Department of BBM and BCOM programs has elective
option to the students of the program which can be exercised
by them in their V semester. They can select elective options
from the following areas:
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B Com Electives

BBM Electives

Finance Group

Finance Group

Marketing Group

Marketing Group

Human Resource Group

Human Resource Group

Accounting & Taxation Group

International Business Group

Information
Group

&

Technology Information & Technology
Group

Banking & Insurance Group
•

Choice Based Credit System and range of subject options
Not applicable

•

Courses offered in modular form
Not applicable

•

Credit transfer and accumulation facility
Not applicable

•

Lateral and vertical mobility within and across program and
courses
In certain rare cases students enrolled in certain program at
other affiliated colleges of B U are considered for admission
for the subsequent semesters. This is subject to the conditions
of university authorities’ permission and the availability of
seats in the particular semester and the students seeking
admission have no subjects as arrears.

•

Enrichment courses
The Institute has developed four add-on courses as enrichment
courses.
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1.2.4 Does the institution offer self-financed programs? If yes list them and
indicate how they differ from other programs. With reference to admission,
curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification, salary etc.
The Institution has three U G programs namely BCA, BBM and B
Com. All the programs are self-financed programs.

1.2.5 Does the college provide additional skill oriented programs, relevant to
regional and global employment markets? If yes provide details of such
program and the beneficiaries.
The institution training is provided by the external trainers, those who are well
experienced in the respective field such as:
•

•

HR & Accounting House: The HR & Accounting House Is an
Organization which is formulated with a team of very experienced
professionals from the industry and Business houses. They conduct
two independent Certificate programs for B.Com and BBM students.
The name of the program is Certificate in Accounts House and
certificate in H R house. The sixth semester students undergo the
program which is for duration of 52 hours. This Co-curricular
activity is over and above the syllabus. The main objective of the
program is to provide the necessary professional in puts for the
students to facilitate them to successfully perform on the job
assignments.
Workshop held on CPT courses: A professional organization namely
K2learning which is into various aspect of financial, accounting,
auditing and providing higher end consultancy services conducted a
CPT program for the benefit of UG students of Commerce and
management, the objective of the program was to provide insight to
the students on the various hard core professional and career
opportunities in the field of accounts and finance. A book published
by them under the title “CAREERS” was also distributed among the
students which provided a bank of knowledge on their career
opportunities in the emerging areas.
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Workshop

Workshop Conducted by Mr.SripalJain, MD K2 Learning dated 17-07-13
1.2.6 Does the University provide for the flexibility of combining the
conventional face-to-face and Distance Mode of Education for students to
choose the courses/combination of their choice “If Yes, how does the
institution take advantage of such provision for the benefit of students?
No
1.3 Curriculum Enrichment
1.3.1 Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplement the
University’s Curriculum to ensure that the academic programs and
Institution’s goals and objectives are integrated?
The Institution aims to impart such knowledge as may be necessary for the
overall development of the character of students thereby making them capable of
being better employed and at par with the highly competitive job markets. To
reach out to the goals and objectives, the institution has evolved additional inputs
to face the current trends in competitive areas. A series of Focused Group
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Discussions among faculty members at departmental level throw light on the
limitations in the syllabus. Academic calendar is prepared every session with the
active involvement of the heads of various departments and the college advisory
committee.
The following activities are also developed to supplement the University
curriculum to ensure that the academic programs integrate the goals and
objectives of the institution;
•
•
•

All the co-curricular activities including seminars, workshops, guest
lectures, quiz programs, orientation visits to industries and business
houses, etc.
The Institute has developed four add-on courses as enrichment
courses.
The project work and dissertation to all the UG students which is not a
requirement as per the University for B.Com Program.

1.3.2 What are the efforts made by the institution to modify, enrich and
organize the curriculum to explicitly reflect the experiences of the
students and cater to needs of the dynamic employment market?
The Institution has initiated several actions to modify, enrich and organize
the curriculum to reflect the experiences of the students and cater
effectively to the needs of the dynamic employment market. The details
are:
• The process of accessing the outgoing students and identifying the
actual program outcomes and initiating corrective actions for the
upkeep of the curriculum quality and standards.
• Regularly obtaining feedbacks from all the stake holders, analysis and
initiating necessary corrective actions.
• The feedback and inputs from the alumni are very critical and vital
which provides valuable information based on their actual experience
in the industry.
• The faculty regularly enrich themselves with their own experience to
understand the changing scenario and industry needs. Based on the
revised requirements corrective actions are immediately initiated in
the co - curricular programs.
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The training and placement cell of the college regularly interacts with the
HR managers of various companies and collects first-hand information
about the demands and expectations of the corporate sectors in respect of
skill sets of students. Based on the feedback necessary corrective actions
are initiated.
1.3.3 Enumerate the efforts made by the institution to integrate the cross
cutting issues such as Gender, Climate Change, Environmental
Education, Human Rights, ICT etc., into the curriculum?
The institution has been regularly initiating various actions to integrate the
cross cutting issues. The details of the actions initiated are:
Gender sensitivity:
The induction program at the beginning of the academic year for the entire
fresher’s educates and creates the sufficient awareness on gender
sensitivity.
Women cell provides a right platform for female student’s community in
encouraging them to attend national and international level paper
presentation. The cell also imparts the rights for women such as
discrimination and empowerment.
National Seminar

The Female Students are motivated and given opportunity to participate
in various National and International seminars and conferences
Climate change and environmental education, The Institution has formulated
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Eco club and conducting regular programs for environmental education,
protection
Of greenery, safeguarding water, rain water harvesting, effective handling
Climatic change etc.
The details of the program held during the current year are as under:
“Eco Club”

World Environment day conducted on 05-06-2013
The institution under takes an annual environmental audit to ensure that the
environment in the campus, the quality of drinking water and the noise level are
all within the threshold limits.
Human rights:
The institute observes the Human rights day on every year December 10th.
To promote the noble cause, an awareness program is conducted in which
lectures, seminars, workshops etc., are regularly held. The institute has formulated
certain issues pertaining to human rights every year by organizing massive human
procession & rallies taken out with student’s communities to take an oath of
defending the human rights & college had also organized women day celebration.
ICT
The institution has extensively utilizing the enormous opportunities,
facilities, and features in curriculum planning, teaching/learning and in all other
academic activities. The institution has established the state-of-the-art computer
lab with the most modern facilities.
Commemorate the days with celebrations, contributions by the students and
recognizing the best contributions.
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1.3.4 citing a few examples enumerate on the extent of use of the feedback
from stakeholders in enriching the curriculum?
The institution regularly receives feedback from the following stake
holders on the curriculum.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feedback from the students on curriculum.
Feedback from the students on Faculty
Feedback from the faculty on curriculum.
Feedback from the peer group members
Feedback from the industry specialists.
Feedback from the alumni.

The feedback received from the various stakeholders as above are
systematically analyzed and tabulated to identify the strength and weakness. In
respect of the weak areas the institutions initiates corrective actions if the
weakness is within the limits. In respect of the other issues identified which
pertains to the BOS, BU, they are referred to the University as the institutions
suggestions/feedback.

1.3.5 How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its
enrichment Programs?
The details of the enrichment program conducted by the Institutions for
the benefit of the students are:
•

Enrichment program/ orientation program/ induction program for newly
admitted students.
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Orientation program

Speech by principal on Orientation program with the Chief Guest
•

Workshops /seminars and guest lectures
Seminar

Seminar Conducted by Prof.Subramanian with Management Students on
Financial Analysis
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• Orientation visits by the students to industry.
On completion of the above programs students are required to provide feedback
which are analyzed and the quality of the enrichment program is evaluated.
Industrial Visit

Industrial Visit to Anna Aluminium, Kerala by BBM Final Year
Students

1.4 Feedback System

1.4.1

What are the contributions of the institution in the design and
development of the curriculum prepared by the University?

The institution institutes various actions as stated in detail to the answer to
question no 1.3.2.Further the following relevant points are also added, the
feedback system is implemented and the various feedbacks from all the
stakeholders are analyzed and communicated to the BOS BU.
To obtain feedback from all the stake holders, analysis, corrective actions
initiated, including communicating to BOS – University & follow-up for reforms,
etc.
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The institution is an affiliated college to the Bangalore University and
therefore there is no scope for framing institution’s curriculum on its own.
However, a systematic mechanism is installed in the institution to look after the
affairs of the feedback process and analysis through the member of Board of
Studies faculty members regularly attend workshops and seminars on revision of
curriculum. The College can only forward the suggestions of its faculty to the
university through the members of Board of studies. The design and development
of the curriculum is in the hands of the university only.

1.4.2 Is there a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students and
Stakeholders on Curriculum? If ‘yes’, how is it communicated to the
University and made use internally for curriculum enrichment and
introducing changes/new programs?
Yes, the college has a well-established system of collecting feedback from
its stake holders. The feedback on the curriculum obtained from various Segments
of society is analyzed properly by the departments and the Suggestions for
improvements are communicated to the Principal who conveys it to the authority
of the affiliating university to aware the views of the teachers with regard to the
change in the curriculum for the betterment of students. The institution
encourages various stakeholders such as students, alumni, faculty to give their
feedback and communicates it to the relevant authority to the university through
suitable channel. The institution collects all feedbacks and communication in the
form of questionnaires and forms those then analyzed and develop areas of
improvement from it. The feedbacks are discussed in the staff council meetings.
The opinion of the coordinating committee is also taken into account. The
institution takes part in the curriculum development process through appropriate
analysis of feedback given by the various stake holders from time to time and
assimilates the suggestions in the functional style of the institution. The meeting
ratifies the responses and makes suggestions for modifying curriculum. Finally,
the institution represents these suggestions through various capacities to the
universities for appropriation of curriculum.
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1.4.3 How many new programs/courses were introduced by the institution
during the last four years? What was the rationale for introducing
new courses/program?)
The institution being in the infancy stage, proposes to strengthen the
current programs and achieve academic excellence. There after the
institution shall plan and introduce the new programs after a proper survey
and study.

Any other relevant information regarding curricular aspects which the
college would like to include.
The following information on curricular aspects is included•

•
•
•

The program educational objectives and the program educational
outcomes are formulated for each program which is in line with the
curriculum designed by the Bangalore University and the mission Vision
of the institution.
Obtaining feedback from stake holders on Curriculum and providing
feedback from the institution to the BOS Bangalore University.
The institutional annual academic calendar is ready for implementation
even before the commencement of the college. The calendar incudes Cocurricular and extracurricular activities.
The academic Council periodically meets to deliberate on the action
taken program and monitors the academic activities.
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CRITERION 2
TEACHING , LEARNING AND EVALUATION
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CRITERION II – TEACHING, LEARNING AND EVALUATION
2.1 Student Enrollment And Profile
2.1.1.How does the college ensure publicity and transparency in the
admission process?
Publicity
The college initiates action to publish admission notification in all leading
National & regional newspapers and selected magazines. Brochures are
prepared and distributed through counseling centers and at the various
schools and colleges. The Institute participates at the Educational Fares and
publicizes the Institute’s programs, infrastructural facilities and academic
details. The notifications are given in the Institute’s official Web site also.
The notification contains detailed information about:
Number and range of courses, eligibility, process of admission, academic as
well as infrastructural facilities.
Prospectus are issued along with the application form giving details of
academic, administrative and other aspects related to admission process is
made available to students. The details are also available on the college
website.
Website address:
www.siliconcitycollege.ac.in
Interactive / Exclusive section for FAQ provides additional inputs to the
candidates seeking admission to the institution. In addition to the above
faculty members of the college personally visit various schools in the
neighboring areas to counsel students and motivate them to join the college.
Transparency:
The college follows academic calendar, provided by the Affiliating
University, i.e. Bangalore University, Bangalore, in respect of admissions.
The selection is through admission committee which includes a convener
and other senior faculty. Thus, transparency is ensured from the stage of
notification till the completion of admission process through adequate
documentation of the procedures followed and the action initiated at various
stages. Hence access, equity and social justice are ensured through
transparency and adherence to rules.
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2.1.2Explain in detail the criteria adopted and process of admission.
The Institute has in place a detailed procedure for admission of students to
various programs. As per the admission procedure students with a minimum
cut off marks in the Pre University Examination are shortlisted for
counseling/interview .The final admission to the various programs are
based on the combination of merit and performance in the interview.
2.1.3Give the minimum and maximum percentage of marks for
admission at entry level for each of the programmes offered by the
college and provide a comparison with other colleges of the affiliating
University within the city/district.
The college offers three years Under Graduate degree courses in the streams
of BBM, BCOM and BCA. Admission to the Commerce, Management and
Computer Applications streams are strictly done after framing the merit list.
The Selection of students for various courses is made as per the directive of
Bangalore University. The admission requirements of the University are a
minimum of 35% in the PUC final examination and any other equivalent
qualification as stipulated by BU.
However the college admits students to the BCA & BBM Programs with a
minimum of 40 % in the PUC II year.
2.1.4 Is there a mechanism in the institution to review the admission
process and student profiles annually? If ‘yes’ what is the outcome of
such an effort and how has it contributed to the improvement of the
process?
Mechanism to review the admission process and student profile:
The Institution has formulated a detailed procedure for review of admission
process. The institution regularly reviews the academic performance and
results of the students and initiates corrective actions.
Economically Weaker Sections of the Society:
There is reservation for students belonging to economically weaker sections
of the society, at the discretion of the Principal.
They are also given various benefits like fee concession.
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Minority:
The college under the direction from the State Government and its
affiliating university offers every possible help to the students belonging to
the minority community. Liberal Scholarships and concessions from the
college funds are also provided to such students.
Athletes and Sports Persons:
Students of our institution are given admission based upon their excellence
in athletics or sports activities at regional or national level.
2.1.5 Reflecting on the strategies adopted to increase/improve access for
following categories of students, enumerate on how the admission
policy of the institution and its student profiles demonstrate/reflect the
National commitment to diversity and inclusionSC/ST, OBC, Women,
Differently abled, Economically weaker sections, Minority community
Any other
With a view to increase access and to provide equal opportunities to all
sections of Society, the institution frames its own strategies very impartially
to include SC/ST, OBC, Women, Differently abled, economically weaker
sections proportionately and these strategies are in consonance with the
policies framed by the state and the Central Government .
Economically-weaker sections are helped in all possible ways by the
college. The students receive scholarships from the Government through the
college.
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2.1.6 Provide the following details for various programs offered by the
institution during the last four years and comment on the trends. i.e.,
reasons for increase / decrease and actions initiated for improvement.
Programs
Year

Number of
Applications

Number of
students
Admitted

Demand ratio

U G Programs

BCOM

2009-10

100

75

4:03

2010-11

105

83

5:04

2011-12

102

76

10:07

2012-13

125

100

13:10

2009-10

60

35

04:02.5

2010-11

55

28

11:06

2011-12

60

35

04:02.5

2012-13

70

40

7:04

2009-10

30

16

2:01

2010-11

50

24

2:01

2011-12

45

29

3:02

2012-13

65

40

4:03

BBM

BCA

Note: The institution scrutinizes the application and selects candidate to be
admitted. Hence whenever the applications are more the admissions are
consequently more.
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2.2 Catering to Diverse Needs of Students
2.2.1How does the institution cater to the needs of differently abled
students and ensure adherence to government policies in this regard?
The Institute has made the following arrangements which are disabled
friendly:
• The classrooms are located in the ground floor.
• The central library is situated in the ground floor.
• The Computer Lab functions in the Ground floor.
• The Cafeteria is located in the ground floor.
2.2.2 Does the institution assess the students’ needs in terms of
knowledge and skills before the commencement of the programme? If
‘yes’, give details on the process.
Induction Program

.
Chairman’s Speech at Induction Program held on 15-07-2013.
With a view to assess the newly admitted students’ knowledge and skills,
bridge program is conducted every year immediately on the completion of
admission process. This enables the institution to identify the various needs
of the students and initiate appropriate action such as motivation, and
correctional initiatives to provide academics support to all the sections of
the students.
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2.2.3 What are the strategies drawn and deployed by the institution to
bridge the knowledge gap of the enrolled students to enable them to
cope with the
Programme of their choice?(Bridge/Remedial/Add on/Enrichment
Courses, etc.
The bridge program provides insight and on the need and requirements of
the students in terms of knowledge and skills. Based on the assessment
students are grouped in different categories and appropriate additional
coaching through remedial and add-on courses are provided.
2.2.4 How does the college sensitize its staff and students on issues such as
gender inclusion, environment etc.?
The institution has conducted a study and identified that among the total
work force women constitute 66% in the college. This has made the
institution to realize the importance of gender sensitization programs.
Women’s Day Program

Mrs. Annapurna’s Session on Women Empowerment held on 08-03-2013
Hence the college which is also a coeducational institution organizes for its
staff and students on issues such as gender inclusion, environment etc. by
holding seminars on the relevant topics like women empowerment. Further
the institution also observes Women’s day. Seminars on women
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empowerment, female feticide have been conducted wherein distinguished
experts are invited to share their experiences and knowledge.
The institution organizes essay competitions are held regarding
environment issues to enlighten the students. Apart from this the Institution
offers a subject on environmental education which is a compulsory subject.
2.2.5 How does the institution identify and respond to special
educational/learning needs of advanced learners?
The advanced learners are identified through orientation program, bridge
program, class participation and after the first internal test. Advanced
learners are encouraged and further motivated to achieve academic
excellence and distinction through the following initiatives:
• Nomination as class representatives.
• Appointing a student members in various academic committees.
• Appointing as coordinator for college functions.
• Comparers at certain programs.
• Provide guidance to them to prepare and present papers at seminars.
2.2.6 How does the institute collect, analyze and use the data and
information on the academic performance (through the programme
duration) of the students at risk of drop out (students from the
disadvantaged sections of society, physically challenged, slow learners,
economically weaker sections etc.)?
Academic performance of the students who are from the disadvantaged
sections of society, physically challenged, slow learners, economically
weaker sections etc., are identified slow learners are identified and students
are subjected to various methods of evaluation & written test after each unit
of syllabus.
Those students who do not seem to cope up with the pace of learning are
advised and counseled by the faculty by assisting them social study
material. The morale of the slow learners is boosted by counseling sessions,
remedial classes and intensive interactive sessions. They are also given
advice after class hours and are motivated by providing additional learning
material such as text books and solved question papers from exams.
The advanced learners are given assignments and encouraged to take part in
active items such as quiz, essay writing, lecture competitions and seminars.
The creative abilities of students are given vent through wall magazines,
newsletter and college magazine.
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All the students are exposed to peer group learning where both the slow and
advanced learners are combined. A friendly environment is created to
improve the communication skills of the advanced learners. A number of
motivational lectures are organized to channelize their potential to achieve
success.
2.3 Teaching Learning Process

2.3.1 How does the college plan and organize the teaching, learning and
evaluation schedules?(Academic calendar, teaching plan, evaluation
blue print, etc.)
The academic calendar is released by the Bangalore University and all the
affiliate colleges are required to follow in to-to.
The academic committee of the institution meets for detailed discussions on
the academic calendar and curriculum revision if any and draws an
academic calendar covering all the programs. The academic plan provides
program wise academic calendar in respect of the curricular, co-curricular
and extracurricular activities. The committee ensures that the revised
curriculum, teaching plan etc., are in line with the program educational
objectives. The allotment of the faculties and time – table are also finalized
- program wise and semester wise.
The academic plan and calendar finalized by the institutions academic
committee is published in the College prospectus and college website
before the beginning of the session of every academic year. It provides the
academic plan for the benefit of students, faculty and parents.
Each department prepares teaching plan in line with a institutional academic
plan.
Each faculty prepares the lesson plan and the various other teaching plans
require to effectively and comprehensively covering a part of the curriculum
allotted to the individual faculty.
The entire documentation are scrutinized by the concerned HOD’s and
finally approved by the Principal of the institution.
The other follow up actions such as – notification of time-table,
communication to the interdisciplinary to the faculties etc., are taken care
by the concerned HOD’s.
As per the academic plan, the HOD and the departmental faculties carry out
the teaching and learning process and regularly conduct internal
assignments/tests.
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The final evaluation of students is done according to the university
schedule.
Towards the end of each session / semester, theory and practical
examinations are
Conducted by the university and evaluation is carried out.
The exam results are declared and score cards are issued by the affiliating
university.
2.3.2 How does IQAC contribute to improve the teaching –learning
process?
IQAC provides the development and application of quality
benchmarks/parameters for the various academic and administrative
activities of the institution.
It also imparts knowledge through team work at relentless efforts. It
promotes the research and consultancy and develops state of art
infrastructure.
It promotes synergetic relationship with the industry and society to appoint
well-endowed faculty and to upgrade their acumen. It also ensures timely,
efficient and progressive performance of academic, administrative and
financial tasks.
This cell monitors promotion, implementation and continuous improvement
of innovations in Curriculum, Co-curricular and extracurricular activities of
the institution. The IQAC works towards the enhancement of the learner’s
knowledge, capacity and personality
Following are the members of the IQAC Cell:
Mr. C Gnanesh, Principal, Chairperson IQAC Cell
Mr. Muralidhara P, HOD Dept. of Commerce.
Mr. Balaji, HOD Dept. of Computer Science.
Mr. Murali Krishna – Industrialist, External representative
Mr. Nanjappa, Manager
Mr. Manjunath, Librarian
Mrs. Deepthi Shirahatti, HOD Dept. of Management Studies & Member
Secretary, IQAC Cell
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2.3.3 How is learning made more students centric? Give details on the
support structures and systems available for faculty to develop skills
like interactive learning, collaborative learning and in dependent
learning among the students?
Sl.No

Resource Name

Organisation

Topic

Date

1.

Prof.Subramaniam

(Retd.Sr.RBI Executive,
Ex.Bank Director as RBI
Nominee)
Executive Chairman

"Financial Analysis"

12/11/ 2012

2.

Ms. Batty Jeen

IP INFUSION

HR challenges for B 14/12/2012
Schools in the Indian
Market

3.

Prof. SibiSaji

Visiting Professor

Management
Information Systems

4.

Prof. T.S.Vidyasagar

Resource Person for Financial Securities and Exchange
Education
efforts
of
SEBI Board of India
(Securities and Exchange Board of
India).
Guest Lectures/Seminar

28/03/2013
10/01/2013

Seminar conducted by Prof.T Vidyasagar Resource person for financial edu
efforts of SEBI on 10-01-13
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The college offers plenty of support services to the faculty to develop various
skills to ultimately ensure that the learning process at the institution student
centric.
The institution has planned and has established a good environment and has
built a good culture primarily among the faculties and with the students at
the campus. This has facilitated the students to approach the faculties within
the classroom and outside in the campus at ease. While the students have
imbibed the basic requirements of discipline and good behavior, an informal
environment has been established in the campus.
The institute identifies the specific requirements among the faculties which
needs improvement and development including academic and curricular
support and plans faculty development program. This recharging program
helps the faculty to develop skills to innovate their teaching methodology
for the students to learn differently such as – interactive learning,
collaborative learning and dependent learning.
The institution believes in exploiting and exploring the ICT concepts and
has therefore provided sufficient desktops and laptops to the faculties with
internet facility. The faculty during their non-teaching hours extensively
uses the internet facility to further acquire superior skills in interactive and
collaborative learning.
The institution has a well-stocked library which has books and journals. It
also subscribes for quality and professional journals. The library has a
digital section also with worthy collections on academics and innovative
teaching practices. The members of the faculty extensively use the library
for enrichment and continuous progress.
The students as part of co-curricular activities participate in seminars,
workshops, group discussions, debates etc., this facilitates the students to
develop soft skills and enrich their knowledge.
2.3.4 How does the institution nurture critical thinking, creativity and
scientific temper among the students to transform them into lifelong
learners and innovators?
The college concentrates on making the students original thinkers. The
teaching learning practice ensures the practice of imbibing and nurturing
critical thinking among the students by guiding them to analyze the various
life situations and plan and evolve the various means of executing the job or
successfully facing the various situations. The process of critical thinking
among the students wherein they examine alternatives to execute the job in
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the best way within the least time and to understand what are the practical
challenges are made known to the students in all class sessions etc.,
The institution believes that creativity is key to excellence. Hence the basic
concept of learning is to make the students to come out initially with simple
answers and progressively to develop presentations by them on critical
issues with emphasis on creativity.
Scientific temper among the students who are in the current generations is
fairly high. The faculty extends guidance to them to always perceive and
examine the scientific facts of any issues and to identify innovative and
practical solutions.
The above process helps the students to develop life skills and ultimately
evolve innovative approaches to any issues.
2.3.5 What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the
faculty for effective teaching? E.g.: Virtual laboratories, E learning
resources from National Programme on Technology Enhanced
Learning (NPTEL) and National Mission on Education through
Information and Communication Technology (NME.ICT), open
educational resources, mobile education, etc.
ICT Enabled Classrooms
The institution has in place state- of- art infrastructure in the premises. The
details of the facilities are:
• Modern multimedia equipment’s and teaching aids. Each classroom
is provided with multimedia projectors, and Internet enabled
computer systems.
• The students are also encouraged to use computer software packages
for meaningful analyses of the experimental data collected/acquired
by them.
• The students are regularly given web assignments and at least one
webinars is conducted in the semester.
2.3.6 How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of
knowledge and skills (blended learning, expert lectures, seminars,
workshops etc.)?
The institute develops in order to ensure the students acquire a superior
knowledge with very high skill sets; the following academic practices have
been introduced. The Institution believes in blended learning among the
students. The practice at the institution is as under:
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In all the classroom lectures the learning approach is primarily through face
to face classroom methods. The faculties ensure blended learning also when
the lesson plans are prepared. The blended learning approach therefore
combines face to face class room teaching methods along with computermeditated activities to form an integral instructional approach.
This process further facilitates the classroom lectures are less in number and
the blended learning facilitates the students to acquire more knowledge and
skills in the short period.
Blended learning helps the students with internet facility to continue the
learning process even during the leisure hours or at home. This also allows
the student for an increase in scheduling flexibility for students. The
learning outcome is far too high. Blended learning is also introduced in all
the seminars and workshops conducted for the student.

2.3.7 Detail (process and the number of students/benefited) on the
academic, personal and psycho social support and guidance services
(professional counseling/mentoring/academic advice) provided to
students?
The institution has introduced the mentor-mentee system whose major
activities are personal and psycho support, social support and guidance
through professional counseling, mentoring and academic advise.
The institution has identified the percentage of slow learners in all the
programs of all the semester to be 30%. All the slow learners have been
provided assistance for rehabilitating them and to show improvement
academically. It is also heartening more to minimize the dropout rate.

2.3.8 Provide details of innovative teaching approaches/methods
adopted by the faculty during the last four years? What are the efforts
made by the institution to encourage the faculty to adopt new and
innovative approaches and the impact of such innovative practices on
student learning?
The Institution encourages the faculty to continuously develop skills and
knowledge on the latest developments in their respective fields.
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All the faculties are provided with computers and Internet facility which
enables they equipped themselves with the latest development and
innovation in their respective fields to enrich the teaching process.
Each department is required to provide at least 2 innovative approaches for
teaching. The proposal given by individual faculties are forwarded to the
principal with recommendation by HOD for approval. Upon approval the
innovative teaching approaches are implemented by the faculty.
The Institution regularly conducts faculty development program which also
covers innovative and best practices in teaching approaches.
2.3.9 How are library resources used to augment the Teaching learning
process?
The institution has established a Central Library with a qualified and
experienced Librarian manning the activities. The Library displays the list
of inventories, rare and useful articles, news items etc.
The institution has centralized library. The library continues to provide the
following current awareness services in order to alert users to latest
information of their interest.
•List of new arrivals
•Useful articles
•News items
The catalogues from different publishers are regularly updated which are
easily accessible to the faculty.
Heads of departments regularly orders for procurement of additional books
which are required for better teaching process.
Some faculty members have their personal collection of a large number of
books and they share the books and journals with the fellow colleagues, the
PG and UG students round the clock.
Majority of staff can efficiently use the internet and they liberally share
their knowledge of innovative research topics, reviews, methodology, data
gathering and information output with the learners.
Students are also encouraged to make use of library services. They are
provided with a student library card which enables them to set books issued
from the library.
Students are also taken to the library to instill reading habits among them.
2.3.10 Does the institution face any challenges in completing the
curriculum within the planned time frame and calendar? If ‘yes’,
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elaborate on the challenges encountered and the institutional
approaches to overcome these.
The Institutions academic committee prepares the academic plan and the
calendar every year well in advance and circulates to all the members of the
faculty. Hence the Institutions are able to complete the curriculum with the
planned time frame. The college faculty manages successfully to deliver
their responsibilities. Sometimes because of bandh declared by political
parties, institution faces challenges in completing the curriculum but the
college through extra classes tries to overcome these challenges.
The IQAC keeps a check on the syllabus covered by the various
departments on regular basis.

2.3.11 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of
teaching learning?
The Institution is practicing the feedback system through which the
feedback from the students and senior faculty are obtained regularly. The
feedback is analyzed and the strength and weakness of each faculty is
identified. Were the HOD initiates the action on the observations made of
the quality of teaching, learning by the faculties in each department.
2.4 Faculty Quality

2.4.1 Provide the following details and elaborate on the strategies
adopted by the college in planning and management (recruitment and
retention) of its human resource (qualified and competent faculty) to
meet the changing requirements of the curriculum?
The Institution has evolved an Organization chart which is in line with the
faculty norms envisaged by the Bangalore University. Based on the
sanctioned strength of the faculties qualified and experienced faculties are
recruited. In case of separation, the Principal explores various prosperities
of retaining faculties through counseling and discussions. However if the
separation is inevitable, immediate recruitment activities are completed and
replacement is provided.
The Institutions has in place the retention policy which has a number of
ways for faculty retention. The Academic committee every year meets to
review the curriculum and to prepare the academic calendar etc.,. In case of
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revision of curriculum, the committee identifies the need for advanced
training in the areas identified and the faculties are provided training either
internally or through external competent organization.
2.4.2 How does the institution cope with the growing demand/ scarcity
of qualified senior faculty to teach new programmes/ modern areas
(emerging areas) of study being introduced (Biotechnology, IT,
Bioinformatics etc.)? Provide details on the efforts made by the
institution in this direction and the outcome during the last three years.
The Institution has a well-defined recruitment policy through which
qualified faculty and senior faculty are recruited to competently handle the
teaching, learning process. The Institution believes in employing faculty
who are fresher’s. The senior faculty in the department guides them and
trains them and they are inducted into the teaching, learning process.
However the group of fresher’s is very low and constitute to about 20% of
the total faculty of the institution.
2.4.3 Providing details on staff development programmes during the
last four years elaborate on the strategies adopted by the institution in
enhancing the faculty quality.
Nomination to staff development programmes
Academic Staff Development Programmes
Academic Staff Development Programmes
Number of faculty Nominated
Refresher courses
HRD programmes
Orientation programmes
Staff training conducted by the university
Staff training conducted by other institutions

5
15
6
6

Summer / winter schools, workshops, etc.

8

b) Faculty Training program organized by the institution to empower
and enable the use of various tools and technology for improved
teaching learning
• Teaching learning methods/approaches
The college organizes programmes to motivate faculty to prepare computer
aided teaching/learning materials, mostly using software’s and other
electronic tools. The college also supports these endeavors by providing
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infrastructural support. Faculty engage Multimedia classes for teaching
concepts that involve complex visualizations and Seminar presentations
.The computer department of the college regularly organizes training
programs for faculty of other departments to make them aware of the latest
developments in the technology. They train the faculty to encourage the use
of computers and internet to empower the faculty and to improve their
teaching methods.
• Handling new curriculum
We have a lot of experienced and qualified staff to handle the new
curriculum with ease.
They play an active role in designing the new curriculum. The HODs then
call meetings of their faculty and explain the new syllabus and devise
strategies to empower the faculty to handle the new syllabus effectively.
• Assessment
The self-assessment report is one of the important yard sticks used for the
promotion of the faculty. It also gives a picture of the needs of the faculty in
terms of their research and other activities. Suggestions to improve the
academic system, provided by the faculty through the self-assessment report
are also taken into account by the college.
The Principal also maintains the faculty records for the annual performance.
The annual increments of the faculty are subject to the grades earned.
• Cross cutting issues
The cross cutting issues like Gender, Climate Change, Environment
Education, Human Rights etc, find an ample space when it comes to
applying them positively into the curriculum. The college, at its own level
and with the assistance from UGC make arrangements for seminars and
conferences where in the experts are invited to share and deliver their
experiences and knowledge. The college regularly organizes seminars on
women empowerment, female feticide. College has been celebrating
‘VanaMahotsava’ with the support of the staff.
• Audio Visual Aids/multimedia
Lectures are taken using audio visual aids in Class rooms. Our Computer
department is provided with Audio visual aids as per their requirement. We
have latest Computer aided packages, as per our requirement. It includes
projectors, computers, sound system etc.
Faculty members are provided with computers with internet browsing
facility for preparation of teaching/learning materials.
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• OER’s
College provides the facility of Open educational resources which includes
full courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, tests, software, and any
other tools,. Faculty are requested to develop and share their notes and
teaching material with other faculty through hard copies and the same is
also updated on the college website for the use of other faculty.
Teaching learning material development, selection and use the faculty of
our institute are given free access to internet. This helps them collect
learning material from the internet, etc. College has a well-developed
library which contains thousands of books of various subjects. Besides this
the college organizes seminars and conferences which help as a learning
source for the faculty. Need based assistance and clarifications are offered
by the faculty from the Department of Computer Science. The department
of computers regularly conducts computer training classes for both teaching
and non-teaching faculty.
c) Percentage of faculty invited as resource persons in Workshops /
Seminars / Conferences organized by external professional agencies
Participated in external Workshops / Seminars / Conferences recognized by
National/Iinternational professional bodies
Presented papers in Workshops / Seminars / Conferences conducted or
recognized professional agencies.
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Participation by Faculties in workshops, Seminars & Conferences

Participated &won best paper award in Entrepreneurship management
ENMAN-12 conducted by VEL-TECH HIGH-TECH, Chennai on 14-09-12
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Faculty Name

Paper Presented/Participated

Level

Mr. Gnanesh.C

Private Participation
Education & Challenges

Dr. Rose Kavitha

Entrepreneurship Management

Mrs. DeepthiShirahatti

Towards
an
Inclusive
Higher St. Claret College, National
Education in India:Access, Equity & Bangalore
Quality

Mr. Stany Miranda

A study on higher education in India – St. Joseph College
issues, challenges.

National

Mr. Stany Miranda

A study on branding, advertising, new S F G C Yalahanka
product
development,
portfolio
management, sensory BRANDING

International

Mr. Muralidhara P

Corporate Governance & Corporate R.B.A.N.M’s First State
Social Responsibility
Grade College

Mr. Muralidhara P

The Dawn OF New Companies Act - St. Francis
2013
Sales College
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2.4.4 What policies/systems are in place to recharge faculty? (eg:
providing research grants, study leave, support for research and
academic publications teaching experience in other national institutions
and specialized programmes industrial engagement etc.)
Faculty Development Program

Prof.Donald Jones Conducted FDP on Principled Leadership dated 4-2-10
Faculty Development Program

Prof. Sudeep , Registrar IIPM Conducted FDP on 13-07-13
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The institution deputes its faculty to attend refresher and orientation
programs, conferences, seminars and training programs organized by other
institutes, universities and research organizations.
The institution also conducts number of seminars, workshops and special
lectures for the benefit of its faculties and students.
The institute has conducted number of workshops/seminars/ conferences
during last three years.
2.4.5 Give the number of faculty who received awards / recognition at
the state, national and international level for excellence in teaching
during the last four years. Enunciate how the institutional culture and
environment contributed to such performance/achievement of the
faculty.
SL.NO Name of the Faculty
Awards/Recognition received
1

Mrs. DeepthiShirahatti

Best Faculty Award-2010

2

Mrs. MeharBanu Sheik Best Faculty Award-2010

3

Mr.Stany Miranda

Best Faculty Award-2012

4

Mr. Muralidhara P

Best Faculty Award-2013

5

Mr.B.A Prakash

Best Faculty Award-2013

Best Faculty Award & Recognition

Best Faculty Award presented to Faculty
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2.4.6 Has the institution introduced evaluation of faculty by the
students and external Peers? If yes, how is the evaluation used for
improving the quality of the teaching Learning process?
Yes, our institute gets the evaluation of the faculty done by students and
senior faculty.
At the end of every academic year students give feedback of individual
faculty members on their teaching skills on a prescribed format.
The feedback from mainly focuses on the various teaching skills of the
faculty members, like presentation, communication, knowledge, content
covered, innovative practices and laboratory work.
The Feedback is tabulated, analyzed and the corrective action is initiated by
the HOD
2.5 Evaluation Process and Reforms
2.5.1 How does the institution ensure that the stakeholders of the
institution especially students and faculty are aware of the evaluation
processes?
The Stakeholders of the institution i.e. students and faculty members and
even the parents of the students are informed about evaluation process by
giving general instructions mentioned in the prospectus of the institution.
The periodic instructions issued by the parent university are promptly
communicated to the students. The faculty members read the instructions
even in the classrooms and copy of the same is also displayed on the
students’ notice board. Likewise they are informed at the start of the session
regarding the terminal tests after the gap of three months. Students are
clearly made aware of the eligibility conditions required to appear in the
final exams. The students are informed of the procedure for internal
assessment. The evaluation is the integral part of teaching learning process.
So, the institution makes effective arrangements for the smooth application
of the rules about the evaluation processes. Time to time staff meetings are
also conducted concerning evaluation process.
2.5.2 What are the major evaluation reforms of the university that the
institution has adopted and what are the reforms initiated by the
institution on its own?
The institution has adopted Fair marking and evaluation is done purely by
coding the roll nos. of the students .More than this verbally the students are
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evaluated by group discussions, seminars and sometimes blackboard tests
are also held for some interesting and short topics. Faculty members also try
new innovations in their teaching skill to make evaluation more interesting
and beneficial for the students. The college is affiliated with Bangalore
University, Bangalore. The university has initiated various evaluation
reforms viz.
The Institution has introduced certain reforms on its own. The details are:
• Introduction of internal assessment system.
• Introduction of objective questions in the question papers.
• The college has adopted various university reforms concerning
evaluation viz.
Same pattern of question papers is used in house examination.
• Internal assessment is awarded to the students as per the university
criteria.
• Class tests and unit tests are conducted to evaluate the performance
of students.
• Student centric learning through assignments, projects, seminars
and practical sessions.
2.5.3 How does the institution ensure effective implementation of the
evaluation reforms of the university and those initiated by the
institution on its own?
The evaluation reforms of the university are followed to the best in the
Institution.
The evaluation is all fair; the students are satisfied by showing them the
evaluated performance in the answer sheets. Any doubt about evaluation is
made clear to the students. All record is maintained i.e answer sheets, award
lists etc. weekly tests are taken and record is kept. Whenever class tests and
term tests are taken the results of the students’ performance/awards are
shown to the students to encourage them or counsel them for better future
performance. The institution has followed the improved examination system
as prescribed by the Bangalore University, Bangalore.
2.5.4 Provide details on the formative and summative evaluation
approaches adapted to measure student achievement. Cite a few
examples which have positively impacted the system?
University is the sole authority for implementation of reforms in
examination and evaluation but faculty members who are a part of academic
bodies of the university actively campaign for reforms. Even then for
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bringing about a positive change in the evaluation practices, the institution
adopts both formative and summative methods of evaluation. Formative
approach to evaluation includes measuring the student’s achievement
through verbal tests, group discussions, seminars and weekly test. The
evaluation through these approaches gives lot of information about student
achievement after teaching a particular unit. The concerned faculty may get
some direction about the student and necessary steps regarding his/her
improving can be pondered over. The summative evaluation is done during
terminal tests. Even if some students don’t perform well or clear the
eligibility condition, then an extra chance is given to the student for his/her
evaluation. All faculty members follow the formative approach to measure
students’ achievements & performance through 1) group discussion 2) class
test 3) verbal test 4) assignments. For summative approach two terminal
tests are taken in the college. If any student doesn’t clear the condition of
these terms tests then one special test is taken to improve his/her
performance for final examination. This is how the institution uses the
formative and summative evaluation approach in the campus.
2.5.5 Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicates the
progress and performance of students through the duration of the
course/programme?
Provide an analysis of the student’s results/achievements
(Programme/course wise for last four years) and explain the differences
if any and patterns of achievement across the programmes/courses
offered.
Regular tests are taken, almost weekly, during the course. The institution
evaluates the students through two terminal tests after a gap of one month.
The report is sent to the head of institution after evaluating in a fair manner.
The parents are informed through letters and even telephonically (for weak
students). To monitor the students’ performance during an academic year,
an examination / evaluation board is constituted in the college. This board
works under the directions of the Principal. The record of the whole
evaluation process is transparent. The answer books are shown to the
students. A special test is also conducted for students, who have not cleared
the conditions for final examination. The board arranges to inform the
parents the terms examination awards of the students’ along with their class
attendance.
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Year(Batch)

Name of the
Course/program

Applications
received

2012-13
2011-12
2010-11
2009-10

BBM -I
BBM -I
BBM -I
BBM -I

50
40
35
35

Year(Batch)

Name of the Applications
Course/program received

Selected

Enrolled

40
35
28
28

*M / *F
34/06
26/09
13/15
17/11

Selected

Enrolled

2012-13

B.Com –I

155

100

*M / *F
62/38

2011-12
2010-11
2009-10

B.Com –I
B.Com -I
B.Com-I

120
140
122

77
83
75

48/29
48/35
39/36

Year(Batch)

Name of the Applications
Course/program received

Selected

Enrolled

2012-13

BCA –I

40

40

*M/ *F
20/20

2011-12
2010-11
2009-10

BCA –I
BCA –I
BCA –I

28
21
29

28
21
29

13/15
17/ 04
18 /11

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

Pass
percentage
Yet to Receive

52%
65%
90%

Pass
percentage
Yet
receive
80%
79%
77%

to

Pass
percentage
Yet
receive
70%
35%
80%

75

to
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2.5.6 Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor
and transparency in the internal assessment during the last four years
and weightages assigned for the overall development of students
(weightage
for
behavioral
aspects,
independent
learning,
communication skills etc.
There is complete transparency in the internal assessment. The
methodology adopted is as directed by the University. All the students are
familiar about the transparency in internal assessment. 40% weightage is
given to the marks obtained by the student in first term and 60% weightage
is given to the score obtained in the II term. After preparing the assessment
report, it is submitted by the concerned faculty and the same is displayed on
the notice board at the end of the session. The internal assessment is made
by the faculty members keeping in mind the following aspects / factors of
students’ performance during the academic year:
1) Class attendance
2) Class assignments
3) Score in the term examination etc.
In spite of all the above aspects of the students, their behavioral aspects,
independent learning and communication skill etc. are also taken into
consideration during the assessing of a student. The procedure for internal
assessment is displayed on the notice board for the information of the
students.
2.5.7
Does
the
institution
and
individual faculty
use
assessment/evaluation as an indicator for evaluating student
performance, achievement of learning objectives and planning? If ‘yes’
provide details on the process and cite a few examples.
The institution uses assessment and evaluation both as an indicator for
evaluating student’s performance and initiate further necessary action. The
assessment and evaluation are continuous process and the students are
evaluated. The process begins with induction program, bridge course and
subsequently the evaluation process continues till the final examination
evaluation. The institution ensures that the students are evaluated to identify
the program outcomes also. The evaluation of program outcomes is
tabulated with program objectives to confirm the outgoing students have
fulfilled the program educational objectives.
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2.5.8 What are the mechanisms for redressal of grievances with
reference to evaluation both at the college and University level?
Students having grievances with the evaluation process or his/her every
doubt is made clear by showing his performance in the answer sheet. The
student is made clear about every grievance in his mind at the University
level. For this process, some re-evaluation fee is charged from the student
and evaluation process is again repeated. The examination are conducted
and controlled by university. The college has to follow the instructions of
the university. If students have any problem, the principal of the college
communicate to the concerning authority (Controller of Exams or other
offices) of university about the grievances of the students. The institute
follows open evaluation system where the student performance is displayed
on the notice board and the same is informed to the parents. All grievances
regarding evaluation, including the internal assessment marks awarded for
the students, are redressed by the Examination Board and the various Heads
of Departments. There is a provision for re-evaluation and is permitted on
request. The Registrar coordinates with the other members of the
Examination board and assists students in the redressal of their problems
regarding conduction of examination, evaluation process, results.
2.6 Students Performance and Learning Outcomes
2.6.1 Does the college have clearly stated learning outcomes? If yes, give
detail on how the students and staff are made aware of these?
The institution has established the program educational objectives and
outcomes for each program which clearly states the objectives and the
learning outcomes. The guidelines are circulated to all the faculties and
displayed on the notice board for the information of the students.
2.6.2 How are the Teaching, Learning and Assessment Strategies of the
institution structured to facilitate the achievement of the intended
learning outcomes?
The Institute aims to help students to reach their potential through the
provision of a supportive, vibrant and challenging learning environment. All
the staff is involved in the construction of this learning environment. All
students are valued equally during their learning journey with institute.
Accordingly, the curriculum, teaching and learning and assessment at
college are student centric. The College has formulated academic
committees that aim at enhancing the quality of learning, teaching and
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assessment across the Institute by providing academic leadership for the
continued development of excellence in academic practice. In terms of
lifelong learning this strategy is intended to be learner centric, recognizing
students’ prior learning, experience and abilities. Students are active
partners with shared responsibilities for their own learning and
achievement. This strategy recognizes the need to develop progressively
self-directed and confident learners with the knowledge, skills, attitudes and
values, which enhance their employability and progression opportunities. It
acknowledges that students learn most effectively if they are supported as
individuals to achieve personal development. The Institution ensures all the
above points with the proper implementation of program educational
objectives.
2.6.3 What are the measures/initiatives taken up by the institution to
enhance the Social and economic relevance (quality jobs,
entrepreneurship innovation and research aptitude) of the courses
offered?
Career Counseling, Group Discussion & Placement

Dr. Arjun Prathap conducted Career Counseling, GD &placement on 14-7-11
Every institute has social as well as economic responsibility. The courses
run by college have both social and economic relevance. College
understands its responsibility in the socio economic parameters. The
institution at the time of the admission provides counseling regarding the
choice of options the students wish to opt. They are guided regarding the
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future prospects of various options. Further they are sensitized on the
societal responsibilities through guest lectures. The students are motivated
through personality development programmes. Students are encouraged to
participate in Activities for social and community service. The College
through the efforts of faculty, supporting non-teaching staff and
administrative officers has been generating highly skilled employable and
socially responsible man power. College has developed self-reliant,
enterprising and employable human resource. The college has started
courses like BBM, B.C.A, B.Com. which are helpful in getting
employment. Many industrial houses conduct job placement in college
campus.
2.6.4 How does the institute collect and analyses data on student
learning outcomes and use it for planning and overcoming barriers of
learning?
Please refer to the answer of the question 2.6.2
2.6.5 How does institution monitor and ensure the achievement of
learning outcomes?
The institution has a clearly defined, set mechanism to monitor the learning
outcomes. Attendance is compulsorily taken for every lecture. Tutorials and
laboratory hours are fixed the tutorials and assignments are corrected within
a short duration and the marks are entered in work register, which acts as a
ready material for the academic progress of the students. Based on the
participation in the class and the marks scored in the tutorials and
assignments, the student level is judged by the staff member and
appropriate action is taken. At the end of each periodical test, progress
reports which consist of unit test results and attendance status are submitted
to the office for further action. Counseling is given to slow learners. Parents
of such students are called to meet their respective faculty member, if
required. The faculty members are encouraged to conduct surprise tests,
quizzes, etc. to monitor the academic progress of each student.

2.6.6 What is the graduate attributes specified by the college/affiliating
university? How does the college ensure the attainment of these by the
students?
The College aspires to have a transformational impact on students through
comprehensive education by inculcating qualities of competence,
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confidence and excellence. The college has specified its graduate attributes
clearly.
At the first place,
• Students undergo systematic exposure and training right from the
induction program where in they are guided to acquire various life
skills to be ideal human beings.
• The college aims to make its students employable.
• The college endeavors that its students should become valuable
global citizens.
• To make the students academically sound enough, so that they are
able to stare in the eyes of the competitive world.
The college ensures that by the time the student finishes his/her education in
the college, he attains all these specified attributes. The faculty members of
the college work rigorously throughout the academic year to enable the
students imbibe the valuable lessons by way of seminars, moral lectures,
presentations and field work. The faculty sensitizes students towards
inclusive social concerns, human rights, gender and environmental issues to
make them sensitive, sensible, useful and conscientious global citizens.
Any other relevant information regarding teaching-learning and
evaluation which the college would like to include.
The college has introduced following practices to enhance teaching,
learning and evaluation process;
1. Systematic and detailed programme for the entire fresher’s at the
commencement of every academic year.
2. Implementation of the mentor-mentee system.
3. Motivational program for the fast learners.
4. Regularly conducting FDP programs for the faculties.
5. Obtaining feedback from all the stakeholders on teaching, learning
& evaluation and initiating corrective actions.
6. Initiating timely Redressal of academic Grievances and appeals in
respect of evaluation process.
7. Evaluating the outgoing students and drawing matrix of programme
educational objectives and outcomes and also to initiate corrective
actions.
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CRITERION 3
RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
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CRITERION III – RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY & EXTENSION
3.1 Promotion of Research

3.1.1

Does the institution have recognized research center/s of the
affiliating University or any other agency/organization?

1. The MJ Education Trust decided to establish a Research Centre at the
Institution and submitted a formal application to the University of
Tumkur. The necessary fees of Rs 150000/-.was also remitted.
2. The University of Tumkur conducted a detailed inspection and
communicated to the Trust to introduce certain facilities, resources, etc.,
to initiate further action.
3. The Trust and the Research centre are in the process of initiating the
various actions as desired by the University and shall be sending the
compliance report shortly.

SILICON CITY RESEARCH CENTRE:
VISION
Our research vision is to cater to Research based value education and provide
global Research initiatives in the field of management .To maximize the use of
technology in Research for the benefit of society and to create innovative research
practices with due consideration to ethics and values to individual research
competency.
MISSION
To impart research based technical knowledge and to train students and faculty
with World Class Research competencies and cutting edge proficiency to face
Research challenges in the current competitive Global market. To provide an
environment which is conductive to the development of Research.
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3.1.2

Does the Institution have a research committee to monitor and
address the issues of research? If so, what is its composition?
Mention a few recommendations made by the committee for
implementation and their impact.
The research Committee consisting of Senior academicians and
research scholars has been formulated which is yet to start functioning.
The composition of research committee is:
Organizational Structure: -Silicon City Research Centre(Planned )
Research Advisor

Director Research

Principal Investigator

Supervisor

Proposed Objectives of the Advisory Research Committee:
1)
2)
3)
4)

To orient faculty and students for advocating and adopting research.
To envisage and create an environment of research culture.
To motivate the faculty and students to initiate publications.
To provide guidance and monitoring research activities.
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Sl.No

Name

Qualification

Position

No of years of
Experience

1.

Dr. Prakash

M.com.,M.Phil.,Ph.D.,

Research Advisor

25

2.

Dr. Karunamurthy

B.com.,M.com.,Ph.D.,

Director Research -General
Management

30

3.

Dr. Arup Burman -

Ph.D

Director- Marketing Research

25
(ADJUNCT
PROFESSOR)

4.

Prof. Arun

M.Com

Secretary and Coordinator

22
(ADJUNCT
PROFESSOR)

5.

Prof .Prashant

MBA

Research Committee Member

10

3.1.3

What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth
progress and implementation of research schemes/projects?
autonomy to the principal investigator
timely availability or release of resources
adequate infrastructure and human resources
time-off, reduced teaching load, special leave etc. to teachers
support in terms of technology and information needs
facilitate timely auditing and submission of utilization
certificate to the funding authorities
o any other
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

The proposed measures to be initiated by the institution to facilitate
smooth progress and implementation of research schemes/projects
Autonomy to be given to the principal investigator:
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As per the Research Policy, total autonomy shall be given to the
Principal investigator to carry out the Research Projects
•

Timely availability or release of resources and Adequate infrastructure and
human resources. Resource shall be provided to the research projects as
and when taken up
Time-off, reduced teaching load, special leave etc. to teachers:
Adequate time off shall be provided to the faculties

•

Support in terms of technology and information needs:
Optimum utilization of ICT shall be ensured by providing
adequate infrastructure and support services.

•

Facilitate timely auditing and submission of utilization certificate to the
funding authorities
The institute will adequately provide necessary support

3.1.4

What are the efforts made by the institution in developing scientific
temper and research culture and aptitude among students?

1. A training program is organized every year for the benefit of Final year
students on “Introduction to Research project”, for the final year UG
students who are required to undertake research dissertation work
wherein detailed inputs are provided to facilitate the students to
understand the various procedures and formalities which are required to
be followed/carried out successfully to complete the research project.
Qualified Academicians with Ph.D. are invited to be the resource
persons for training program.
2 The students are assigned different project works and field works to encourage
and develop research culture among them.
The Institute regularly organizes the following programs to develop scientific
temper, research culture and aptitude among students:
1. Regular workshops on “A Career in RESEARCH”. The latest
program was held on April 6, 2013 at the Institute.
2. Both the Faculties and the Students prepare papers on Research
Projects and presents in the Parampara (A Cultural & Management
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fest) - a National Seminar on New product Development was
organized.
3.1. 5

Give details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding
student research, leading Research Projects, engaged in
individual/collaborative research activity, etc.
Currently the faculties are not involved in Research activities of guiding Research
Scholars. However the faculties are guiding the UG students to complete
research dissertation work.

3.1.6

Give details of workshops/ training Programs/ sensitization
Programs conducted/organized by the institution with focus on
capacity building in terms of research and imbibing research culture
among the staff and students.

The Institution has not initiated any action to organise such programs. However
the Faculties have attended such programs organised by other external
Institutions. It is also planned to conduct a few programs from the month
of January 2014.

3.1.7
Provide details of prioritised research areas and the expertise
available with the institution.
Currently the Institute has not ventured into any Research Projects.

3.1.8

Enumerate the efforts of the institution in attracting researchers of
eminence to visit the campus and interact with teachers and
students?

The institute has not organized any interactive meetings with research scholars so
far. However it is planned to organize such programs from the next academic
year.
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3.1.9 What percentage of the faculty has utilized Sabbatical Leave for
research activities? How has the provision contributed to improve the quality
of research and imbibe research culture on the campus?
The college has framed the rule providing sabbatical leave facilities to the faculty
who wish to take up the research activity. However, as the research center is yet
to become fully functional, the scheme is yet to be implemented.

3.1.10

Provide details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in
creating awareness/advocating/transfer of relative findings of
research of the institution and elsewhere to students and community
(lab to land)

The Institution is always insisting and creating awareness for the faculty to
conduct state level and national level seminars, for national and international
research publication and also advise faculty to involve the senior students to
participate in the same.

3.2 Resource Mobilization for Research

3.2.1

What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give
details of major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual
utilization.
The Institute has not made budget provisions so far, but the Institution has
been providing financial support for the needy faculty and students who
are self motivated in taking up research.
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3.2.2

Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the
faculty for research? If so, specify the amount disbursed and the
percentage of the faculty that has availed the facility in the last four
years?
The college has made maximum efforts to provide all Infrastructure
facilities required for research activities. The Library is enriched with
Journals, Books, e-journals and Free Internet Facility for reference. The
college promotes faculty members to participate and present papers in
conferences and Seminars. Faculty Members are paid traveling allowance
and delegation fees and period of absence is treated as OOD.

3.2.3

What are the financial provisions made available to support student
research projects by students?
The UG Students undertake research dissertation projects which are selffinanced.

3.2.4 How does the various departments/units/staff of the institute interact
in undertaking inter-disciplinary research? Cite examples of
successful endeavors and challenges faced in organizing
interdisciplinary research.
Currently there are no interdisciplinary research projects. However
the institution is contemplating to make a beginning in this area in the
current academic year. Consequently necessary funds will also be
allotted in the budget.

3.2.5

How does the institution ensure optimal use of various equipment
and research facilities of the institution by its staff and students?
The college encourages faculty members to participate in various faculty
development programmes, such as Seminars, Workshops, and Conferences
etc. And this initiates staff members to take up M.Phil and Ph.D,
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Programmes. In turn, the faculty encourages the students to take short-term
research projects and other research projects.

3.2.6

Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the
industry or other beneficiary agency for developing research
facility? If ‘yes’ give details.
No, the Institution has not received any special grants either from the
affiliating University or from any other beneficiary agency. Silicon City
College is contemplating to request the University and other agencies for
collaborating projects and to extend help for funding the projects.

3.2.7

Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in securing research
funds from various funding agencies, industry and other
organisations. Provide details ofongoing and completed projects and
grants received during the last four years.
The research Centre is not yet functional

3.3 Infrastructure for Research

3.3.1 What are the research facilities available to the students and research
scholars within the campus?
Teachers of Silicon City College are encouraged to attend refresher courses and
orientation programmes towards Research.
Necessary infrastructural facilities shall be provided at the appropriate time.
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3.3.2 What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and
creating infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of researchers
especially in the new and emerging areas of research?
The college provides students hands-on experience doing laboratory experiments,
which really help them to relate what they are learning in their classes, directly
apply to real-world problems in the laboratories. The college support students to
get involved in research by providing, advanced lab facilities, SPSS software’s
and internet facilities etc

3.3.3 Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the
industry or other beneficiary agency for developing research
facilities?? If ‘yes’, what are the instruments/ facilities created during
the last four years.
The institute has not received any special grants. However, the institute is
seriously making efforts for certain constructive results.

3.3.4 What are the research facilities made available to the students and
research scholars outside the campus / other research laboratories?
There is a research culture among the teachers of the College and are actively
involved in research. They have established linkages with a number of academic
institutions, Government and Non-Government organizations.

3.3.5 Provide details on the library/ information resource centre or any
other facilities available specifically for the researchers?
Please refer to the answer to the question no. 3.1.2
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3.3.6 What are the collaborative research facilities developed / created by the
research institutes in the college. For ex. Laboratories, library,
instruments, computers, new technology etc.
The Institution is in the process of establishing the Research Center. Once the
action is complete the other arrangements and facilities shall be
implemented.
3.4 Research Publications and Awards

3.4.1

Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in
terms of
∗ Patents obtained and filed (process and product)
∗ Original research contributing to product improvement
∗ Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or
improving the services
Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and
social development
Patents obtained and filed (process and product)
Nil
Original research contributing to product improvement - Nil

3.4.2

Does the Institute publish or partner in publication of research
journal(s)? If ‘yes’, indicate the composition of the editorial board,
publication policies and whether such publication is listed in any
international database?
Nil
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3.4.3

Give details of publications by the faculty and students:
∗ Publication per faculty
∗ Number of papers published by faculty and students in peer
reviewed journals (national / international)
∗ Number of publications listed in International Database (for
Eg: Web of Science, Scopus,Humanities International
Complete, Dare Database - International Social Sciences
Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
∗ Monographs
∗ Chapter in Books
∗ Books Edited
∗ Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
∗ Citation Index
∗ SNIP
∗ SJR
∗ Impact factor
∗ h-index
Publication per faculty.
The Faculties have published totally 3 in numbers.

3.4.4

Provide details (if any) of
∗ research awards received by the faculty
∗ recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional
bodies and agencies, nationally and internationally
∗ incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and
international recognitions for research contributions.
Nil
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3.5 Consultancy

3.5.1

Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing instituteindustry interface?
Nil

3.5.2

What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy?
How is the available expertise advocated and publicized?
Nil

3.5.3

How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise
and available facilities for consultancy services?
Nil

3.5.4

3.5.5

List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by
the institution and the revenue generated during the last four
years.
Nil

What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income generated
through consultancy (staff involved: Institution) and its use for
institutional development?
NA
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3.6 Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension Activities

3.6.1

How does the institution promote institution-neighborhoodcommunity network and student engagement, contributing to good
citizenship, service orientation and holistic development of students?
The institution with active participation of the students are conducting
several extension activities such as – awareness on use of tobacco
products, anti-aids camp, prohibition to sell tobacco products in and
around the campus etc., The institution promptly initiated legal action
against a few people who violated the notification.

3.6.2

What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement
in various social movements / activities which promote citizenship
roles?

Personality development, English speaking classes, etc., were conducted
in associated with renowned organizations such as – Deccan herald, Bangalore
etc. for the personality development of student community.
The institution in collaboration with Lion international organized a blood
donation camp in which number of citizens and faculties including the students
from Silicon City College donated the blood.
A cycle rally by students from K R Puram to freedom park, Bangalore was
organized in which the students participated in large numbers in support of
“International Women’s Day and Environmental awareness.
A large rally in association with Govt. of Karnataka, Department
of Collegiate education, NCC and Govt. First Grade College was held in which
the Chairman and the trustees of trust along with students and faculties had
participated. The rally was in support of corruption free society-a call given by
Honorable Anna Hazare and his team.
A rally in support of Master of Youth and the leader of endurance – Sri
Swamy Vivekananda was held in which Chairman, trustees, faculties and students
participated.
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3.6.3 How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall
performance and quality of the institution?
The institution has a system to obtain feedback from the Stakeholders on
the organization and its performance regularly. These feedbacks are
analyzed and corrective actions are initiated for the quality sustenance
and improvement.
3.6.4 How does the institution plan and organize its extension and outreach
programs? Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list
the major extension and outreach programs and their impact on the
overall development of students.
The annual academic plan includes co-curricular activities in which
extension activities are included. A number of worthy programs are
regularly organized jointly by the faculty and students which results in
positive impact on the overall development of students.
3.6.5

How does the institution promote the participation of students and
faculty in extension activities including participation in NSS, NCC,
YRC and other National/ International agencies?
The Institute organizes a Blood donation camp in which the faculties and
students participate.
Efforts are under way to obtain University’s approval to commence a
NSS wing at the campus

3.6.6

Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any)
undertaken by the college to ensure social justice and empower
students from under-privileged and vulnerable sections of society?
A Survey was conducted in PUC Colleges on the distribution pattern of
the students seeking admission to UG Programs. After the survey the
under privileged students were provided career guidance to take up
suitable career path.
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3.6.7

Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension
activities organized by the institution, comment on how they
complement students’ academic learning experience and specify the
values and skills inculcated.
The extension activities are a part of recharging program to the
students and provides a change from the stringent academic
requirements. Further the students are expected to expose to new
perspective of social and community needs. The students derive immense
satisfaction by serving the community and needy and feel a sense of
achievement. It also results in acquiring certain life skills.

3.6.8

How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in
its reach out activities and contribute to the community
development? Detail on the initiatives of the institution that
encourage community participation in its activities?
Nil

3.6.9 Give details on the constructive relationships forged (if any) with other
institutions of the locality for working on various outreach and
extension activities.
Nil
3.6.10

Give details of awards received by the institution for extension
activities and/contributions to the social/community development
during the last four years.

The following awards have been bestowed on the Chairman of the
Institution:
1. National award-Education Excellence for the services in
the field of education at the 49th National seminar
organized by the Indian economic and research association
at New Delhi on 10th October, 2008.
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2. Conferred with a Rashtriya Vikas Rathan award at the 41st
National seminar of economic and social development at
New Delhi on 27th December, 2009.
3. Award and conferred a Shikshana Bharathi award at the
24th International summit organized by Indian achiever’s
forum and Indo – Thailand chamber of commerce on 5th
August, 2010.
4. Received Life-time achievement award for Educational
Excellence from Indian Economic Development and
Research Association, New Delhi during the year 2008.
3.7 Collaborations

3.7.1

How does the institution collaborate and interact with research
laboratories, institutes and industry for research activities. Cite
examples and benefits accrued of the initiatives - collaborative
research, staff exchange, sharing facilities and equipment, research
scholarships etc.
Nil

3.7.2 Provide details on the MoUs/collaborative arrangements (if any) with
institutions
of
national
importance/other
universities/
industries/Corporate (Corporate entities) etc. and how they have
contributed to the development of the institution.
Nil

3.7.3

Give details (if any) on the industry-institution-community
interactions that have contributed to
the establishment /
creation/up-gradation of academic facilities, student and staff
support,
infrastructure facilities of the institution viz.
laboratories / library/ new technology /placement services etc.
The college has entered into the collaboration of understanding with
the Printers, Mysore Ltd., and the following activities are jointly
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conducted for promotion of knowledge and to create regular
information on the emerging National and Global trends and
developments:
• Distribution to all the students the daily Newspaper – Deccan
herald.
• Conducting five high-end seminars annually for the benefit of
the students.
3.7.4

Highlighting the names of eminent scientists/participants, who
contributed to the events, provide details of national and
international conferences organized by the college during the last
four years.
Nil

3.7.5 How many of the linkages/collaborations have actually resulted in
formal MoUs and agreements ? List out the activities and beneficiaries and
cite examples (if any) of the established linkages that enhanced and/or
facilitated a) Curriculum development/enrichment
b) Internship/ On-the-job training
c) Summer placement
d) Faculty exchange and professional development
e) Research
f) Consultancy
g) Extension
h) Publication
i) Student Placement
j) Twinning programs
The institution is exploring the possibilities of venturing into the above
activities in linkage with Academic Institutions. MoU may be entered
into in the years to come for the exchange of faculty.

k) Introduction of new courses
Nil
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3.7.6
Detail on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning,
establishing and implementing the initiatives of the linkages/collaborations.
Instead of MOU , we are planning to take letters of permission to
undertake project works, study visits to Industries, Historical Places,
Banks and other Financial Institutions. But with Academic Institutions,
we would like to have MOU in the years to come for the exchange of
faculty.

Any other relevant information regarding Research, Consultancy and
Extension which the college would like to include.

Future Plans:
•
•

Emphasis on information science would further increased by keeping the
Research and training programmes in harmony with the changing needs of
the job market in the library information science sectors.
Also a few Workshops/Personality development programs/Seminars to
discuss various matters concerning the training program are being
planned.
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CRITERION 4
INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES
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CRITERION IV ; INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES

4.1 Physical Facilities
4.1.1 What is the policy of the Institution for creation and enhancement of
infrastructure that facilitate effective teaching and learning?
The institution follows a customized business plan tailored to the
requirements and the activities. Through the system, a budget –department
wise is prepared six months in advance for every accounting year and
submitted to the principal. The budget proposals to the principal from the
various Heads of Departments are tabulated analyzed and forwarded to the
governing council for approval. The governing council deliberates on the
budget proposal and budget allocations are made under various cost
centers.

During the budget year, based on the allocated amount (quarter wise)
HOD’s are authorized to spend under different cost centers. The finance
department takes care that no department shall overspend on any of the
cost centers under any circumstances without specific approval of the
governing council. Further if the HOD’s fails to utilize the allocated
amount for the year, detailed analysis is made for the cause and remedy.

With a structured policy and proper execution, the Institution
insures the infrastructural facilities are constantly monitored, appropriately
enhanced periodically and continuous improvement for effective teaching,
learning and evaluation process.
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4.1.2 Detail the facilities available for
a) Curricular and co-curricular activities - Classrooms, technology
enabled learning spaces, seminar hall, laboratories, botanical
gardens, animal house, specialized facility and equipment for
teaching learning and research etc.
b) Extra –curricular activities –sports, out door and in door games,
gymnasium, auditorium, NSS, NCC, cultural activities, public
speaking, communication skills development, yoga, health and
hygiene etc.
The Institution has established several facilities for the effective functioning of
curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities. The details are:
Curricular and co-curricular activities:
•

Classrooms and effective conduct of teaching learning and evaluation
process; Sufficient number of classrooms with spacious, ventilated along
with ICT facilities are established for the effective conduct of teaching,
learning and evaluation process.

•

Seminar hall and laboratories; Exclusive seminar hall with the state-ofthe-art ICT is available in the campus which is being extensively utilized
by all the departments.

•

The college has established a state-of-the-art Hi-tech Computer Lab with
40 systems. There the systems are provided with the necessary license
software and hardware. The other facilities required for the lab have been
provided.
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Computer Lab

Students accessing to Computer lab

Two Hi-tech labs namely electronic lab and Computer lab is established in
the Institution for the benefit of the students from all the programs.
Electronics Lab

Students accessing to Electronics lab
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The Electronic lab promotes blended learning. The students
receive invaluable exposure to the various concepts and
application electronics. Instruments, equipment’s and
accessories are ably utilized by the faculties to develop the
practical exposure to the students.
•

•

Botanical gardens and Animal house;
The above Infrastructural facilities are not relevant for the
programs conducted by the Institution.
Specialized facility and equipment for teaching learning and
research etc.
The details of Infrastructural facilities for teaching, learning
have already been provided in the forgoing paragraphs. For
research activities, a beginning has been made and an
exclusive research lab has been established. Developing the
research lab to take up regular research work in the process.
Outdoor activities

Students participating in the Rangoli Competition
Sports, out door and in door games;
The campus has a spacious space for conducting various out door
games such as Athletics events- both track and field events, football,
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Cricket, Throw ball, Volley ball,kabbaddi, Kho-kho, etc.The
stadium is sufficiently large to play all the above games with
sufficient seating capacity for the spectators. Regular tournaments
and annual sports are conducted.

Outdoor Games

Students Participating in Kabaddi Competitions
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•
•
•

Institute has sufficient infrastructure for students and staff to
engage themselves in in-door games such as carom, shuttle,
chess etc.
Auditorium, cultural activities, public speaking,
communication skills development, yoga, health and hygiene
etc.
An Auditorium with a capacity of 300 numbers named after
the most renowned national leader and the most outstanding
teaching scholar – Dr. S Radhakrishnan Hall is established in
the campus. All the extra-curricular activities such as cultural
activities, public speaking, communication skills
development, yoga, health and hygiene etc. are regularly
conducted in the auditorium.

4.1.3 How does the institution plan and ensure that the available
infrastructure is in line with its academic growth and is optimally
utilized? Give specific examples of the facilities developed/augmented
and the amount spent during the last four years (Enclose the Master
Plan of the Institution/ campus and indicate the existing physical
infrastructure and the future planned expansions if any)..
The Institution’s governance and leadership
constantly monitors the infrastructural utilization, revised requirements and
the improvements and developments to be periodically carried out. The
basic data and information is compiled by the Principal after receiving
inputs from the HODs. The same is governing council for perusal, review
and approval if any. While giving the proposal the facilities required for the
revised academic growth is also taken into consideration.
The facilities developed and the amount spent during the last four
years is enclosed (Auditors report 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13.
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4.1.4

How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet
the requirements of students with physical disabilities?
The Institution ensures that the infrastructure facilities are disabled friendly.
The furniture and related facilities are appropriately planned and built. For
the convenience of the disabled the central library and computer lab is
housed in the ground floor.
The Institution is in the process of expanding its infrastructural facilities
(buildings, and spaces). While planning the construction and development
activities, sufficient care shall be taken to insure access to different floors in
the campus are disabled friendly.

4.1.5 Give details on the residential facility and various provisions available
within them:
The Institute has established the following facilities:
• Hostel Facility – The students are provided with the facility of a
spacious, well planned and well equipped Hostel Facility
independently for boys and girl students.
• Access to internet in hostel.
• Library facility in the hostels; As per central library rules,
students are eligible to borrow two books at a time. Which
they utilizes both in a classroom and hostel as well.
• Recreational facility-common room with audio-visual equipment’s;
Recreational facilities are available in the form of indoor games.
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Students at Boys Hostel

Recreational and AV Facility at hostel
• Residential facility is available for essential staff.
• Arrangements have been made for constant supply of safe drinking
water.
• The Institution has ensured the deployment of well-trained robust
and quality security personnel round the clock on all the seven days
in the week for the security and safety of the students, faculties,
employees, building and Infrastructure.
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4.1.6

What are the provisions made available to students and staff in terms
of health care on the campus and off the campus?
The institution believes and practices providing good health care on the
campus and off the campus to the students. The details are:
Health Camp

Regular health Camps Conducted in the college primises for Students
and public
•

Awareness to students in adopting healthy life style and motivating
them to adopt a healthy life style as their life skill. The students go
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•
•

4.1.7

through lecture sessions, workshops etc., by eminent personalities
and Yoga specialists to achieve this goal.
Medical officer on call in case of emergency.
Periodical health check-up by hosting the medical camp at the
campus.

Give details of the Common Facilities available on the campus –spaces
for special units like IQAC, Grievance Redreassal unit, Women cell,
counseling and career guidance, placement unit, health centre,
canteen, recreational spaces for staff and students, safe drinking
water facility, auditorium etc.,
The College has made arrangement for common facility on a campus. The
details are:
• IQAC: For the IQAC activities a separate office is provided with
adequate infrastructure and human resource.
•

•

•
•

Grievance Redressal unit; The activities of the grievance redressal
procedures, Women’s Cell’s activities, Counseling and Career
Guidance programs are conducted in an exclusive chambers which
provides confidentiality and are free from any disturbances.
Placement Unit activities are undertaken by the individual
coordinator from the respective work place. The placement
interview sessions and related activities are held in the Principal’s
chamber or in the seminar hall.
The Institution establishes the first-aid center with trained staff.
Cafeteria: The Institution has a full-fledged cafeteria which
provides Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. The cafeteria has all the
necessary infrastructural facilities.
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Cafeteria

•
•

Canteen Facility provided for Faculties and students
Adequate Recreational facility and space are provided for the staff
and students.
Safe drinking water facility is available in the campus and hostels.

•

Health Centre: The College has the first aid centre to provide assistance
during emergency. An MOU has been entered into with a full fledge
hospital which is in the close vicinity of the College.

•

Recreational facilities: A Campus has huge ground for Outdoor games and
athletics. Sufficient facility is provided for indoor games also.
Auditorium: A Large auditorium with a seating capacity of 300 which is
fully furnished is located on the campus.

•
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4.2 Library as a Learning Resource

4.2.1

Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the
composition of such a committee. What significant initiatives have
been implemented by the committee to render the library,
student/user friendly?
The institution has a very effective and efficient Advisory Committee. The
composition of the Library Advisory Committee is as under:
Sl.No Names

•

•

Designation

1 Mr.C.Gnanesh

Principal

2 Dr. Karuna Murthy

External Member

3 Mrs. Deepthi Shirahati

HOD, Dept of Management Studies

4 Mr. Prakash

HOD Dept of Kannada

5 Mr. Muralidhara P

HOD of Commerce

6 Mr.BalajiKoturu

HOD, Dept of Computer Science

7 Mr. Manjunath.P

Librarian

8 Nikitha

V sem BCOM

9 Mohammed Afzal

V Sem BBM

The advisory committee constantly monitors and reviews the activities of
the library. Based on the reviews amendments to the existing procedures
and practices are made from time to time for the continuous improvement
of the library. The committee reviews and finalizes the infrastructural and
academic requirement of the library & chalks out the strategy regarding
the activities of the library to enable the students and the faculty to
effectively utilize the facilities.
The committee reviews the requirements of books, Journals, newspapers
to be procured and the librarian is advised suitably.
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•
•

4.2.2

On the advice of the advisory committee the layout of the library has been
changed.
Based on the advisory committee’s decision, the library personnel are
seriously preparing to convert the existing library into a Digital library.
Provide details of the following:
∗ Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.)
∗ Total seating capacity
∗ Working hours (on working days, on holidays, before
examination days, during examination days, during vacation)
∗ Layout of the library (individual reading carrels, lounge area
for browsing and relaxed reading, IT zone for accessing eresources)

SL.No

PARTICULARS

Comments

1 Total Area of the Library

17X36Sq.mts

2 Total Seating Capacity

32 Seats

3 Working Hours (Daily)

9.00 A.M to 5.00
P.M

3A Before Examination Days

7.00 A.M to 7.00
P.M

3B During Examination Days

7.00 A.M to 7.00
P.M

3C Vacations

9.00 A.M to 4.00
P.M

National Holidays & Holidays as per BU
3D Calendar

12 days

4 Layout of the Library
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4.2.3

How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and
e-journals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on
procuring new books, journals and e-resources during the last four years.

The librarian coordinates with the various HOD’s and collects the revised
requirements of library materials and submit the details to the Principal for
review. After the Principal’s clearance the proposal is placed before the library
advisory committee. Upon approval by the committee, the purchase section
initiates procurement action. Whenever any book fair is held, the college makes
necessary arrangements for the purchasing of the books. The amount spent on
procuring new books etc. during the last four years is as under:
Sl.No. Library
Holding

20092010

20092010

No.
Of
Total
Books Cost
60,627.00

20102011

20102011

20112012

No. Of
Books

Total
Cost

No.
Of
Total
Books Cost

38

11,206

1

Text Books

314

2

Reference

62

6

3

Journals

NIL

NIL

4

National /
International

5

Periodical

6

E-Resources

7

Newspaper

8

Any others
Specify-Gift

NIL
11

95

20112012

No. Of
Books

14,250

11

Total
Cost

491

83000

98
9670

15

8,839

11

8,839

22,214
7364
/14,850

50/8

NIL
8,839

2012-2013

18
50

20122013

14

9,339

INFLIBNET
3,600

14,310
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4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide
maximum Access to the library collection?
*OPAC
∗ Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals.
∗ Federated searching tools to search articles in multiple
databases
∗ Library Website.
∗ In-house/remote access to e-publications
∗ Library automation
∗ Total number of computers for public access
∗ Total numbers of printers for public access
∗ Internet band width/ speed □ 2mbps □ 10 mbps □ 1 gb (GB)
∗ Institutional Repository
∗ Content management system for e-learning
∗ Participation in Resource sharing networks/consortia (like
Inflibnet)
Sl. No
PARICULARS
Comments if any
1

OPAC ( ONLINE PUBLIC ACCESS CATALOG)

In the process of
introducing

2

Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals

INFLIBNET

3

Federated searching tools search articles in multiple
databases

YES(DOAJ
&OMICS)

4

Library Website

Yes

5

In-House /remote access to e-publications

NO

6

Library automation

Yes

7

Total Number of computers for public access

40

8

Total Number of printers for public access

1

9

Internet band width/speed

100 Mbps

10

Institutional Repository

NO
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11

Content management system for e-learning

YES(DOAJ
&OMICS)

12

Participation in resource sharing networks/consortia (like
INFLBNET)

YES

4.2.5

Provide details on the following items:
∗ Average number of walk-ins
∗ Average number of books issued/returned
∗ Ratio of library books to students enrolled
∗ Average number of books added during last three years
∗ Average number of login to OPAC
∗ Average number of login to e-resources
∗ Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed
∗ Number of information literacy trainings organized
∗ Details of “weeding out” of books and other materials

1

Average number of walk-ins

200-250

2

Average number of books issued/returned

100-120

3

Ratio of library books to students enrolled

5:1

4

Average number of books added during last three years

863

5

Average number of login to OPAC

in Process

6

Average number of login to e-resources

in Process

7

Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed

in Process

8

Number of information literacy training organized

in Process

9

Details of “Weeding out” of books and other materials

10
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4.2.6

1

Give details of the specialized services provided by the library
∗ Manuscripts
∗ Reference
∗ Reprography
∗ ILL (Inter Library Loan Service)
∗ Information deployment and notification (Information
Deployment and Notification)
∗ Download
∗ Printing
∗ Reading list/ Bibliography compilation
∗ In-house/remote access to e-resources
∗ User Orientation and awareness
∗ Assistance in searching Databases
∗ INFLIBNET/IUC facilities
Manuscripts
Nil

2

Reference

YES

3

Reprography

YES

4

ILL (Inter Library Loan Service)

YES

5

Information deployment and notification

YES

6

Download

YES

7

Printing

YES

8

Reading list/Bibliography compilation

YES

9

In-house/remote access to e-resource

NO

10

User Orientation and awareness

YES

11

Assistance in searching Database

YES

12

INFLIBNET

YES
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4.2.7

Enumerate on the support provided by the Library staff to the
students and teachers of the college.
The library is well planned and storage books are earmarked
department wise. The library personnel maintain a location register of
books.
The library maintains a list of catalogues of various publishers;
new arrivals etc., and are readily available for the students and faculties.
All the new arrival Books, Journals etc. are displayed at the entrance of
the library.
The staff guides and assists the students and faculties to locate the
required books, websites and database.

4.2.8

What are the special facilities offered by the library to the
visually/physically challenged persons? Give details.
The library has established certain disabled friendly facilities like
the location and providing assistance to access the books.However the
institution do not have any physically challenged persons on the rolls.

4.2.9

Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it
analysed and used for improving the library services. (What
strategies are deployed by the Library to collect feedback from
users? How is the feedback analysed and used for further
improvement of the library services?)
The library has installed a suggestion Box. Once in a month, the
suggestions are collected and tabulated. The tabulated analysis is tabled
before the advisory committee for deliberations. Suggestions approved by
advisory committee are immediately implemented by the librarian.
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4.3 IT Infrastructure

4.3.1. Give details on the computing facility available (hardware and
software) at the institution. The details of inventory of
computing facility are:
•

•
•
•
•
4.3.2

Total number of systems with licensed software: 45 systems.
The configurations are
Windows XP, Ubuntu, Speed (1.8GHz to 3.0GHz),
RAM(512MB),HDD(80GB),Graphics(32MB-128MB).
Total number of systems with internet facility: 45 systems
Computer-student ratio: 1:1
LAN facilities: 45 systems.
Wi-Fi facility available at the campus and hostel.

Detail on the computer and internet facility made available to the
faculty and students on the campus and off-campus?
Internet facility either Wi-Fi or through modem is available to all the
faculties and students on the campus and hostel.

4.3.3

What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and
upgrading the IT infrastructure and associated facilities?
We are planning to deploy some of new technologies following areas.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Library Mini computer lab with WI-FI facilities at the library.
Wi-Fi facilities in all the floors at the college premises.
ICT facilities in all the classroom.
Communication and feedback to the students through SMS System.
Bio – Metrical attendance system for Staff and students.
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Bio-Metric attendance system

Staff and Students using the Bio-Metric system
4.3.4 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for
procurement, up gradation, deployment and maintenance of the
computers and their accessories in the institution (Year wise for last
four years)
Annual budget is made for up gradation of equipment’s and
deployment of new computers and accessories in the institution. The
year wise budget allocation for the years 2009-2010, 2010-11 , 20112012 and 2012-2013 are furnished below:
Sl. No:

Year

Budget provisions for IT
Procurement & Maintenance

1 2009-10

64,468

2 2010-11

49,305

3 2011-12

30,036

4 2012-13

54,526
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4.3.5

How does the institution facilitate extensive use of ICT resources
including development and use of computer-aided teaching/ learning
materials by its staff and students?
The institute has introduced blended learning for the benefit
of the students in all the programs. It can be implemented with the
extensive applications of ICT resources and by using computer aided
teaching and learning methods.
The institution has equipped with sufficient number of multimedia
projectors and digital aids at the classrooms, seminar halls etc., to ensure
effective teaching and learning activities are carried out.
The Electronics lab and computer lab considerably contributes for
enrichment and learning process through ICT. The ICT supports and
facilitate at the central library further supplement the learning teaching
process.
In this regard periodical training and exposure in ICT are provided
to the faculty.

4.3.6 Elaborate giving suitable examples on how the learning activities and
technologies deployed (access to on-line teaching - learning
resources, independent learning, ICT enabled classrooms/learning
spaces etc.) by the institution place the student at the center of
teaching-learning process and render the role of a facilitator for the
teacher.
The following practices are followed in enhancing and enriching
the learning activities. A few details are given which are as under:
• Online Teaching – as a learning resource:
The blended learning ensures that online videos are useful learning
materials are presented to the students through the multimedia projectors
even in the theory classrooms. This enables the students to actually see
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•

•

and understand several learning interventions by actually seeing and
witnessing the scenario instead of listening to the faculties lectures.
ICT enabled classrooms/learning spaces- all the classrooms are ICT
enabled and students are encouraged to bring their own devices through
which the students are benefitted to avail the maximum learning space
through the latest concepts.
The class representative system where the student’s representative has to
play the role of the facilitator to the faculty ensures a better learning
system. The Institution also follows a practice of senior students handling
few sessions for the junior students.
The co-curricular activities designs and plans for quiz, seminars,
webinars etc., which are ICT enabled.

4.3.7

Does the Institution avail of the National Knowledge Network
connectivity directly or through the affiliating university? If so, what
are the services availed of?
The Institution has initiated action and already sent an application to the
Delhi office and waiting for the response.

4.4 Maintenance of Campus Facilities

4.4.1 How does the institution ensure optimal allocation and
utilization of the available financial resources for maintenance and upkeep of
the following facilities (substantiate your statements by providing details of
budget allocated during last four years)?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building
Furniture
Equipment
Computers
Vehicles
Any other
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• Building :
The institution follows the following procedure:
Building

Inner view of the college building
The institution has retained an architect and a consultant who regularly
visit the campus to monitor regularly existing building and infrastructure.
They also estimate the annual maintenance expenses and provide the
requirements to the governing council. After approval by the council
maintenance work are carried out.
Building

Outer view of the college building
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•

•

Furniture and equipment:
The annual budget proposals given by the principles and Hod’s include the
annual maintenance of furniture and equipment’s. Generally maintenance
of furniture is outsourced. The maintenance of equipment are carried out
by entering into AMCs with either the manufacturing company or reputed
service agencies.
Computers:
Here again the budget proposal’s includes the maintenance of computers
and related equipment’s. Through AMCs all the ICT equipment’s are
properly maintained.

4.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for maintenance and upkeep
of the infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the college?
The institution initiates the following action for upkeep of the
infrastructure, facilities and equipment’s:
•
•
•

Security services, house – keeping services and gardeners are
maintained by the institution permanent employees.
The civil maintenance work is outsource.
AMC’s are taken in respect of all the equipment’s.

4.4.3 How and with what frequency does the institute take up calibration and
other precision measures for the equipment/instruments?
The calibration and other statutory compliance are strictly followed as per the law
in force.
4.4.4 What are the major steps taken for location, upkeep and maintenance
of sensitive equipment (voltage fluctuations, constant supply of water
etc.)?
The location of sensitive equipment’s such as – voltage stabilizer, UPS,
Automatic water level maintainer etc., are strategically located in
vantage points to ensure easy approach and for effective utility.
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Any other relevant information regarding Research, Consultancy and
Extension which the college would like to include.
The campus is very large which can house many more facilities for introducing
number of programs and provide valuable service to community to develop and
educate the youth.
The proposed Research center is planned with state-of-the-art advanced facilities
to contribute substantially for the country in research and development.
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CRITERION 5
STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
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CRITERION V – STUDENT SUPPORT & PROGRESSION
TURE &and
LEARNING
5.1 Student Mentoring
Support RESOUCES

5.1.1 Does the institution publish its updated prospectus/handbook annually?
If ‘yes’, what is the information provided to students through these
documents and how does the institution ensure its commitment and
accountability?
The institution publishes prospectus annually with updates on new programs,
facilities offered by the campus and other relevant needed information. The
updated soft copy is made available in website. Parents and students are invited to
the campus before admission to interact with the Counselor and to obtain
clarifications.
The applications for admissions to various programs are issued along with the
prospectus. Candidates who wish to download the application from the website
may do so by accessing to the institution’s official website.
5.1.2 Specify the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships /
freeships given to the students during the last four years and whether the
financial aid was available and disbursed on time?
The financial assistance/scholarship are provided to the following
category of students:
1.SC/ST
2.OBC
3.Economically weaker section
4. Minority
5. International Students
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5.1.3 What percentage of students receive financial assistance from state
Government, central government and other national agencies?
1.SC/ST:
2.OBC:
3.Economically weaker section:
4.Minority:
5.International Students
20112012

SC/ST

BCOM

12

17% 32

45% 9

BBM

01

03% 12

BCA

03

13% 06

20122013

SC/ST

BCOM

15

16% 43

BBM

04

BCA

11

20132014

SC/ST

BCOM

23

21% 53

50% 13

BBM

03

14% 01

BCA

04

16% 04

% OBC

%

GM

%

others %

TOTAL

12%

17

24%

---

70

36% 11

33%

03

09%

06

18% 33

26% 03

13%

06

26%

05

21% 23

%

GM

%

others %

TOTAL

48% 12

13%

19

21%

---

89

10% 17

45% 08

21%

03

08%

05

13% 37

29% 12

32% 07

18%

05

13%

02

05% 37

GM

%

12%

16

15%

01

01% 106

04% 04

19%

07

33%

06

28% 21

16% 03

12%

11

45%

02

08% 24

% OBC %

%

OBC %
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5.1.4 What are the specific support services/facilities available for Students
from SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections?
The following support services facilities are available for the students from
disadvantage section:
• The candidates from the disadvantaged community are provided admission quota
as under:
1. SC/ST:
2. OBC:
3. Economically weaker section:
4. Minority:
5. International Students
The institution coordinates and initiates action for the SC/ST and Minority
students to receive scholarship from the government and the details of scholarship
among received from state government of Karnataka and dispersed to the students
for the last 4 years are provided here under

Year
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
Total
•

No of Students
7
6
6
47

Amount
24,394
8,643
24,000
1,87,159

The institution grants concession in the fee in respect of OBC’s students.
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5.1.5 Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial
skills, among the students and the impact of the efforts.
The institute invites Specialists and senior professionals from industry and
Business and entrepreneurs to Guest lectures, seminars, workshops, symposiums,
etc., Invitees share their experiences and current industry and business scenario
besides explaining the challenges and opportunities. It provides the students a rare
opportunity to understand the industrial and business scenario.
The students are also required to undergo Orientation visits to the Industry and
Business houses under the guidance of a Senior Faculty. During the Orientation
visits, the students get the rare opportunity to experience the work place live and
interact with the various business heads and obtain invaluable knowledge.
The Institution also conducts leadership training programs with our in-house
experts. The soft skill training programs are conducted in association with the
Deccan Herald-renowned newspaper of the state.
Managerial skills are imparted through workshops and by devising skill
development programs.
All these activities contribute for the students to develop entrepreneurial skills,
among the students.
S.
NO.

1

2

DATE

12/2/2008

23/8/2008

TOPIC

RESOURCE PERSON

PROFILE

Global
Warming and
Issues Relating
to
Conservation
of Energy
Col. M. Ravi

Joint
Director,
Defence
Institute of
Quality

E-Commerce

Project Manager
- HP
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Assurance
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3

4

6/9/2008

30/9/2009

Working
Capital
Management

Financial
Services

Prof Subramanian

Ex-vice
chairman -RBI

Mr.MahanteshKuri

Financial
Analyst,
Deutsche Bank

5

Tips
for
Project Report
12/10/2009 Generation
Mrs SibiSaji

Research
Programme
Coordinatorvisiting Faculty

6

15/10/2009 Success in Life Representatives from Yahoo

Yahoo

Leadership
15/10/2010 with Trust

Mr.N.Kailasnathan

Sr.
Vice
President, Titan
Group
of
Industries

8

17/10/2010 Success in Life Mr AlphoseKurien

Retd
Deputy
General
HR
Manager

9

Career
Avenues18/10/2010 Service Sector

Prof Appannaiah

Tumkur
University

Mr.Satya

AVP
customer

7

Industry
Expectations
from
Management
Students

10

9/10/2011

11

Performance
26/10/2011 Management
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Mr. G. Y Suhas

24*7

Head
Recruitment &
Training, L & T-
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Komatsu
12.

3/3/2012

Application of Mrs Maya G Salimath
Bhagwad Gita
in
Management

13

19/02/2013 Group
Dr.LalithaAppachhu
Discussion and Mrs.Avanthi.
Presentation
Skills

Free
lance
visiting Faculty
–Certified
ISABS Trainer
& D.H.i.E(Deccan
Herald
in
Education)

5.1.6 Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote
participation of students in extracurricular and co-curricular activities such
as sports, games, Quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural
activities etc., Additional academic support, flexibility in examinations
Special dietary requirements, sports uniform and materials. Any other
The Annual Academic plan includes month-wise plan for curricular, co-curricular
and extra-curricular activities. Sufficient awareness is created among the students
that participation in co-curricular and extra-curricular activities such as sports,
games, quiz competition, debate and cultural activities at various levels are
important and essential for the program and it is as good as the curriculum. The
Institution encourages, motivate and create confidence in them to actively
participate and to showcase their talents when the opportunity arises. Transport
facility is provided to the students to reach the venue of the events and meets their
participation fee contingency/incidental expenditure.
The names of the successful students in every event are congratulated and the
details are exhibited on the notice boards which makes the onlookers to feel proud
about their counterparts. It is observed that students who participate in the above
activities have accomplished a sense of achievement.
A large number of students – both male and female participate in the College
annual sports day and win medals, mementoes, trophies. The appreciation
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certificates along with medals and prizes are awarded to these winners during the
college annual day and graduation day celebrations.
The few photographs of sports and cultural events are widely covered in
the college magazine. This also encourages and motivates the students to take part
in more numbers in the extra-curricular activities.
All the Annual Athletic Meet and sports are organized in the college ground and
below are events conducted regularly in the meet.
Events(Boys)

Events(Girls)

Athletics

Athletics

100mts

100mts

200mts

200mts

400mts

400mts

800mts

800mts

1500mts

Long Jump

High Jump

Shot Put

Shot Put

Discuss Throw

Discuss Throw

Volley Ball

Volley Ball

Throw Ball

Javellin Throw

Kabbadi

Cricket

Tenicoit

Kabbadi

Shoutle Cock
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Sports Meet

Annual sports activities conducted in the college campus
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5.1.7 Enumerating on the support and guidance provided to the students in
preparing or the competitive exams, give details on the number of students
appeared and qualified in various competitive exams such as UGC-CSIRNET, UGC-NET,SLET, ATE / CAT / GRE / TOEFL / GMAT / Central
/State services, Defense, Civil Services, etc.
The Institution supports and guides students to participate in the various
competitive examinations by offering guidance & guidance to those who are
keen in appearing for TOEFL, IELTS examinations.

5.1.8 What type of counseling services are made available to the students
(academic, personal, career, psycho-social etc.)
The Institution has evolved a procedure called a Mentor-mentee system.
The Objective of the system is to extend assistance, guidance and counseling to
the needy students to come out of their academic weaknesses and perform
effectively in the academics. The system helps in eliminating / minimizing the
percentage of dropouts and to achieve academic excellence in the Institution.
The process involved is as under:
On commencement of the program, the Institution conducts an Induction Program
to ensure the students become familiar to the Institution’s Processes and practices.
During the program certain activity oriented games and exercises are conducted.
Based on the students’ participation and performance, the students level is
assessed.
Secondly, the same exercise is carried out during the Bridge program and students
are assessed.
Soon after the first internal / test, Slow learners, Average learners and Advanced
learners are identified.
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Counseling

Faculty - student in a counseling session

The slow learners in each program are thus identified. Each Faculty is assigned
with 10-12 students who are slow learners. The Faculty counsels students
individually and in the process identify the individuals meet the Mentor and
identify at least once a week to discuss, clarify and primarily to share the
problems and shortcomings of the student which may be personal, domestic,
academic, etc. The Faculty is equipped with all the necessary information about
his/her wards on a file. The Faculty involves local guardians and parents as well,
whenever necessary. Ultimately the Faculty identifies the cause academic
weakness and resolves the personal and domestic personal issues through
counseling...
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5.1.9 Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and
placement of its students? If ‘yes’, detail on the services provided to help
students identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview and
the percentage of students selected during campus interviews by different
employers (list the employers and the programmes).
The Institution has been regularly conducts Personality development programs for
all the students and develops them to acquire the right soft skills. The Institution
has in place MoUs with Industries and Business houses for Campus interviews.
The Placement Cell co-ordinates with Industries and Business houses and
organises the Campus interviews. The deserving and merit students are selected
and appointed.

5.1.10 Does the institution have a student grievance redressal cell? If yes, list (if
any) the grievances reported and redressed during the last four years.
The Institution has formulated a Grievance Procedure and a Grievance redressal
Committee. As and when grievances are reported the committee meets and
redresses the grievance.
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In addition to the above, Suggestion boxes are kept in all the blocks for the
students to write and drop describing their grievances. The suggestion boxes are
opened once a week and constructive criticism is attended.
The grievances like lack of enough books in library, extension of computer lab
timings, and food quality in canteen are attended to by the management forthwith
5.1.11 what are the institutional provisions for resolving issues pertaining to
sexual harassment?
An exclusive committee is formed with a guidelines for the functioning of the
committee.
The guidelines are:
•

•

•
•

•
•

In the induction program to both students and faculty an exclusive session is
dedicated to provide sufficient awareness to avoid sexual harassment in the
campus. It is also communicated all the members of the institution have to
conduct themselves by refraining from gender discrimination and sexual
harassment to ensure to create a free learning environment.
Whenever a member of the faculty or a student has a grievance in respect of
gender discrimination and harassment can lodge a complaint with the committee
who shall examine the complaint and call for a detailed enquiry if the committee
identifies a prima-facie case exists. Thereafter a detailed enquiry will be
conducted and the findings shall be submitted to the principal. The principal will
examine the findings and if he/she shall agree with the findings, pass the final
order which is binding on both the parties.
The committee while handling the grievance shall be fair and give weight age to
both a complainant and respondent in line with the principle of natural justice.
The staff or the committee should refrain from victimization of the associate staff
with a grievance.
The other courses of redressal are:
Constituting a small team of faculty as a conciliation committee to resolve the
grievance amicably.
The chairman of the committee arbitrates and gives his findings which is binding
on both the parties.
The committee reviews each case and initiates corrective actions to ensure
repetition of similar incidents do not occur.
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5.1.12 Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have
been reported during the last four years and what action has been taken on
these?
An anti- ragging committee is constituted with the representation from all
departments. A formal guidelines stipulates the various activities/functions and
the procedure to be followed. The committee has two important roles- one to
ensure ragging is prevented in the premises and the two to initiate action to
provide solace to the victim.
The committee also regularly meets to take stock of the prevailing environment
and to analyses any reports when the actions taken
5.1.13 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available to students by the
institution.
The institution has initiated action a few welfare measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grant of scholarship to the students from the economical weaker section
Providing support facilities for the students from SC/ST community and minority
communities to obtain scholarships from the government.
Providing concession in fees to students.
Canteen facility which provides breakfast, coffee/tea/snacks, lunch etc.,
Hostel facilities for the students independently to boys and girls.
Purified Drinking water is provided to students.
Boys Hostel having all the advance facilties like Wifi enabled
hostel,Televisions,indoor games like chess, carrom, Study table,double deccer
beds, Newspaper, double story building with prpper light and ventilation as wel as
solar heater to give 24 x 7 x 365 days.
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Boys Hostel

Boys hostel with all required amenities
5.1.14
Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association?If ‘yes’,
what are its activities and major contributions for institutional, academic
and infrastructure development?
An Alumni Association has been recently formed. One senior faculty is
the convener of the association with one associate member from each department.
The institution has provided an exclusive window for the Alumni in the
institution’s official website. This has facilitated the Alumni’s to register,
communicate with each other etc.
The Alumni’s beside meetings regularly provides feedbacks to the institution on
the curriculum, infrastructure etc., which is extensively used by the institution for
continuous improvement.
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Alumni Meet

Chairman addressing the students on the Alumni Meet
5.2 Student Progression

5.2.1 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education
or employment (for the last four batches) highlights the trends observed.
Student progression

Against % Enrolled

UG to PG

60%(2009-13)

PG to M.Phil.

Nil

PG to Ph.D.

Nil

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Nil

Employed


Campus selection


Other
recruitment

than

10%(2009-13)
campus

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

20%(2009-13)
10%(2009-13)
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5.2.2 Provide details of the programme wise pass percentage and
completion rate for the last four years (cohort wise/batch wise as stipulated
by the university)? Furnish programme-wise details in comparison with that
of the previous performance of the same institution and that of the Colleges
of the affiliating university within the city/district.
Aggregate % Secured the last Three years
B.COM

Year(Batch)

2012-13

2011-12

2010-11

2009-10

Name of the
Course/program

Applications
received

Selected

B.Com –I

155

100

62/38

Yet to receive

B.Com –II

120

78

48/29

Yet to receive

B.Com–III

140

83

49/34

95%

B.Com –I

120

78

48/29

67%

B.Com–II

140

83

49/34

57%

B.ComIII

122

73

37/36

74%

B.Com –I

140

83

49/37

70%

B.Com –II

122

73

37/36

64%

B.Com–III

89

60

42/18

64%

B.Com-I

122

73

37/36

78%

B.Com –II

89

60

42/18

66%

B.Com–III

70

30

21/09

100%
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B.B.M

Year(Batch)

2012-13

2011-12

2010-11

2009-10

Name of the
Applications
Course/program received

Selected

Enrolled
*M
*F

Pass percentage

BBM -I

50

40

34

06

Yet to Receive

BBM –II

35

35

26

09

Yet to Receive

BBM–III

28

28

13

15

75%

BBM -I

40

35

26

09

52%

BBM –II

28

28

13

15

61%

BBM–III

28

28

17

11

85%

BBM -I

35

28

13

15

65%

BBM –II

28

28

17

11

90%

BBM–III

60

60

45

15

73%

BBM -I

35

28

17

11

90%

BBM –II

60

62

45

15

85%

BBM–III

33

33

20

33

74%
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B.C.A
Year(Batch)

2012-13

2011-12

2010-11

2009-10

Name of the
Applications
Course/program received

Selected

Enrolled
*M
*F

Pass percentage

BCA -I

45

40

30

10

Yet to Receive

BCA –II

36

29

17

12

Yet to Receive

BCA–III

30

24

17

07

57%

BCA -I

36

29

17

12

38%

BCA –II

30

24

17

07

86%

BCA–III

20

15

09

06

76%

BCA -I

30

24

17

07

75%

BCA –II

20

15

09

06

84%

BCA–III

65

60

39

21

92%

BCA -I

20

15

09

06

93%

BCA –II

65

60

39

21

94%

BCA–III

50

40

30

10

81%

5.2.3 How does the institution facilitate student progression to higher level of
education and/or towards employment?
The following programmes are conducted to facilitate student progression to
higher level of education and / for employment.
A workshop on “what next “ is conducted every year for the final year students in
which external and internal resource persons provide valuable information to the
students on the various career opportunities after graduation. Options in choosing
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higher education (PG) and in terms of employment opportunities and their future
prospects are adequately provided in the workshop.
Workshop

A workshop on “What Next”Conducted for our students

5.2.4

Enumerate the special support provided to students who are at risk of
failure and drop out?
The institute has in place a Mentor-Mentee program which provides guidance,
counseling and support activities to totally rehabilitate the slow learners and to
ultimately achieve academic excellence.
Student progression approach

Students and the Principal in an informal chat
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Student Participation and Activities

5.3.1

List the range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities
available to students. Provide details of participation and program calendar.
The range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities
available to students are:
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Co-curricular/Extra-curricular/Cultural Events conducted
Sl. No

List of Cultural Events

1

Rangoli

2

Songs

3

Cooking without fire

4

Vegetable carving

5

Essays writing

6

Painting and drawing

7

Hair style and Bindi

8

Mehandi

9

Pick and speech and debate

10

Solo dance and group dance
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Cultural Activities

Students performing in Parampara annual cultural fest
5.3.2

Furnish the details of major student achievements in co-curricular,
extracurricular and cultural activities at different levels: University / State /
Zonal / National / International, etc. for the previous four years.
The details of major student achievements in co-curricular, extracurricular
and cultural activities at different levels: University / State / Zonal / National /
International, etc. for the previous four years are:
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Silicon City College Cricket And Volley Ball Team

Students paticipated in the inter collegiate cricket and Volley ball tournament
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District level volley ball tournament

Silicon City Colleg hosted district level volley ball tournament,inaugurated by
Deputy Mayor, BBMP,Mr.Harish and Physical Education Director, Bangalore
University Dr. Muniraju

5.3.3 How does the college seek and use data and feedback from its graduates and
employers, to improve the performance and quality of the institutional
provisions?
The feedback obtained from graduates and employers especially on curriculum,
co-curriculum and extra-curriculum activities are extensively used of analyses for
initiating corrective actions.
The corrective actions in respect of curriculum are fairly limited as the
curriculum is designed by the BOS, BU. Hence the institution obtains feedback
from curriculum from the various stake holders, compiles after analysis and sends
the feedback as suggestions to BU.
However suggestions on Co-curriculum and extra-curriculum activities are
analyzed and corrective actions are initiated.
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This ensures that the institution is systematically going through the introspection
and initiating corrective actions based on the feedback for continuous
improvement and to ultimately achieve excellence.
5.3.4

How does the college involve and encourage students to publish materials
like catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List
the publications / materials brought out by the students during the previous
four academic sessions.
The institution strongly believes in sending sufficient time with the fast learners
to ensure their further motivated and encouraged to achieve higher goals. Hence
they are nominated various academic bodies of the institution which helps them to
expose to the academic management, to develop superior skills to perform on the
job and to ultimately acquire life skills.
As a part of this activity students are initially nominated as class representative
who are required to start as a facilitator to the faculty during the lecture session
And over a period of time handles mini sessions with PowerPoint
presentation.
Subsequently they are trained to handle a brief session to present papers
etc. during the seminars. The student nominees who are in the magazine
committees etc. gets opportunity to publish materials.

5.3.5

Does the college have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details on
its selection, constitution, activities and funding.
The institution is in process of establishing a student council in the
campus.

5.3.6

Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have student
representatives on them.
The Institution has following administrative bodies that have student
representatives:

1. Magazine committee
2. Cultural Committee
3. Sports Committee
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5.3.7

How does the institution network and collaborate with the Alumni and former
faculty of the Institution.
The Alumni are in regular contact with the institution through website and
periodical Alumni meetings.
With the technological and social developments and along with the number of
social networking sites and personal networking sites, the faculty and alumni are
in constant touch.
The former faculties who are especially occupying senior academic position are
invited to seminars, workshops etc. to share their experience and knowledge.
Any other relevant information regarding Student Support and Progression
which the college would like to include.
Parents Teacher Meeting, CR’s of classes as facilitators for functions in college in
annual sports and cultural meet.
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CRITERION 6

GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
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CRITERION VI – GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP &
MANAGEMENT

6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership

6.1.1

State the vision and mission of the Institution and enumerate on how
the mission statement defines the institution’s distinctive
characteristics in terms of addressing the needs of the society, the
students it seeks to serve, institution’s traditions and value
orientations, vision for the future, etc.?
VISION
“To reach, educate, inspire, grow and nurture today’s generation.”
MISSION
“To provide a joyful learning environment that empowers students to
reach their educational and personal potential while nurturing their self
confidence and self-esteem”.
One of the major and basic needs of the society is to develop vibrant
youngsters for well qualified with the right attitude, strong skills and
adequate knowledge. Hence the institution was established with the
mission to inculcate the right attitude, skills and knowledge. The
methodology for achieving a mission is through various joyful learning
such as innovative learning, blended learning, discovery learning, etc., in
the process the students are been provided with comprehensive
development in attaining life skills. Transformation of the curriculum into
teaching learning process helps the students to acquire the right
knowledge. Industry visits, seminars, guest lecturers by involving industry
representatives and project work provides sufficient opportunities for the
students to get exposed to the actual on the job scenario and develop the
right skills.
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The extension work which is carried out by the students with the guidance
of the faculty creates sufficient exposure on the reality in the community
and duty of every citizen to contribute effectively for the upliftment of the
community. Further contributes for the youngsters to take the
responsibility to ultimately make the nation fully developed and free from
the current backwardness in terms of poverty, illiteracy, unemployment
etc.,
All these factors ultimately achieves the institutions vision and mission
statements
6.1.2 What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design
and implementation of its quality policy and plans?
The silicon city college, a higher education institution was established by
the M.J. Education Trust, Bangalore. The trust is headed by the
chairman, who is highly qualified and a well-known philanthropist. He
has seat in several social developmental institutions and NGOs. A few
names of organizations which are guided by him are given here under:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indian Red Cross Society, Bangalore -- life member &
volunteer.
Lion Club of Bangalore, Prakashnagar, Bangalore -- Director.
Arunodaya Credit Co-operative society, R.T.Nagar,
Bangalore— Founder member.
Karnataka KrishikaSamaja, KrishiBhavan, Bangalore – Life
member.
Karnataka young farmers association, KrishiBhavan,
Bangalore – Founder member.
Karnataka State Formers Development Organisation,
Bangalore – Life member.
Karnataka PanchayatParishath, Bangalore— Life member.
Horticulture Producers Co-operative Marketing Society
(HOPCOMS), Bangalore – Life member.
Karnataka SahithyaParishath, Bangalore – Life member.
Bangalore Institute Technology, Alumni, Bangalore –
Executive Committee Member.
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•
•
•

Karnataka State private unaided colleges management
association ® -- General secretary
YuvaViveka Foundation ®, Bangalore.
Karnataka State Committee of Swamy Vivekananda –
Honorary member.

The main aim of MJ educational trust is to develop community and
Nation by providing education to the youngsters with a combination of
program knowledge, exposure to the industry and to involve them in the
extension activities.
The institution is headed by a competent and qualified Principal along
with a team of highly qualified and experienced faculties.
The institution has formulated a number of academic committees which
consists which are headed by principal with faculties as members. Each
committee has coordinator who is the nerve center of the committee’s
activities. In certain committees wherever essential, feasible and
practical, student representative are cooperative/ nominated to the
committees.
The institution quality policy is identified and designed by the board of
trustees. The various academic committees engaged in identifying the
guidelines, procedures and plan of execution in the respective academic
domains. In the process transparency is achieved as standard guidelines
are in placed that are uniformly applicable to all the departments. The
proposals made by the respective academic committees are sent to the
board of trustees for approval. Upon approval a quality policy and plans
are implemented. The respective academic committees periodically
meets as per the norms established, deliberates on the need for
introductory or amendments to the quality systems in practice based on
the emerging global needs and analysis of their feedback systems.
Revision to the quality policies is required to the approved by the board
of trustees.
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6.1.3

What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring.
• The policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the
stated mission.
• Formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation
of the same into the institutional strategic plan.
• Interaction with stakeholders.
• Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis,
research inputs and consultations with the stakeholders.
• Reinforcing the culture of excellence.
• Champion of organizational change.
Institute has initiated various actions in ensuring quality policy is
comprehensively implemented. The details of the process are as under:
• The policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the stated
mission:
The quality policy of the institute is formulated to ensure that it fulfills
the mission of the institution. Further while formulating the guideline,
methodology and procedure, the concerned academic committee
ensures that they are in line with the mission statement.
• Formulation of annual academic plan for all operations and
incorporation of the same into the institutional strategic plan;
The institution has been practicing to prepare the annual academic
plan well in advance before the reopening of the academic session.
The academic plan defines the various operations under curricular, cocurricular and extra-curricular activities month wise, on the weekly
basis and date wise. The academic plan is dully approved by the board
of trustees before execution.
• Interaction with stakeholders:
The various interactions which take place with various stake holders
are defined hereunder:
•

Regular interaction with the students through theory and
practical classes- The principal who has the real role of
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•

•

leadership in respect of the academic activities, actively
participates in the interaction along with faculties.
Co-curricular activities such as seminars, symposiums,
workshops, guest lecturers etc., - In all these interactions,
the head of the institution, the principal participates and
interacts with students/ faculties. In major and important
activities, the chairman and the board of trustees actively
participated.
Extracurricular activities such as, annual cultural meet,
annual sports competition etc., both the chairman and
board of trustees and principal of the institution along with
other trustees and faculties participate in the activities and
interact with the students and parents.
Cultural Activities

Students performing in Parampara annual cultural fest
•
•

The chairman of the trust and the principal of the institution
regularly interact with the members of the faculties at the
meetings of the various academic bodies.
Faculty and Principal participate in the parents teacher meets and
provides feedback on the academic performance of the students
to the parents.
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•

The Industrial visits by the students, external project work in the
industry/business houses are closely monitor by the principal.
Though the external peer team when they visit the institution has
external examiners for viva etc., the designated faculty officially
coordinates, the principal also actively involves in the process.
• In all the extension activities, the principal participates and
contributes extensively. On special programs, given the chairman
and trust involves and interaction with the students and the
members of the communities.
• Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis
,research inputs and consultations with the stakeholders
The Institute has a policy in place to conduct a need analysis,
incorporate the research input and for consultation with stakeholders
whenever major decisions are require to be taken such as : applying
for additional intake of students etc.,
•

Reinforcing the culture of excellence:
The institution has formulated several quality systems to create
culture of excellence among students. Some of the initiatives are as
follows;
• A structured and well planned module is prepared and implemented
for the conduct of induction program to the students. All the
students who are admitted to the UG programs are required to the
compulsory attend the induction program before the
commencement of the academic sessions. The program module
includes the institutions history, vision, mission statements its
culture and practice. It also covers several aspects of students’ role
and responsibility, adherence to code of ethics and various norms
and practices during the three year tenure. Student’s activities and
performances are monitored and counseling is carried out to the
needy students who fall short of the requirement. [Enclosure
Induction Program]
• Champion of organizational change:
The institute believes in bringing in positive changes in all spheres
of academic activities with the attitude and willingness to change
either individual or group and accommodating oneself to their ever
changing local scenario. This policy and attitude has resulted in the
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institution to become a successful change agent initially and now
trying to emerge as a champion of organizational change.

Kannada Jagruthi Sammelana

Prof. Chandrashekar Patil and Prof.Murthy Honored by Chairman
6.1.4 What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and
evaluate policies and plans of the institution for effective
implementation and improvement from time to time?
The Institution follows the following procedure in order to ensure that to
monitor and evaluate policies and plans of the institution for effective
implementation and improvement from time to time:
•
•
•

Every time new policies and plans are evolved, a Guidelines with
Objectives, methodology, process of execution, feedback and analysis or
review of the working is carried out
Based on feedback and analysis or review of the working is carried out,
corrective actions are initiated for continuous improvements.
However as an abundant caution, initially the new policies are introduced
on a pilot basis where by the old system and the new system are
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concurrently run. After successfully testing and implementing a new
system, the old system is stopped.
6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the
top management?
The board of trustee headed by the chairman leverage academic
leadership among the members of the faculty through the following
activities;
•

All the faculty members are accommodated in one academic committee
or other and to contribute for the development of academic quality
systems. The academic committees regularly meets and deliberates this
activity provides training and exposure to all the faculties to acquire and
practice superior soft skills of leadership skills namely communication
skills, presentation skills, organizational skills etc,

•

The various recharging program for faculties such as conferences,
seminars, FDPs etc. recharge, refine and enhance the faculties teaching,
learning capabilities and also to develop robust academic leadership
qualities.

6.1.6

How does the college groom leadership at various levels?
The institute grooms leadership among students and faculties through a
series of activities with a systematic approach. The details are;

•

•

The fast learners are nominated in rotation for the class representative
position. Before a class representative (CR) takes the responsibility of the
position of a CR, the incoming CRs are required to undergo a training
which provides detailed inputs to discharge their duty. It is all the more
interesting in the institute’s practice that the resource persons for this
training program are the outgoing CRs.
The student representative for assigned the responsibility of comparers
for a various functions, seminars, workshops etc.,
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•
•
•

6.1.7

The student representatives are guided by the faculty to make
presentations on any topic from the curriculum to all the students of the
class.
The soft skill training program for the students provides sufficient
opportunity to develop leadership skills.
The faculty members are nominated to various academic bodies which
helps and provides sufficient insight to the faculties to enhance their
academic leadership skills.
How does the college delegate authority and provide operational
autonomy to the departments / units of the institution and work
towards decentralized governance system?
The institute governs and leadership ensures that the academic activities
are monitored and governed under a three tier scheme. The major core
decisions of the institutions are decided by the board of trustees. The
governance of the academic activities are in line with the norms,
procedures, guidelines etc., required by the affiliating University and the
other procedures and practices as approved by the board of trustees.
However the day to day administration and academic functions are
delivered by the principal and / or the HOD. An activity which
specifically needs the administrative approval of the principal is clearly
defined and it is transparent. Similarly certain departmental governance
activities which are compiled by the HOD is also documented and made
known to all the concerned.

6.1.8 Does the college promote a culture of participative management? If
‘yes’, indicate the levels of participative management.
The initiative by the institution to promote a culture of participative
management is as under:
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•

The institute believes in exploiting the expertise of the faculties for
the continuous development of the institution. Hence various
academic committees are made in which all most all the faculties are
nominated to different committees. The faculty participates in the
regular meetings and make valuable contributions to amend the
current policies and quality systems. They are introduced and
implemented which ultimately becomes
innovative and best
practices. Students representatives are also nominated to the
committees and their contributions and participation has been
substantially and outstanding.

•

The institution has introduced and has been practicing the feedback
system from all the stake holders to obtain feedback on different
academic areas. The feed backs are analyzed and discussed in detail
in the relevant academic committee and improvements / development
are effected for continuous improvement.

6.2 Strategy Development and Deployment

6.2.1

Does the Institution have a formally stated quality policy? How is it
developed, driven, deployed and reviewed?
Yes. The institute has a quality policy. It is developed based on the
vision, mission statement of the institution. As a policy whenever any
academic committees proposes any amendments to the current quality
systems or introduce new quality systems, it is mandatory on the part of
the committee or chairman / principal that the changes contemplated
driven are in line with the quality policy. The deployment
implementation of the change are Part and parcel of the guidelines.
After successful implementation of the new / revise quality systems,
periodical feedback are obtain from stake holders, review and collective
actions are initiated.
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6.2.2 Does the Institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give
the aspects considered for inclusion in the plan.
The institutions have several plans for the development. A few of them
are in the pipeline and the others are in the planning stage. The details
are hereunder;
•
•

6.2.3

To continue with the developmental work and improve the
infrastructural facilities.
To set up a good research center and employ a qualified research
scholars to take up research activities- independent and collaborative
projects as well.

Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making
processes.
M.J.EDUCATION TRUST

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

CHAIRMAN

DIRECTOR

PRINCIPAL
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LIBRARIAN
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6.2.4 Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the
institution for each of the following
• Teaching & Learning
• Research & Development
• Community engagement
• Human resource management
• Industry interaction
The quality improvement of the institution in respect of the following are:
Teaching & Learning: The following quality improvements have been carried
out so far in the last few academic years;
• Addition of classrooms and upgrading the classrooms with ICT facilities.
• Development of Wi- fi facility on the campus.
• Academic enhancement in the library with the addition of books / titles,
journals and magazines.
• Digitalization of library
• Introduction of (Bring Your Own Device) BYOD scheme, teaching and nonteaching staff
Library Journal and Magazines Rack

The Library enhanced with addition of books, Titles, Journals and
Magazines
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Research & Development:
• A formal approval for establishing a research centre on the campus has been
applied and developmental activities are in progress.
• Over and above these curriculum requirements students from UG program are
taking up research dissertations projects.
Community engagement:
The institute with the guidance of a faculty and with the active participation of the
students have been regularly conducting extension activities such as:
• Blood Donation Camp
• Swami Vivekananda
• ECO Club
• Anti-Corruption.
• Yoga (Surya Namaskar).
• Eye Camp.
Human resource management:
• The institute has in place procedures, guidelines etc., such as recruitment
policy, personnel policies, leave rules etc.
• As a continuous improvement activity and for the development of
faculties, faculties are nominated to conferences, seminars, workshops
etc.,
• Faculties are officially deputed to conferences, seminars, and workshops
etc., as resource persons. FDP’s were Conducted for the Faculties.
• The students from all most all the programs regularly undertake
orientation program and visits the industry and business house.
Industrial Visits:
•

The UG students who take up external project work have two research
guides- one internal who is faculty and second external who represents the
industry and business houses. The students and faculty have intense
interaction with industry experts.
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6.2.5

How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate
information (from feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for
the top management and the stakeholders, to review the activities of
the institution?
The board of trustees has delegated the power of obtaining feedback to the
principals / HODs from the various stake holders on various issues. The
feedbacks are analyzed and appropriate corrective action required to be
initiated are discussed thread-bare in the respective committee meetings.
The proposals are forwarded to the board of trustees for the approval
before implementation.

6.2.6

How does the management encourage and support involvement of the
staff in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional
processes?
Please refer to the answer to questions 6.1.7 and 6.1.8

6.2.7

Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the
last year and the status of implementation of such resolution.
The Bangalore University was approached by the college to increase the
intake for B.Com program. The Bangalore University has permitted for an
intake of 200 students for the current academic year. The management has
also provided good infrastructure and ICT facilities to every classroom for
the all-round development of students to make their destination
worthwhile fortune for their future by involving all the academic bodies.

6.2.8

Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the
status of autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the
efforts made by the institution in obtaining autonomy?
Yes. The institution plan to initiate action to obtain autonomy on
completion of ten years- 2017-2018
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6.2.9

How does the Institution ensure that grievances / complaints are
promptly attended to and resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism
to analyse the nature of grievances for promoting better stakeholder
relationship?
The institute has evolved a proper grievance readdressed procedure. The
details are;
•
•
•

A structure grievance procedure code with structured format and
procedures are established.
An exclusive committee for grievance readdressed committee is
constituted to address all the issues of grievances.
As per the procedure, the students/ faculty may fill the format and
handover the same to the grievance readdressed committee
coordinator. The coordinator shall table the representations receive in
the regular meeting of the committee. The decision taken by the
committee will be implemented after the approval of the principal and
the concern individual will be communicated.

6.2.10 During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases
filed by and against the institute? Provide details on the issues and
decisions of the courts on these?
NIL
6.2.11 Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback
on institutional performance? If ‘yes’, what was the outcome and
response of the institution to such an effort?
Yes. The feedback from outgoing students and the Alumni on the
institutional performance including infrastructure facilities, teaching
learning and evaluation process, student support activities and on the
governance of the institution are obtained. The feedback received from
the students and Alumni are analyzed and necessary actions are initiated.
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6.3 Faculty Empowerment Strategies

6.3.1

What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the
professional development of its teaching and non-teaching staff?
The institution creates the career mapping of the faculty on reporting for
duty. The enables to identify their strength and weaknesses area of
opportunities for the individual of the institution, the individual’s passion
and interest. Based on the above factors there are deployed and assigned
academic role for the best advantage of the individual and the institution.
Further the institution strongly believes that recharging of the faculties
periodically to keep face with emerging technologies and changing
global scenario, the faculties need to regularly attend internal and
external seminars, workshops and symposiums.
The faculty development program is considered to be essential
requirement all faculties. Both internal and external programs are utilized
and the faculties are benefited by improving their academic skills. The
members of the senior faculties and externals senior academicians serve
as resource persons. The institute obtains feedback from the participants
for continues improvements
The institute organizes several training programs for the development of
non-teaching staff. It includes basic and advanced training in computers,
personality development, enhancement working skills and office
management, effective finance management etc.

6.3.2.

What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty
empowerment through training, retraining and motivating the
employees for the roles and responsibility they perform?
As stated in the answer to the previous question, career mapping of all
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the faculties are drawn immediately after reporting for duty. It reveals the
strength and weakness of the individual faculty. The institute
complements the strength and initiates actions to supplement
weaknesses. As a rehabilitation process the identify faculty are deputed
for internals /externals training programs to overcome their weaknesses.
The process is continued till the faculties are completely rehabilitated.
This ensures the faculties effectively perform the roles and responsibility
as per the institute requirements.

6.3.3

Provide details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to
evaluate and ensure that information on multiple activities is
appropriately captured and considered for better appraisal.
As per the institute’s performance appraisal management system, all the
faculties performance is evaluated immediately on completion of their
probationary period and the services are conformed or extended.
In respect of confirmed faculties, annual increment is granted based on
the Performance appraisal report evaluated by the Hod on the annual
appraisal. The quantum of increment / raise is directly related the
performance of the individual.

6.3.4

What is the outcome of the review of the performance appraisal
reports by the management and the major decisions taken? How are
they communicated to the appropriate stakeholders?
The outcome of the performance appraisal system is the base record of
faculty academic and overall performance for the preceding year. Further
it is the indicator of the faculty’s performance. Based on the measure of
performance, increments and promotions are granted by the board of
trusties. Faculties with below average performance are deputed to
training programs to shed identified weakness areas.
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The entire faculty performance system is transparent and at various
stages the principal / HOD communicates to the individual faculty the
outcome at every stage.
6.3.5

What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non
teaching staff? What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of
such schemes in the last four years?
The welfare schemes available for teaching and non-teaching staff are:
1. All the employees where covered under Health Insurance Scheme.
2. All the employees are provided with free Canteen facility which
includes, lunch, Snacks & Tea/coffee.
3. Periodical outings with family.
4. On ducting exclusive sports and cultural meets.

6.3.6

What are the measures taken by the Institution for attracting and
retaining eminent faculty?
The institutes as initiate several activities for attracting and retaining
eminent faculties. The initiative includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Salary and benefits in par with the industry standards and
commensurate with individual’s qualification and experience.
Systematic approach on performance appraisal system and giving
rewards annually.
Extending professional assistant to the needy faculties by nominating
them to training programs for development / rehabilitation.
Transparency in all the academic and management activities
Involvement in all the decision processes by inducting into the various
academic committees.
A family culture at the campus is created and informal relationship
among all the employees. Accessibility of the chairman, board of
trustees and principle to all the faculties.
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6.4 Financial Management and Resource

6.4.1

What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and
efficient use of available financial resources?
The institute follows the professional financial management
methodology of preparing annual business plan well in advance. The
initial activity is the departments providing their budget requirement for
the forthcoming year. The budget proposals are placed before the board
of trustees for approval.
The approve budget are strictly followed and monitored by the finance
department. The entire purchase requirement is processed by the finance
department and after its clearance procurement action is initiated. The
payments of other bills are also monitored by the finance department to
ensure that all the expenses are within the sanctioned budget.
(Enclose of Budget Plan)

6.4.2

What are the institutional mechanisms for internal and external
audit? When was the last audit done and what are the major audit
objections? Provide the details on compliance.
On completion of every financial year i.e., on 31st March every year, the
accounts are audited by an external chartered accountant and audit
reports submitted to the board of trustees.
The last audit by the charted accountant is carried out for the accounting
year 2012-13 after 31st March 2013. As the institute’s is headed by a
competent and experienced officer who is strictly following all the
accounting norms and concepts , there have been no major audit
objections.
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6.4.3

What are the major sources of institutional receipts/funding and how
is the deficit managed? Provide audited income and expenditure
statement of academic and administrative activities of the previous
four years and the reserve fund/corpus available with Institutions, if
any.
The institution is managed by the well-known and service minded family
members who have their own source of income and they financially
support the institution even during financial deficits.
The audited income and expenditure statement for the year 2009-10 to
2012-13 (for Four years) and reserve funds available are attached as
ANNEXURE

6.4.4

Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing
additional funding and the utilization of the same (if any).
The Chairmen of the institution is a well-known personality in the city of
Bangalore. He is a very resourceful person, who has an ability to seek
financial support from various organizations and individuals .During the
year 2011-12 also,
A well-known businessman and Philanthropist have made a substantial
financial contribution to the institute.
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6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS)

6.5.1

Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
a.

Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance
Cell (IQAC)? If ‘yes’, what is the institutional policy with
regard to quality assurance and how has it contributed in
institutionalizing the quality assurance processes?

b.

How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the
management/ authorities for implementation and how many of
them were actually implemented?

c.

Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so,
mention any significant contribution made by them.

d.

How do students and alumni contribute to the effective
functioning of the IQAC?

e.

How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from
different constituents of the institution?

a. Yes, the institution has established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell
(IQAC). the institutional policy and objectives are as under ;
• The major objective of the IQAC is to ensure the entire internal
quality assurance mechanism is aligned with the various requirements
of external quality assurance agencies and the regulatory authorities.
• For assessment and evaluation of all quality systems for the
development to upgrade the institutes academic performance. Quality
enhancement is continuous process, the IQAC being a part of the
institution system, will work towards achieving the targets of quality
enhancement and continuous improvement.
• Effective and structured activities in academics, financial
management and general management.
• Adopting the most modern methods in curriculum design teaching
and learning process for achieving excellence.
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•

Monitoring and facilitating with proper infrastructural facility which
are system oriented.

b. The IQAC in the institution has been established during October 2013.
Being infant organization it is yet to start functioning in full pledged
manner. However, it has initiated a few activities in the last couple of
months. The details of decisions of IQAC which has been approved by
management and implemented are;
c. The IQAC has an external member – Mr. Murali Krishna
He has guided and advised the IQAC on several issues. Some of the major
areas are Academics, Administrative Guidance, FDP, Recruitment and
placement.
d.

Student’s representatives are extending valuable support and assistance to
the IQAC.

e.

The IQAC is constituted with members who are faculty and members
from different departments. The IQAC regularly meets with initiative by
the member secretary who sends meeting’s notice along with the agenda.
On completion of the meeting, the minutes and the action taken reports are
sending to all the members.

6.5.2 Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality
assurance of the academic and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give
details on its operationalization.
The institute is in the process of formulating an integrated framework for
quality assurance. The following aspects are taken into account for the
same;
•
•

Enhancing quality benchmarks and parameters for various academic
and administrative and activities.
Organizing seminars, workshops etc., on quality related themes and
promotion of quality circles.
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•
•

Documentation and circulation of reports of various programs and
activities in respect of quality improvement.
To be a nodal agency at the institute for all the quality related activity.

6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective
implementation of the Quality assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give
details enumerating its impact.
The institute is in the process of formulating an integrated framework for
quality assurance. The following aspects are taken into account for the
same;
•
•
•
•

Enhancing quality benchmarks and parameters for various academic
and administrative and activities.
Organizing seminars, workshops etc., on quality related themes and
promotion of quality circles.
Documentation and circulation of reports of various programs and
activities in respect of quality improvement.
To be a nodal agency at the institute for all the quality related activity.

6.5.4 Does the institution undertake Academic Audit or other external review
of the academic provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to
improve the institutional activities?
IQAC being an infancy institution, it is now planning to undertake
an academic audit to review the academic provisions and activities.

6.5.5 How is the internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the
requirements of the relevant external quality assurance
agencies/regulatory authorities?
The IQAC carefully monitors that each and every activity of IQAC are in
line with the various external quality assurance agencies regulatory
authorities. Hence, the chairman and the member secretary of the IQAC
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are procession of the various norms and requirements of external quality
assurance agencies regulatory authorities are stained before initiating
action to amend are introduce any new quality systems.

6.5.6

What institutional mechanisms are in place to continuously review the
teaching learning process? Give details of its structure,
methodologies of operations and outcome?
The Institution follows the Program Educational Objectives which is
structured and procedure is laid down from step-by-step. It also measures
Program outcomes.

6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance policies,
mechanisms and outcomes to the various internal and external
stakeholders?
Through the regular meeting and interactions. The member secretory
issues regular circulars to all the departments and faculties regarding
quality assurance policies, mechanisms and outcomes regularly.

Any other relevant information regarding Research, Consultancy and
Extension which the college would like to include.
The Chairman and trustees are associated with the Institution on a full time basis.
They are involved in all the activities of Institution. This facilitates the institution
to take instantaneous decision which results in immediate development activities.
The team of young faculties is vibrant and is involved in the management of
institution through the representation of various academic committees.
The blend of experienced and senior trustees and the young and talented faculties
contribute for the effective governance and leadership of the institution.
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CRITERION 7

INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES
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LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
CRITERION VII– INNOVATIONS & BEST PRACTICES
RSHIP & MANAGEMENT
7.1 Environment Consciousness
GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
7.1.1

Does the Institute conduct a Green Audit of its campus and
facilities?
Yes.

7.1.2

What are the initiatives taken by the college to make the campus ecofriendly?

∗ Energy conservation
∗ Use of renewable energy
∗ Water harvesting
∗ Check dam construction
∗ Efforts for Carbon neutrality
∗ Plantation
∗ Hazardous waste management
∗ e-waste management
The college has initiated certain actions to enrich the campus with ecofriendly approaches. The details are:
∗ Energy conservation:
Every classroom and office rooms carry a display in the form of
appeal and suggestions to utilize electricity effectively and to save
conservatively by switching off the fan and light switches when not
in use.
The hostels having installed with solar heaters with the objective of
conserving energy.
∗ Use of renewable energy, Water harvesting and Hazardous waste
management:
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A proposal is under active consideration to reprocess the wastage
into manure for the plants in the campus and for water harvesting
the rain water.
∗ Check dam construction: Not Applicable
∗ Efforts for Carbon neutrality: NIL
∗ Plantation:
Sufficient nurseries and plants are grown in the campus.
∗ e-waste management:
The college initiates action to properly dispose the e-waste as
per the directives of the Government and other statutory
authorities.

7.2 Innovations

7.2.1

Give details of innovations introduced during the last four years
which have created a positive impact on the functioning of the
college.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program Educational Objectives and outcomes.
Induction program for students and faculties.
Nomination of Class Representatives in rotation for a
period of one month and to ensure that all the students are
exposed in the leadership role.
Blended learning practices
Buzz in the classroom teaching sessions.
Weekly test.
Automatic SMS to parents immediately after recording
the attendance by the students.
Credit system for the faculties.
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7.3 Best Practices

7.3.1

Elaborate on any two best practices as per the annexed format
Which have contributed to the achievement of the Institutional Objectives
and/or contributed to the Quality improvement of the core activities of the
college.

Best Practices
Mentoring System for Students
1. Title of the Practice
Mentoring System for Students
2. Goal
To monitor the Students’ academic performance and initiate action to
minimize dropouts and to bring in regularity and punctuality among
students community.
3. The Context
•

•
•
•

A few students undergo various problems such as stress and related
issues. Statistics reveals that among the students problems such as
shortage in attendance, late coming, incidents of suicides and
dropouts are gradually increasing.
Considering the student-teacher ratio in classrooms, it is impossible
to provide personal attention to each and every student in the class
room.
Hence through the Mentor-Mentee system is introduced. It provides
a ‘Mentor’ interact with the student individually and counsel him for
improvement in the true sense.
Mentoring is required for students to achieve emotional stability and
to promote clarity in thinking and decision making for overall
progress.
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4. The Practice
• The practice is that of creating an efficient mentor-ward system.
• Each teacher is assigned 25 students.
• They meet at least once a week to discuss, clarify and primarily to
share various problems which may be personal, domestic, academic,
etc.
• The teacher is equipped with all the necessary information about
his/her wards.
• The teacher involves local guardians and parents as well, whenever
necessary.

5. Evidence of Success
• It is needless to say that a mentor gets the job satisfaction.
• Evidence of success of the practice includes  Better results in the examinations
 More regular attendance
 Increased participation in co-curricular activities.
 Better discipline on campus and respectful relationship
between teachers and students.
 Mentoring has proved to be the ideal system to have adopted,
as a tremendous improvements that have been seen in the
overall performance of the students
 There is a significant change and marked improvements in
the students’ attendance and attitude.
 High self-esteem appreciation for one-self and respect for
others.
 Mentorship was highly appreciated by the parents who felt
that their children were in safe hands.
 Students felt that they had somebody to turn to in times of
trouble.
 Improved discipline and humanizing environment on
campus.
6. Problems encountered
7. Resources Required
This practice requires well-committed teaching staffs who have the desire to
help students beyond teaching hours.
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“SKILL – WILL” CLUB
Title of the Practice
Skill- Will Club
Objective of the Practice
• The goal of the program is to train students in communication skills
and soft skills such as reading/pronunciation/English speaking,
writing, Group Discussions, presentation skills etc.
• The “Skill-Will” club aims to train students in soft skills and to
empower them to compete in job market.

The Context
• The shift in the job market has brought pressure and responsibility
right to the steps of the educational institution.
• It is the skills that make the students employable besides the
acquisition of the degrees.
• It is with this in mind that the initiative was taken up and curriculum
designed the actual requirement of the job market in mind and to
create will among students for competing in the job market,
equipped with the necessary soft skills.
• The Program aims to impart soft skills including communication
skills, presentation skills, personality skills and job skills to help
students to acquire general English skills and help to remove mental
blocks involved in communication.
• These activities will be conducted through the “Skill- Will” club.
The Practice
• The Practice makes room for a group of teachers to voluntarily
conduct classes
and provide training to students and equip them with the set of soft
skill
necessary to compete in the job market.
• Teachers from department of English have designed a training
module and program is conducted with the help of other trained
faculties.
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•

Teachers put special efforts in addition to their regular work. No fee
is collected from the students for the purpose.

4. Evidence of Success
• The impact of the program is immense.
• The confidence among the students of the club is worth mentioning.
• A large number of students intend to participate in the program and
want to get the benefit of this voluntary initiative from the faculties.
Resources
• Resource persons who can impart English as well as soft skills,
Books, CDs, Audio Visual equipment, CD player, multi-media
computer system, internet etc.,
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ICT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR TEACHING AND NON-TEACHING
STAFF
Title of the Practice:
ICT Training program for teaching and non-teaching staff.
Aims and objectives
The prime objective of this program is to impart technical knowledge to a large
group of teaching /non teaching staff to make their work smooth in providing
accurate accountability.
The following objectives assist the knowledge seekers to:
•
•

Discover and/or increase the contributions made by systems based
on ICT and individual Learning.
Experiment on shared activities within a community of teachers.

The context:
The BCA department has designed different training modules on the usage of
ICT in Teaching-learning process., Non teaching staff and Library department
are provided necessary training in learning computer skills to effectively carry out
the responsibilities. Academic plans indicate tentative dates available to conduct
such programs and accordingly training programs are conducted. The participants
from the respective department are given sufficient reading material and
opportunity to develop their ICT skills.
The Practice:
“Practice makes a man perfect” likewise the training is given to all the teaching
and non teaching staff to practice on basic technical skills of computers while
using ICT devices as means of making teaching effectively. The following aspects
explain as to how an individual gains knowledge by practice:
•

Classes are conducted to bring total awareness on technical skill and its
importance for both teaching and non teaching staff.
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•

Each participant is trained on how to make proper use of computers for
knowledge development and updating.

•

Lastly, assignments are given to each trainee to test their effeciciency.

Problems Encountered:
The challenges faced during the up gradation of the office are that the staff
members were initially had certain minor reservation to undergo training. Hence,
the Principal organized a special meeting where in the staff members were made
to understand the objectives, advantages etc., of automation and the self
development prospects for the staff. The exercise by the principal motivated the
staff to undergo the training for the effective implementation of automation
process.
Evidence of Success:
•

The moral support and kind cooperation of the chairman has motivated
both teaching and non-teaching staff to feel confident through this
program.

•

The teaching community feels secured in performing their duties with
great determination.

•

The level of confidence has increased both among students and teachers to
handle complex jobs through guidance and materials provided while
training.

Resources required:
Specialist in field of computers will provide required source for
trainees such as use of Internet, E-Books, CD’s etc
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Security Awareness of Project Management
Title of the Practice:
Security Awareness of Project Management
Goal
To provide security software to all the stakeholders to defend software
development life cycle (SDLC). This security software can be attributed to
the technologies chosen by the students and faculties for building a secured
software free from VIRUS (Vital Information Resource Under Seize)/
hacking.
The context:
•

To create a secured planning for the sustainment of all kinds of software
and projects.

•

To define project management procedures

•

To secure quick solutions for the prevention of virus.
a. Protect the Brand Your Customers Trust
b. Develop Software with Secure Features
c. Deploy Software with Secure Features

Evidence of Success
The software coding defect (bug) is detected in the testing environment (such as
user-acceptance testing) and the fix is made to test environment and promote to
production, without retrofitting it into the development of the environment. The
subsequent version in the software development also does not have any provision
for software protection. Hence the latest version has been introduced which can
adequately take care of risk management.
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Risk Management while development
•
•
•

Currently the concept for risk management has not been able to
compressively provide adequate solution to risk management.
Virus can spread into the systems even when a user opens a few websites.
To avoid spreading of virus and to control, a new security software named
“ NET GEAR” is lunched.
Notes :
The key factors that makes to understand the users

•
•
•
•

•

Explanation of licensed Software and important of license
Explanation of first information technology credentials to meet the
stringent
Project Management and importance of security to software’s
Usage of open source software like ( Ubantu , Linux,Unix and open source
office )
Resource :
Online base E-security i.e virus scan
(www.virustotal.com,www.viruschief.com)
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Motivational Program for Students progression in the area of
developing specialized skills
1. Title of the Practice
Motivational Program for Students progression in the area of developing
specialized skills
2.
Goal.-The goals of this program are to develop life skills among the
students in the
areas of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective decisions on the basis of personal, ethical, spiritual, and moral
values.
Personal skills and abilities.
Proposes learning and behavioral goals.
Awareness to the limitations in freedom and responsibilities.
Continuous improvement through feedback.
Demonstrates willingness to scrutinize personal beliefs and values.
Leadership skills develop strong character & increase self-confidence.

3. The Contexts
• Contextual leadership issue including cultural & diversity considerations.
• At the institutional level it is necessary to create /build leadership amongst
the students.
• Development of critical thinking and decision‐making skill.
• Core practices common to all: They model the way, inspire a shared
vision, challenge the process, and enable others to act.
4. The Practice.
•

•
•

Faculties responsible for the Class have to make the Class
Representative(CR) in each class room aware of his/her functions,
responsibilities and role which are provided to them as a reading material.
C.R should take care of the belongings of the concerned classes,
attendance, and class infrastructure.
To maintain a daily record of the class and sustain discipline.
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•
•

To preserve a track record on each individual class behavior.
Students have to be reminded from time to time about timely completion
of the assignments and their responsibilities.
At the end of the month conducting one session for all the C.Rs to transfer
the responsibility to another .

•

5.

Evidence of Success
•

The first evidence of success increase in the confidence level of student’s
participation.
Improved discipline & humanizing environment in class room & in
campus.
Motivates students to take ownership of their own education
This practice of student’s participation brings continuous attendance of
class.
To reduction of breakages.

•
•
•
•

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required
• Initially when the system was implemented, a few students were not
confident of discharging the duties and hence were reluctant. The
faculty conducted the series of counseling and motivation which helps
to students to come forward willingly.
•
7.

The main resource requirement is participation & guidance of the
faculty on a continuous basis.

Notes (Optional)
•

In this implementation of this practice of involving student in quality
assurance activities the institution did not face any problem.

•

Leadership skill that are important in the environment, it’s time to learn
how to develop those skill. These are the techniques that can be used to
help become a more effective leader
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Innovative Teaching Practice
1.

Title of the Practice

Innovative Teaching Practice
2.

3.

4.

Goal.
•

Using innovating teaching method to improve student’s creativity &
analytic way of problem solving.

•

Inspiring students as learners.

•

Improvement of communication skills & self-confidence of students.

•

Developing effective presentation skills.

•

Development of students personal traits and leadership qualities

The Context
•

To understand the implications of creativity & innovation in education.

•

To assess relevance of creativity & innovation in education at college
level.

•

To identified good practices of creativity & innovation in the field of
education.

•

To assess teacher’s opinion and practice on creative oriented ideas.

The Practice.
•

Preparing particular lesson plan.

•

Spread teaching team members throughout the classroom to interact with
students.

•

Organizing interactive sessions-question answer sessions for knowledge
assimilation

•

Assign small group projects & consult with each group over the term.
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5.

6.

7.

•

Initiate regular meetings between chairman/Dean/Senior faculty &
Student council groups.

•

Providing feedback to parents.

Evidence of Success
•

Teachers create a disciplined respectful learning environment to make
learning relevant & enjoyable to students.

•

Teachers share their love of learning with their student with dynamic
interaction in class room.

•

Motivates students to take ownership of their own education

•

It is very useful for scoring good marks.

Problems Encountered and Resources Required
•

Students had problems in effective presentation. The members of the
faculty provided the training programs to overcome the gaps.

•

Students initially showed less enthusiasm. After motivation, the
response is encouraging.

•

Main resources are Students, Faculty and I C T equipments.

•

The students were assisted to amend the teaching learning practice from
preparing a very brief lesson plans to required patron.

Notes (Optional)
Innovative teaching and learning process differs from the traditional
methods of teaching and it provides scope and opportunities for the students
to improve their soft skills.
Innovative Teaching gives wider exposure to the students’ community by
and large in the due course of learning. It gives a right platform to all learners
to implement their ideas in the execution of their thoughts; The teacher
should promote and not force conversation among the students about the
material, cases, subject matter.
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Students develop the right approaches to work in groups, team work, role
plays, etc

Contact Details
Name of the Principal: Gnanesh c
Name of the Institution: Silicon City College
City: Bangalore
Pin Code: 560036
Accredited Status: Applied for Cycle 1
Work Phone: 918025618999/65602259
Fax:08025618999
Website: www.siliconcitycollege.ac.in
E-mail:siliconcitycollegeprincipal@gmail.com
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DECLARATION BY THE HEAD OF THE INSTITUTION
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Declaration by the Head of the Institution
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT
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SILICON CITY COLLEGE
#26/2, Ravindra Layout, K.R.Puram,Bangalore-560036
Evaluative Report: Department of Management

1.

Name of the department: Department of Management

2.

Year of Establishment: 2007

3.

Names of Programs / Courses offered: Bachelor of Business Management.

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
Department of Commerce
Department of Computer Science
Department of Kannada
Department of English
Department of Hindi
Department of Mathematics

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (program wise) : Semester
System

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments:
Department of Commerce
Department of Computer Science

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions,
etc.: NIL
8. Details of courses/programs discontinued (if any) with reasons : Nil
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9.

Number of Teaching posts
Designation

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

-

-

Associate Professors

-

-

Asst. Professors

4

4

10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt. /Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Mr. Gnanesh

Qualification Designation Specialization No. of Years No. of Ph.D.
of
Students
Experience
guided for the
last 4 years
MBA,SLET
Principal
Finance
5yrs
NIL

Mrs. Deepthi MBA, M.Phil
Shirahatti
Mr.
MBA
Muralikrishna
Mr.
MBA
Somashekar

HOD
Assistant
Prof
Assistant
Prof

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

HR&
Marketing
Finance

10yrs

NIL

4Yrs

NIL

HR

4 Yrs

NIL
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11. List of senior visiting faculty
Sl .No

Resource Name

Organization

Date

Dr. Rose Kavitha

Dean,

09.11.2012

Jyoti Nivas College of Management
Studies.
(Retd.Sr. Executive, RBI,

12 .11. 2012

1
Prof.
Subramaniam

2

Ex.Bank Director as RBI Nominee) &
Executive Chairman

Batty Jeen

IP INFUSION

14.12.2012

SibiSaji

Garden City College & Visiting Professor

28.03.2013

Prof.
T.S.Vidyasagar

Resource Person for Financial Education
efforts of SEBI (Securities and Exchange
Board of India ).

10.01.2013

3
4
5

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(program
wise) by temporary faculty: NIL

13. Student –Teacher Ratio (program wise) 1: 13
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled:
1Clerk
1 At tender
1 House Keeping Staff
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15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ M.Phil/PG:
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Mr. Gnanesh

MBA,SLET

Principal

Finance

Mrs.Deepthi Shirahatti

MBA,M.Phil

HOD

HR& Marketing

Mr.Muralikrishna

MBA

Assistant Prof

Finance

Mr. Somashekar

MBA

Assistant Prof

HR

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from

a) National b)

International funding agencies and grants received:
NIL
17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL
18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL
19. Publication
∗ a) Publication per faculty
∗ Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals
(national / international) by faculty and students
∗ Number of publications listed in International Database (For
E.g.: Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities International
Complete, Dare Database -

International Social Sciences

Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
∗ Monographs
∗ Chapter in Books
∗ Books Edited
∗ Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
∗ Citation Index
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∗ SNIP
∗ SJR
∗ Impact factor
∗ h-index
NIL

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated:
NIL

21. Faculty as members in
a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial
Boards….
Mr. Gnanesh.C, Principal& Chairman of Academic Committee, Silicon
City College.
Mrs.Deepthi Shirahatti, Academic Committee and Coordinator, NAAC
steering committee/member secretary IQAC Silicon City College
Mr.Muralikrishna, Placement Committee, Silicon City College
Mr. Somashekar, Examination Committee, Silicon City College
Mr. Stany R Miranda, Editor – Magazine committee, Silicon City College
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22. Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
inter departmental/program: 100%

SL.
No

Faculty Name
1 Mrs. Deepthi Shirahatti

No. of Students
Guided
43

Specialization
HR& Marketing

2 Mr. Muralidhara P

38

Finance

3 Mrs. Lakshmi Bai

10

Marketing

4 Mrs. Payal Bedi

7

Marketing

5 Mrs. Divya

5

Finance

6 Mrs. Priyadarshhini

5

Finance

7 Mr. Muralikrishna

9

Finance

8 Mrs. Chandrakala

5

Finance

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside
the institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies:
NIL

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students: YES
Mrs. Deepthi Shirahatti-Awarded “Best Faculty” in the year 2010 by
Silicon City College.
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24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department:
Details of Guest Lectures conducted for the years 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011
AND 2012.
Sl.
NO.

1
2
3
4
5

DATE

TOPIC
Global Warming and
Issues
Relating
to
12/2/2008 Conservation of Energy
23/8/2008 E-Commerce
Working
Capital
6/9/2008
Management
30/9/2009 Financial Services
Tips for Project Report
12/10/2009 Generation

6

15/10/2009 Success in Life

7
8

15/10/2010 Leadership with Trust
17/10/2010 Success in Life
Career Avenues- Service
18/10/2010 Sector
Industry
Expectations
from
Management
9/10/2011 Students
Performance
26/10/2011 Management
3/3/2012
Application of Bhagwad
Gita in Management

9

10
11
12.

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

RESOURCE PERSON

Joint Director, Defence Institute of
Quality Assurance
Project Manager – HP

Col. M. Ravi
Mr Niranjan
Prof Subramanian
Mr.MahanteshKuri
Mrs SibiSaji
Representatives
Yahoo

PROFILE

Ex-vice chairman –RBI
Financial Analyst, Deutsche Bank
Research Programme Coordinatorvisiting Faculty
from

Mr.N.Kailasnathan
Mr. Alphose Kurien

Yahoo
Sr. Vice President, Titan Group of
Industries
Retd Deputy General HR Manager

Prof. Appannaiah

Tumkur University

Mr. Satya

AVP 24*7 customer
Head Recruitment & Training, L &
T- Komatsu
Free lance visiting Faculty –
Certified ISABS Trainer

Mr. G. Y Suhas
Mrs. Maya G Salimath
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25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding:
a)National
c) International
NIL

26. Student profile program/course wise:
Year(Batch)

Name of the
Course/program

Applications
received

Selected

Enrolled
*M

*F

Pass
percentage

2012-13

BBM -I

50

40

34

6

Yet to
Receive

2011-12

BBM -I

40

35

26

9

52%

2010-11

BBM -I

35

28

13

15

65%

2009-10

BBM -I

35

28

17

11

90%

*M=Male F=Female

27. Diversity of Students
Year
(Batch)

Name of the
Course

% of students from
the same state

% of students from
other States

% of students
from abroad

2012-13

BBM I

85%

Nil

15%

BBM II

85%

Nil

15%

BBM III

100%

Nil

Nil

85%

Nil

15%

BBM II

100%

Nil

Nil

BBM III

100%

Nil

Nil

2011-12

BBM I
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BBM I

2010-11

100%

Nil

Nil

BBM II

100%

Nil

Nil

BBM III

100%

Nil

Nil

100%

Nil

Nil

BBM II

100%

Nil

Nil

BBM III

100%

Nil

Nil

BBM I

2009-10

Table showing details of Foreign Students
Sl. No

Name

Course

Year of
Joining

Native

1 Hashma Ahmed

BBM

2010-11

Maldives

2 Abhishek Kumar Shah

BBM

2010-11

Nepal

3 Kunal Gaurav

BBM

2010-11

Nepal

4 Nirdosh Lamsal

BBM

2010-11

Nepal

5 Nirvick Gautham

BBM

2010-11

Nepal

6 Raju Shrestha

BBM

2010-11

Nepal

7 Namish Belbase

BBM

2011-12

Nepal

8 Rajeev Dhugel

BBM

2011-12

Nepal

9 Sathish Kumar Sah

BBM

2011-12

Nepal

10 Shivam Modi

BBM

2011-12

Nepal

11 Sujan Khanal

BBM

2011-12

Nepal

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense
services, etc? ? :
NIL
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29. Student progression
Student progression

UG to PG

Against % enrolled

60%(2009-13)

PG to M.Phil.

NIL

PG to Ph.D.

NIL

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

NIL

Employed


Campus selection

10%(2009-13)



Other than campus recruitment

20%(2009-13)

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

10%(2009-13)

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library

YES

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students

YES

c) Class rooms with ICT facility

YES

d) Laboratories

YES

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
university, government or other agencies :
11 Students
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32. Details on student enrichment programs (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts:
Sl.
NO.

1
2
3

12/2/2008
23/8/2008
6/9/2008

RESOURCE
TOPIC
PERSON
Global Warming and Issues
Relating to Conservation of
Energy
Col. M. Ravi
E-Commerce
Mr Niranjan
Working Capital Management Prof. Subramanian

4

30/9/2009

Financial Services

5

12/10/2009

Tips for
Generation

6

15/10/2009

Success in Life

Mrs. SibiSaji
Representatives from
Yahoo
Yahoo

7

15/10/2010

Leadership with Trust

Mr.N.Kailasnathan

8

17/10/2010

Mr AlphoseKurien

9

18/10/2010

Success in Life
Career
AvenuesSector

Sr. Vice President, Titan
Group of Industries
Retd Deputy General HR
Manager

Prof. Appannaiah

Tumkur University

9/10/2011

Industry Expectations
Management Students

Mr.Satya

AVP 24*7 customer

10

DATE

Mr.MahanteshKuri

Project

Report

PROFILE
Joint
Director,
Defence
Institute
of
Quality
Assurance
Project Manager – HP
Ex-vice chairman –RBI
Financial Analyst, Deutsche
Bank
Research
Programme
Coordinator-visiting Faculty

Service
from

11
12

26/10/2011
3/3/2012

Performance Management
Mr. G. Y Suhas
Application of Bhagwad Gita Mrs Maya G Salimath
in Management

13

19/02/2013

Group
Discussion
Presentation Skills

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

and Dr.
Appachhu&
Avanthi.

Head
Recruitment
&
Training, L & T- Komatsu
Free lance visiting Faculty –
Certified ISABS Trainer

Lalitha D.H.i.E(Deccan
Mrs. Education)

Herald
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33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
•

Remedial Classes: We divide students based on 3 categories-Slow,

Moderate and Fast Learners.
 Giving fundamental assistance training and practice programs on weaker
subjects for slow learners to make them an average students.
 Organizing workshops on subject basis designed for moderate learners to
make them as fast learners.
 Motivating fast learners to be creative thinkers.
•

Mentor –Mentee: To minimize dropouts and to bring in regularity and
punctuality among students. Because Students undergo various problems of
stress. Statistics reveal increasing number of shortage in attendance,
latecomers, suicides and dropouts. Considering the student teacher ratio in
classrooms, it is impossible at times to give personal attention to students in
class. One solution therefore is a ‘Mentor’ who can form the bond with
students in the true sense. Mentoring is required for students to achieve
emotional stability and to promote clarity in thinking and decision making for
overall progress.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities:
•

Blood donation Camp.

•

Anna Hazare Anti corruption Movement

•

Swami Vivekananda 150th Birthday

•

World Environment Day
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35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:
Strength
•

Driven by a vision and a mission for realization of objectives
socially uplifting, academically enriching through research
orientation and empowering.

•

Faculty who are enthusiastic and willing to go the extra mile to
acquire knowledge and training in Management.

•

Successful experiences in the past with new, dynamic programs,
thus, expertise in dealing with change.

•

Thrust on value education as a compulsory major component of
the degree programme with prescribed text book, syllabus, regular
classes, and examinations complete with proficiency prizes as
motivation

•

Strong mentoring and student support system taking care of all
students’ campus needs on the campus extending even to medical
care.

•

Educational loan through Bank facility at the Campus.

Weakness :
•

Twinning and Faculty/Student Exchange programme yet to be introduced
in the University

•

As majority of the students belong to semi urban/rural background
communication has become fairly a hindrance.
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Opportunities:
•

We have the opportunity to use our reputation for quality
programming and our geographic location to develop new
programming opportunities and new modes of delivery.

•

As the college is situated in Bangalore which is Global Hub for all
MNC’s and IT industry where employment will not be hindrance for
our students.

Challenges:
•

Growing Global challenges and competition from all arenas.

•

Lack of Professional ethics in Business.

Future plans
•
•

Emphasis and development on industry-institution
interaction/orientation in organizing seminars and
workshops.
Liaison with the industry and business and enable the students to take
unresolved issues as assignments and projects.

•

To develop Business Laboratory.

•

Discussions and analysis and a detailed case studies on different
industry and business issues.

•

Organizing coaching classes for the students to appear for competitive
examination such as- CAT, MAT, GRE and TOEFL.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Silicon City College
No, 26/2Ravindra layout, police quarters,
K R Puram, Bangalore-36
Evaluative Report-Department of Commerce

8.

Name of the department:
Department of commerce

9.

Year of Establishment:
2007

10. Names of Programs / Courses offered:
UG –Bachelor of commerce
11. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
•

Department of Computer Science.

•

Department of Kannada.

•

Department of English.

•

Department of Hindi.

•

Department of Mathematics.

12. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (program wise) :
Semester system
13. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments:
•

Department of Management

•

Departmentof Computer Science

14. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions,etc : Nil
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15. Details of courses/programs discontinued (if any) with reasons :
Nil
16. Number of Teaching posts:
Column1

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate
Professors
Asst. Professors

0

0

3

3

10.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt. /Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)
Name

Qualification

Designation

Mr.Muralidhar
a.P
Mr.Kiran G

M.com,M.Phil( HOD
Ph.D)
M.com
Asst .Prof

Mrs.pushpalath
aR
Mrs.Rekha. M

M.com

Asst .Prof

M.com

Asst .Prof

Ms.Padmaja
Rani

M.com

Asst .Prof

Specializatio
n

No. of
Years
of
Experie
nce
Accounting & 8yrs
Taxation
Accounting & 4yrs
Taxation
Accounting & 1yr
Taxation
Accounting & 2yrs
Taxation
Accounting & 1yr
Taxation

No.
of
Ph.D.
Students guided
for the last 4
years
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

11. List of senior visiting faculty:
NIL
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12. Percentage

of

lectures

delivered

and

practical

classes

handled(program wise) by temporary faculty:
NlL
13. Student -Teacher Ratio (program wise)
1:27
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled:
•

Attender

•

Clerks

•

Maid

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with D.Sc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ M.Phil/PG:
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Mr.Muralidhara.P

M.com,M.Phil.,(Ph.D) HOD

Accounting & Taxation

Mr.Kiran G

M.com

Asst .Prof

Accounting & Taxation

Mrs.Pushpalatha R

M.com

Asst .Prof

Accounting & Taxation

Mrs.Rekha

M.com

Asst .Prof

Accounting & Taxation

Ms.Padmaja Rani

M.com

Asst .Prof

Accounting & Taxation

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grants received:
NIL
17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL
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18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University:
NIL
19. Publications:
∗ a) Publication per faculty
∗ Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals
(national / international) by faculty and students
∗ Number of publications listed in International Database (For
Eg: Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities International
Complete, Dare Database - International Social Sciences
Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
∗ Monographs
∗ Chapter in Books
∗ Books Edited
∗ Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
∗ Citation Index
∗ SNIP
∗ SJR
∗ Impact factor
∗ h-index
NIL
20.Areas of consultancy and income generated :
NIL
21. Faculty as members in
National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards:
•

Mr.Muralidhara PDisciplineCommittee,Silicon City College.

•

Mrs.Pushpalatha RExaminationCommittee,Silicon City College.
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•

Mrs.Rekha M Examination Committee, Silicon City College

•

Ms.Padmaja Rani Examination Committee, Silicon City College

•

Mr.Kiran G DisciplineryCommittee, Silicon City College

22. Student projects
d) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
inter departmental/program:
NIL
e) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside
the institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies:
From the academic year 2013-14 onwards all the V Semester students
have to compulsorily have to complete a research dissertation.
23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students:Yes
Mr.Muralidhara P-Awarded “Best Faculty” in the year 2013 by Silicon
City College

.
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24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department
NIL
25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding:
NIL
a) National
b) International
26. Student profile program/course wise:
Year(Batch)

Name of the
Course/program

Applicatio
ns received

Selected

(refer question no. 4)

Enrolled

Pass percentage

*M / *F

2012-13

B.Com –I

155

100

37/38

Yet to receive

2011-12

B.Com –I

120

77

49/28

24.67%

2010-11

B.Com –I

140

83

48/35

67.46%

2009-10

B.Com–I

122

73

37/36

78%

*M=Male F=Female
27. Diversity of Students:

Year (Batch)
2012-13

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same
state

% of students
from other
States

B.Com –I

97%

3%

Nil

B.Com –II

100%

Nil

Nil

B.Com –III

100%

Nil

Nil

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

% of students from
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2011-12

2010-11

2009-10

B.Com –I

100%

Nil

Nil

B.Com –II

100%

Nil

Nil

B.Com –III

98%

2%

Nil

B.Com –I

100%

Nil

Nil

B.Com –II

98%

2%

Nil

B.Com –III

100%

Nil

Nil

B.Com –I

98%

2%

Nil

B.Com –II

100%

Nil

Nil

B.Com –III

100%

Nil

Nil

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services,
etc. ?
NIL
29. Student progression:
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
50%(2009-13)

PG to M.Phil.

Nil

PG to Ph.D.

Nil

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Nil

Employed


Campus selection

10%(2009-13)

Other than campus

20%(2009-13

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

10%(2009-13)


recruitment
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library

:Yes

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students

:Yes

c) Class rooms with ICT facility

:Yes

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
university, government or other agencies
The number of students who were provided with financial assistance from the
college are:
Period

No of Students

2007-2013

41

Category
Economically
weaker section

32. Details on student enrichment programs (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts

S.L.NO.
1
2
3

DATE

TOPIC

23/8/2008 E-Commerce
Working
6/9/2008 Capital
Management
Financial
30/9/2009
Services

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

RESOURCE
PERSON
Mr Niranjan

Project Manager - HP

Prof Subramanian

Ex-vice chairman -RBI

Mr.MahanteshKuri

Financial
Analyst,
Deutsche Bank

PROFILE
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33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
1. Remedial Classes:
We divide students based on 3 categories-Slow, Moderate and Fast
Learners.
•

Giving fundamental assistance training and practice programs on
weaker subjects for slow learners to make them an average students.

•

Organizing workshops on subject basis designed for moderate
learners to make them as fast learners.

•
2.

Motivating fast learners to be creative thinkers.

Innovative teaching method:
• Using innovating teaching method to improve student’s creativity
&analytic way of problem solving.
• Inspiring students as learners.
• Improvement of communication skills & self-confidence of
students.
• Eradication of stage fear.
• Development of students’ personal traits and leadership qualities

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Blood donation Camp
Anti-corruption Movement
Swami Vivekananda 150th Birthday
World Environment Day
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35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
Strength:
•
•
•

Good understanding and Team work among the faculty members.
Knowledge oriented faculties.
Have better authentic subject oriented books.

Weakness:
•

Research activities have to be initiated.

Opportunities:
Employment opportunities in:
• Banking sectors
• Corporate sectors.
To develop coaching programs for:
• Professional Course such as ICWA, CA , ACS
• Academic course such as M.Com, MBA, MFA.
Challenges:
•
•

Students facing highly competitive job Market.
Enlisting student support and initiative to follow the social and community
norms.

Future plans
•

To establish a commerce laboratory.

•

To commence a coaching and training programing for CPT/CS/ICWA.

•

To establish coaching classes for IBPS, Income Tax and audit.

•

To jointly organize with the Chartered Accounting companies for the final
year students to be part of the internal audit and annual audit teams.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
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SILICON CITY COLLEGE
#26/2, Ravindra Layout K R Puram
Evaluative Report of the Computer Science Departments

1. Name of the department :Department of Computer science
2. Year of Establishment:

2007

3. Names of Programs / Courses offered: UG programs
4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
Department of English
Department of Mathematics
Department of Hindi
Department of Kannada
Department of Commerce
5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (program wise)
Semester system
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments
Department of Commerce
Department of Management

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
Institutions, etc.:
NIL

8. Details of courses/programs discontinued (if any) with reasons :

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

NIL
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9. Number of Teaching posts :

Teaching posts
Professors
Associate Professors

sanctioned
-

Filled
-

Asst. Professors

2

2

10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt. /Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,):

Name

Qualificat
Designation Specialization
ion

Mr.
Balaji M.Sc.,
M………
B.Ed.

HOD

Mrs. Nidhi Sinha

MSc
B.Ed.

Lecturer

Mrs. Bhavya

B. E.

Lecturer

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

CS(Application
development,
Database
architecture)
Computer
Science (Data
Structures,
UNIX,C++)
Information
Science
(Java)

No. of
Years
of
Experi
ence

No.
of
Ph.D.
Students
guided
for
the
last
4
years

10
years

Nil

7 years

Nil

Six
months

Nil
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Other department’s faculties details:
S No

Department

Name

1

Management

Mr.
Muralikrishna

2

English

Mrs. Shobhana

3

Mr. Prakash B A
Kannada

4

Ms. Rohini

5

Hindi

Mr. Chidanand

7

Mathematics

Ms. Nandini

8

Electronics

Mrs. Meherbanu

Designatio
n
Assistant
MBA
Prof
Assistant
M.A in English
Prof
Associate
M.A,NET
Prof
Assistant
M.A in Kannada
Prof
Assistant
M.A in Hindi
Prof
M.Sc
in Assistant
Mathamatics
Prof
Qualification

B.E. in Electronics

Assistant
Prof

11. Names of visiting Faculties from other Institutions / Industry / etc.
1. Mr. Giridhar (Infosys, Bangalore).
2. Mr. K Sriniwas (Infosys, Bangalore).
3. Mr. Madav P (IBM)
4. Mr. Venketesh ( CTS Technology Hyderabad)

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(program wise) by temporary faculty

13. Student -Teacher Ratio (program wise)

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

NIL

Ratio 1 : 17
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14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative
staff sanctioned and filled :
One ( System Administrator)

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ M.Phil/PG.
Post-Graduation

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from

a) National b)

International funding agencies and grants received.
NIL

17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR,
etc. and total grants received
NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University
NIL

19. Publications:

NIL

∗

a) Publication per faculty

∗

Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals
(national / international) by faculty and students

∗

Number of publications listed in International Database
(For

Eg:

Web

of

Science,

Scopus,

Humanities

International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
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∗

Monographs

∗

Chapter in Books

∗

Books Edited

∗

Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of

publishers
∗

Citation Index

∗

SNIP

∗

SJR

∗

Impact factor

∗

h-index

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated Nil

21. Faculty as members in
b)

National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial

Boards….
1. Mr. Balaji HOD of Computer science department is a member of
International Committee - Australian Computer Society,
Academic Committee and leadership committee of Silicon City
College.
2. Mrs. Nidhi Sinha of Computer science department is Cocoordinator of Disciplinary and Anti raging committee of Silicon
City College.
3. Mrs. Bhavya of Computer science department is Co-coordinator
of Examination committee of Silicon City College.
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22 Student projects
a)

Percentage of students who have done in-house projects

including inter departmental/program

100%

Sl.No

Faculty/Guide Name

1

Mrs. Swapna

Total
Projects
Done
16

2

Mrs. Bhavana N

120

3

Mr. Ramesh Reddy

25

4

Mrs. Chaithanya

30

5

Mrs. Smitha Shenoy

12

6

Mrs. Geetha K P

18

7

Mr. Sumith Gupta

10

8

Mrs. Nidhi Sinha

12

9

Mrs. Bhavya

6

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside
the institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies
Nil

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty and students
1.

Yes

Mrs. Mehar Banu (Electronics)-“Best Faculty” awarded By Silicon

City College
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24. List of Eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the
department

Nil

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding

a) National
b) International
1. IT workshop conducted b by Mr. Giridhar (Infosys, Bangalore).
on “VLSI “ on th 27 July 2013 second week.
26. Seminar on
first

“Software Programming Skills” on 24th August 2013

week.

26. Student profile program/course wise:
Name of the
Course/progra
Applicatio
m
ns received
(refer question
no. 4)

Selecte
d

2012-13

BCA –I

41

41

30

11

Yet to
Receive

2011-12

BCA –I

29

29

10

11

34.48%

2010-11

BCA –I

24

24

18

6

75%

2009-10

BCA –I

18

15

9

6

93%

Year(Batc
h)

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

Enrolled
Pass
percentage
*M

*F
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27. Diversity of Students
Year
(Batch)
2012-13

2011-12

Name of
the
Course

% of students
from the same
state

% of students
from other
States

% of students
from abroad

BCA I

75%

15%

5%

BCA II

75%

15%

5%

BCA III

75%

15%

5%

83%

Nil

17%

83%

Nil

17%

83%

Nil

17%

92%

8%

Nil

92%

8%

Nil

92%

8%

Nil

13%

Nil

BCA I
BCA II
BCA III

2010-11

BCA I
BCA II
BCA III

2009-10

87%
BCA I
Table showing details of Foreign Students
Sl.No

Name

Course

Year of
Joining

Native

BCA

2012-13

Manipur

BCA

2012-13

Manipur

BCA

2011-12

Nepal

3

Chingangbam Romen
Kumar Singh
Yangambam Kunjeswar
Meetei
Anand Thakur

4

Jyothish Biswakarama

BCA

2011-12

Nepal

5

Aishwarya Thapa

BCA

2011-12

Nepal

6

Sandip Ghimire

BCA

2011-12

Nepal

7

Manish Kumar Shah

BCA

2011-12

Nepal

8

Sanish K

BCA

2011-12

Nepal

1
2
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28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense
services, etc. ? Nil

29. Student progression
Student progression

Against %
enrolled

UG to PG

65%(2009-13)

PG to M.Phil.

NIL

PG to Ph.D.

NIL

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

NIL

Employed

Campus selection

Other than campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

5%(2009-13)
20%(2009-13)
10%

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

Yes
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b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students

Yes ( Wi-Fi )

WIFI AND INTERNET CONNECTION DETAILS
1.

Provider BSNL.

2.

Manufacturer BSNL broadband.

3.

Speed 256 Kbps up to 1Mbps (Dial up network modem).

4.

Connected systems 6 (Office + LAB systems).

5.

Name of Wi-Fi SILICON CITY COLLEGE.

6.

Area covered 2500 Sq. Ft.

7.

Wi-Fi able to connect up to 253 computers or laptops.

8.

Technology used old (telephone network).

c) Class rooms with ICT facility

SILICON CITY COLLEGE

YES
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d) Laboratories

YES

Computer laboratory
SL.NO
1
2
3
4
5
5
6

Name of the Equipment’s
Server ( Linux, Windows)
Personal computers
Microprocessor Kits
Printers (H.P)
Fax & Scanning Machine
Lap Top Compaq HP Make
Digital L C D Projector

Existing
1 each
45 Nos.
10 sets.
03 Nos.
01 Nos.
02 N0.
02 No.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
university, government or other agencies

- 7 Students

These students are getting the scholarship from the Government of India for
higher studies.

31. Details on student enrichment programs (special lectures /
workshops / seminar) with external experts
Seminar held Dated 19 Feb 2013 on “Group Discussion and
presentation skills” conducted by Dr. Lalitha Apachhu , Mrs. Avanti from
Deccan Herald.

32. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
• Blended Teaching
• Group Discussions
• Multimedia
• Web Base
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33.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and

Extension activities
1.

Blood donation Camp

2.

Anna Hazare Anti-corruption Movement

3. Swami Vivekananda 150th Birthday
4.

World Environment Day

5.

Human Rights awareness day

6.

World Bio Diversity Day

34. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
Strength – SWOC analyses
Positive Attitude.
Better Student Placement.
Course Content and Qualified Faculty
Central Library, departmental library and two Laboratories
(Electronics and Computer )
Weakness
Increasing IT workshops and Interactive programs.
Superiority complex among the students
Opportunities
Job opportunities for the students on completion of the program is wide in the
following sectors:
•

IT companies.

•

Banking sector.
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•

Medicine and Health organization.

•

Education.

•

Defense and Army.

Challenges
Implementation and creation of new programming logics is the biggest
challenge in the way of teaching learning process.
Organizing short term training and Workshops on Digital Libraries.
Future Plans
• Emphasis on information science would further increase by keeping the training
program in harmony with the changing needs of the job market in the library
information science sectors. Also a few Workshops/Personality development
program/Seminars are planned.
• The department organizes short term training program in emerging areas like
Community Information Service, Multimedia in LIS and Web Technology.
•

To create a Project Management suit to enable all the faculties and nonfaculties to communicate, conference etc., this will create transparency in
communication and reduce the delay in addition to establishing a paper
less management.
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INSTITUTION’S MASTER PLAN
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Master Plan of the Institution
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AUDITED ACCOUNTS OF THE INSTITUTION FOR THE
PERIOD FROM 2009-13
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AUDITED ACCOUNTS OF THE INSTITUTION FOR THE
YEAR 2009-10
AUDITED ACCOUNTS OF THE INSTITUTION FOR THE

SILICON CITY COLLEGE
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AUDITED ACCOUNTS OF THE INSTITUTION FOR THE
YEAR 2010-11
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AUDITED ACCOUNTS OF THE INSTITUTION FOR THE
YEAR 2011-12
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AUDITED ACCOUNTS OF THE INSTITUTION FOR THE
YEAR 2012-13
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